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A C T 0 N E 
• I 
• 
Offic-e and ~ojesting Room of 
• 
tr.1e Potash & • loo • • Perlmut t;e·r 
... 
• 
·, 
• ·.A C T T \V 0 , ' 
. . 
• , 
SceneI: Stu.d~io of_ the Potash & Perlmutter ·Film Co ~ 
A C T 'i' H R E E 
Same as Act One. 
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The Action takes · place today, in and around New York .·city 
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CAST op· CHARACTERS: 
'ABE POTASH 
MORR IS PF.R IlIDTTER 
· ROBIBT BLANCHARD 
' . ' 
SAMUtL FF.DER 
• 
. SAl\{ PEMBERT_C•N·~ . 
• • 
KEITH MACDONALD 
. . 
RITA SIS110NDI 
ROSIE · POTAS.H 
RUTH PE·R ilAUTTER 
, 
• 
In act One: 
' 
. . 6 
Bits 
Lionel Bran.don 
Victc•r Curzorl 
Ralph tlevill .-
An Actor 
In Act Two: 
, 
... 
Character Woman (Mrs . Timson) 
Heavy · ( Ralph Nevill) . 
Inge11u.e (Vivi.an Hai·g -) _ · 
Leadi ng Man -(~ich.ard Partingtori) 
.Harry ) Camera 
Casey) . , men 
Electricians 
. . . 
J.J.Crabbe~ Automobile Salesman 
Chaut~f-e1.1r of ta_xicab •. 
• 
• 
\ _ . In A·ct Thre~: 
. 
Motorc_ycle policeman 
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A ·c .T- · . 0 N E 
• 
• • 
. SCfillE: 
. \ 
· Projecting Room of the Potash -· 8r Per·ln1utter Film co • 
• 
. . . 
_ When the cm~tain rises , the stage is .i n absolu:te 
. . darkness , only a white • screen at the Center back· -1s· 
d ·imly visible • . - Seated. t1pon the stage , · ttiough ·not 
visible i n ._ th~ darkness, are ABE, MAWRt1SS, RUTH, 
ROBIE ; als_o -EEITH MacDONAID , a yo1;ng man who writes 
the ·scenarios ror ~he ·company 
.. 
• • 
. . . 
I KEITH I 
. . . • 
. · (In the darkne-~s) 
All r i ght# Harry. ·_ Let her shoot!-
( The· screen· ~n the ~ack lights and the following appears: 
Potash &· Perlmutter Film Co~pany, Inc. , 
• Presents 
. . 
''THE FATAL MURDER '' 
. 
. . 
Featuring Irm~ Potash, _ 
Directed blr Sarr1 Pemb erton. una~er. the ·personal supervi s i on of 
. . . 
• 
· Mes·srs Potasl1 and Perlniu·t ter . · 
"' .. . 
·passed _by ·the National Board of Censorso 
• 
• 
• •••• l ~ ••••••••••••••• 
• • • • IJ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
' 
'' Cla~rice Walpole, t!he beautiful stenographer , . 1s annoyed · 
·by the· attentions- of her ·employer. James Boyd , a lfes.lttiy 
stock broker and man-ab utaetown . '' . . · 
''.She 
the 
. 
Clarice Wa lpole •• • ~-••• • t!iss _Irma Potash. 
' 
• 
. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • o . ••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
.. -- - ' . . 
' . . 
1s · prote c·ted from in.~ul t by · young 
bo~k•keeper. '' . 
. . -· ... .... 'I - -
' 
Phi l i.p !terivale • • e ••••. eBori_s. Andrief 
• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • 
• 
• 
Hshe bi,eaks the _news of h:e:r discharge to her mother." \ ,· . . ., - . . . . . ' 
. 
Mrs. \1/alpole· ••••••• ~-••• Rose Potash. 
. . 
• 
. . 
. . • •• • •••• . ••••••••••• 0 
•• • ••••• • •••• •••••••• •• . .
• 
, . 
' 
. ' 
I! 
• 
• 
. .. 
. ,. . 
'' The wife 6f ·the stock broker 1s jealous of 
. '_ .. ,. s teriographer'' 
her husband·• s · _· . 
Mrs • . Ger.ievi ve Boyd • •• • Rutr1 PerlmiJ.t·ter 
• 
. 
• 
. . 
l - 2 . 
ABE . 
.... 
/ 
, I {Xes ~ picture of stock broker is shown) 
Mr. MacDonald, did you write this scenario , too? 
, . • MAC 
Yes, Mr. Potash. 
ABE 
Why doe·e that ac_to·r alway.s . play millionai res? The first thing 
you know . he' 11 ba . · striking us for a raise . Am I right or wropg , 
Mawruss? · . . . 
f I 
.. 
· - . · ,_ MAWRus~ 
' , , \..I 
• • 
\ 
• 
. . - .In movi·ng picture~, ·you _ ,could. always get someone to play 
mill i onaires cheap . It ' s . the poor worki ng girls that draw the big 
• 
sale.rie s . · 
(Silence while the picture goes on) . 
ABE 
. 
(As pict)ure ~f Mrs . Wali>ole is seen i n _close --.up) 
.Listen ~ Rosie , why do you ·wear a diamond sunburst when you are 
supposed to be _ poor? . · 
ROSI_E 
They a in ' t genuine diamonds, Abe . 
• 
ABE 
. 
• 
• 
• 
Ain rt · tbey ? . Well, I bought 1emfor genuine ••• 
MAWRUSS 
,,. 
• 
.. 
' 
Abe i s right . It don ' t look niCe for you to be wearing diamonds 
~hen your daughter .1~ working as a stenographer. 
MAC-
, 
. 
-~,· I t 's all right , Mr. Perlmutter • . She pawns them later int .he film . 
, . 
• 
MAVIRUSS : ·, 
• 
. . 
" . 
. . 
. . • She .shoul d have pawned them b~ for~ -the film started . Then it 
wouldn 't ·have been necessary . f or her ·daughter to '.fiave gone _to work.·--·: 
. . '· . 
· ·a t al 1. . • · · · -
• 
, ' ABE , 
, 
. , 
(As '. Rut h ~s .icture appears in clo~e~up) · 
, .. ! 
Say, Me.wrpss ,, ain t that our 010· style 4022 Ruth is wearing? . · · 
. , 
,. • 
• 
/ . 
... I RUTH 
" . . . 
" 
, , 
• 4 • • • 
. . . / 
- ' . . . . 
. ·.That · •' s. i~por.ted ! · 
- - - - - .i;....._ -· ---- -
.. . 
\ 
-
, 
J 
. . 
MAWRUSS ,.. , 
O~ style 4022 !· · · Mistakes a Paris model for a tw·enty-~wo dollar 
~and fifty cent garment.. · 
ABE --
What .are you talking nonsense_! Our style 4022 sold to some 
suclrer s as high.. as t _we-n -ty-.four fifty. 
. . 
I 
• MAWRUSS , , 
- . 
. .· 
. ' 
Not when you sold • em, Abe • 
' ' 
·ABE· 
. 
• 
·_·, ✓ I sold just as many _garments as zou ever sold., Ma.wruss -- more even-. 
I MAWRlTSS. 
. . 
When l sold I em, I sold 'em. · When you sold 'em, you praeti cal-ly .·. · 
gave them away•... . . . 
All 
(Ad lib row, . in :the midst of 11hi.ch the light_s are turned . 
on disclosing Abe and Mawruss in dispute close to each 
other w1 th IRMA . and BORIS , ROS~E an·q RUTH -abou.t them . 
The liE_;b.ted stage disclosed , besides the _screen , two 
desks, one ~t r1ght front and the other at left front .· 
The center and back are taken up with chairs , their backs , 
toward the audience .and arranged as in a ·projecting ~oom · . 
of a . moving pi c.ture concern) ~ · ·· 
• MAC 
. I 
· (As .Abe and Mawruss quarrel, ·calls: 
right, Harry .••• cut. · 
( The light.a go on, and pict'ltre stops . The · quarrel 
·, continues for a moment and then . stops. There is a slight pause 
• 
. . 
MAWRUSS 
. . . 
W'pat ' s the matter, is 1·t · finished? 
MAC - . 
• 
. 
.. 
• 
Wha·t · 1 ~s the use . of_· wasting eurre nt - . you i:e opl e are n I t paying 
attention . ., · · .. 
, 
' . 
MAWRUSS . . 
\ 
• 
~ 
, 
. . 
. . He's r -ight, -Abe. Forge•t ·· ·you was in . the ._ garment 
now in the mo.ving ·picture busine ..ss. · · 
' 
• 
. . 
. '. 
. ·ABE' l 
' 
. ' , 
. ,, . 
. . - . . . 
. . . ' .. 
. . 
Bi-d . i say _ I 'wasn 1t? . -· . . -- . 
. , 
' . . 
MAWR.USS· 
. ! . 
. . . 
. ... ,,
• 
, . 
. . 
I • • • 
. ABE • • 
. . 
. . • 
. 
Argume~t-~?. Who_. is giving a~guments now? 
• 
• 
' 
?IAWRUSS 
• • 
-
. . 
. . . 
· You a~e, · Abe~ -- Ten .. ce~ts a· kilowat hour it ~osts us to hear 
_you talking *about old. times. 'We are 
. . 
. . thank God . 
out of ·the gar.111ent~ business , . · · 
. : Why th~nk God? 
'. We always. made 
• 
ABE 
, 
,,, 
Is it such a disgrace to be a cloak and suiteri · 
a -11 ving in the garment business, didn ' -t we? 
• 
. . -
. 
• 
certainly we made a .. _living, Abe. But we 'r·e going to make a for·tune 
· now. ,, 
. ' 
ABE 
How a fortune ••• 
• ROSIE 
Try to be a optielan, Abe ..... look on the bright s ·ide of t~ings. 
,, 
MAC . '· 
' -
You 're going to n'll:tk~ a lot of money out of this film, Mr. Potash • 
. 
. . ABE • 
• 
, 
. Anyhow., w.e a in' ·t s pe~d.1ng . much. 
• 
• 
. . 
. . 
. . 
• . MAWRUSS 
.• 
. -
. ' 
... And what we are si;:ending, we. re keeping in the·. fa1r11ly. , 
RUTH· 
. . 
..,_ 
Did anyone ever s~s peQt we had su~h a sple_~did · a·ctress as your 
daughter, Abe? _· . ·. _· . .. · · , .. : 
• • 
.. , 
• • • 
. . . 
. . 
, MAWRus·s ·.· 
And wha ~ 's the matter with ~u, Ruth? 
. . 
• 
MAC 
- ) 
. 
'· . 
. , . 
,.,. : 
• 
• 
. · ·They ~r~ all- fine, . parti-eularli .your son(l$1n-law_, Mr. Potash . 
. ' . 
·. . 
I • 
. . .., ,, 
I . 
, 
. . 
. ABE · 
. ~ 
' • . 
And.· to \b..ink ,t h~t six ·months ago h_e was a book8keeper. 
.. 
. . 
. . . 
. ., . 
,· 
. 
. . 
MAC 
. ' . 
. A ~Ort ·or · double•entri _ Jae'.!! Barrymore, -what? 
. . 
. 
.. 
' . 
. 
, 
. ' RUTH 
•• 
. 
. . 
·You think our pic-ture is go·od, then? 
-
• 
.. 
MAC · · 
... 
. ' 
. Sflendi.d. - It~ s so different:. Not at all like any other picture 
I - ye ever seen. 
. AI:E J 
• 
I 
• 
" 
RUTH 
• 
·D-id you make . up the story out of your own head" Mr. MacDonald? 
MAC 
' 
- It I s entirely- original, no matter what anyone says. 
Original? 
MAC 
certainly. The play upon ,,hieh 1 t is ta sed hasn't been perro.rmed 
_ in years ••• and 1 t was French_, anyway• .. 
ABE 
So long as the f1llum sells , Mac-Donald , we should. worry ·where . ~. 
you steal your original ideas. 
MAWRUSS 
. . 
It will sell all right. Wait till Pemberton comes· back from the 
Continental Exchange. Them people handle fillums for all the . 
b_ig ·.concerns. , 
. RUTH 
• 
·But we ' re not a big · · eoncern-.-. 
• 
' 
-r 
.. 
-
-
Never mind. They know a good thing when they see it. They'll handle . 
'' The Fatal Murder'' · all right. 
I - - MIS.S COHEN , . . 
·(comes in) • ; 
Mr. _Blanchard of the Koscuusk-o .Bank is outside • 
.. . . ABE 
. . 
-
What's •eianchard want with -~s now , Mawruss? 
. . 
' . 
. 
. ' 
... 
MAWRUSS - J ,, 
• 
. · . . , 
. He comes to snoop again• He · always wants to find · out what. we fre upt~ 
, 
-
• , 
ROSIE . • l 
I don't like that man Blanchard comi~g here all the _ time. 
MAWRUSS . 
• 
He's got a right -to -come here. He's the ·v1ce--Presiden·t · of the . bank 
and it's their money we're working with. He's a ,nice man, too .• 
. 
. ROSIE. 
-
Yes, a nice man. His wife divereed him only last month. When I 
read· the evidence in the · newspap,er·, I quick threw · 1 t in the fire. 
( Looks a ·t .Abe ) . . · · . . 
, 
Lots of good husbands get pointers that way. 
• MAVVRUSS 
Listen, Rosie, what a business man does o·ut ·of business hours is 
his . business ·. . 
'-
.. ABE 
• 
All we got to do with Mr. ·Blanchard is tl1at he . . is lending us money, 
1 Rosie, and money ain I t got no bad habits. 
MAWRUSS .· . . 
' 
. . 
• I 
• 
· And if you keep him waiting out · there any longer he's liable to ' 
call in our loans on · us. . -~ 
ABE '-
' 
Come . Rosie, ••• come Ruth -~ go into the shop • 
• 
MAWRUSS 
Jou mean ·studio .• 
ABE 
Studio .. shop - wha. t' s the difference·? 
we're through. 
We' 11 let you· know when 
• 
(All except · Abe, .Mawruss and Mac go out) 
NLAWRUSS 
' 
(To Miss Col1en) 
Tell Mr • . Blanchard to come right in. 
~Miss Cohen g~es out) (Mac starts also) 
ABE 
Don't go, MacDqnald, til·l we tell you -to. 
, MAWRUSS 
.. 
· (-Hands h·im pap.ers) . _. 
Here, \t~~~ these ~e-cond-hand furn1 ture . ca·talogues --
.... 
- ' ... 
..: 
, 
I 
I' 
I 
I • 
I 
. 
(Abe a nd Mawruss sit dov,n alb thei111 desks and fei _gn 
to be very busy) 
ABE 
(As BIANCHARD comes in) 
, 
Yes, Mr. MacDonald, we ·like · these deaens of yours very much. " 
• 
. MAWRUSS • 
Designs .. .. ·you ehommer .• 
• 
I mean these scenarios• . Have s·ix · of them. ready .PY next week .. anq 
· (Apparently notice.a Blanchard for the ·first time) 
Oh; how do you do , _· Mr-. Blanchard? 
MAWRUSS 
• 
I 
. 
_ Why, Mr . Blanchard, this 1s a pleasure. 
• l 
• 
BLANCH.4.RD • 
. 
Good afternoon, Potash. How are you, Perlmutter? 
(He pauses, ·and looks at Mac) .. 
, 
MAWRUSS 
• 
This is the manager of our scenario department , Mr. MacDonald.-... 
• 
.. ABE 
And send Pemberton .to us as soonf as ~e comes in, MacDonald • 
.. 
MAC 
.certainly • . ~And I shall report on these - er - scenarios tomorrow •. 
(Out) 
BLANCHARD 
Well , boys , how are things going? 
MAWRUSS 
Couldn ' ·t be be.tter , ~. Blanchard . 
· BLJl .. BCHARD 
• 
• • 
f 
I'm -glad to hear it . I -take a personal interest in you boy~, 
although it i s t he· bank ' s money you are using • 
• 
MAWRUSS 
• 
•· . 
We will take •just as mueh care of it as though we borrowed it. -- . · 
• from a relation . ' 
., 
, 
, 
A relation ! Relations nothing , Mawruss . We're -going to pay this . 
' 
• 
, 
--
• 
BLANCHARD 
I hope so . . . 
MAWRlJSS 
There is not a doubt ~bout· it., ·Mr. Blanchard . 
, ' 
· Why certainly, Mr. Blanchard, with the style of goods we are 
· turning out here ,. all fresh U:P--to-date ·stuff , elegant and -new 
creations · and everything; •••. 
Creations! ··_ Abe! 
• 
Well, mod.els ••• -
Models. Come out of the 
fillums , Mr. Blanchard . 
B.lanchard, he ain't got 
, 
MAWRUSS 
ABE 
• 
MAWRUSS 
cloak and suit· business, Abe. He me ans-
. You got to excuse my partner , Mr. -
a very wide _ vocabulary. 
ABE 
Is that so? Well, I could get along· without one •• I e_at reasonable, 
Mawruss, I don't make a hog of myself over my food •• like you do. · 
BLANCHARD . 
-Now, boys, . get down to ·business ·. What have you been doing here? 
MA \ffi. USS -· 
Well, Mr. Blancl1ard , we have just finished up our firs t fillum. 
" 
BLANCHARD 
Is it a good one? 
.,_ 
ABE 
' 
Is 1 t a good one? When my wife seen 1 t for the first time yester--
day, she cr1~d so t~rrible we had to send out to a drug store for 
ten cents _mathemati c "spirits or a1rnnonia 3 
. . 
MAWRUSS 
· I don't care if it' s Inoving pictures or _a theatre, Mr -. Blanchard, 
if you want people to have _-a good time , you got to pretty near 
break ·their hearts. 
. , 
BLANCHARD 
• 
.... 
How is it selling? 
. 
........... 
.. 
MAWRUSS 
• 
• 
Selling? -Say , we only finished 1 t day before yesterday . 
BLANCHARD 
Well , isn ' t that pretty slGw work , boys? Three months ago when 
· you went 111to this _business , you got a loan of fifty ~housand 
dollars at my bank. _You . said t hen that ·you would clean up in 
·thr ee months. 
ABE 
, 
We thought we could do .it , Mr . Blanchard , but business don't go 
go quick 1 11 the moving pict ure. trade as 1 t does in the gartrient trade · 
,-
MAWRUSS 
Anyway, - A.be , · _if you make one sale in this business, 1t·' s l ·ike a . 
whole •season· in the garment business . . 
• 
BLANCHARD · 
-But our president , Mr. Feder , is a 11·t tle uneasy. 
• 
• 
MAWRUSS 
Why ·· should h e be t1neasy? • lo 
, ABE 
.we're good f or it, ain 1 t we? 
... 
BLANCHARD 
. 
M r. Fe_der i s very conservative , . and while I am in full control 
at the ta nk , I have to defer t o. ·him in some things. . _ 
MAWRUSS 
Mr. · Fe~er knows us, Mr . Blanchard. We done busi ness with him f or 
1ears and we al way s cl eaned up our loans • •• 
ABE 
E'ventually. 
- . ' 
· BLANCHARD 
-
·Mr. Feder asked me to come around and . see you and . f ind ou t where 
.. _you stand. We don!:.t ·want tq press you. but we want · to seeres·u1ts. 
ABE 
-
• 
And you're going to ~ our director, M~. Pe.mberton, 1s over at the 1 
Continenta:1 Fillum Exu-ha n-ge now . He otight to be back any minute.. . , 
· MAWRUSS 
And when he come s ba_ek i f he wouldn I t have. -· ·sold_ them people ~ big 
order of that f 111um, I 'll eat it -- and I got difficulty digesting 1 
......____._.~ ~.,_na__a_ +_ , At. a]~ one ce 11 ul oi d • · 
1 - 10 
BLANCHARD 
You seem _pretty confident, .. Perlmutter. 
MAWRUSS 
It's a v~ry remarkable fillum, Mr. Blanchard • . The story 1s from 
a loafer in the stock exchange business, y'understand, wh·ich he 
, treats his ·wife like a dog, · .u...~derstand,me, end at the same time 
r he.1 s got working for .hi1n a -stenographer, which she lives alone with { her poor~mother1 and she •• 
ABE 
• 
. It's· all rigt1t, Mawruss; Mr. Blanchard will t:ake your word for it. 
MAWRUSS 
I'1n fust explairi1ng to .Mr. Blanchard that it's a story fr.omreal 
life. . 
' . 
' . . 
Sure it is. I myself sa.en the thing .actually happen · in the 
.National Theatre in Houston Street. 
MAWRUSS 
. You saw it at a Theayter ! Why the tp.lng happened to my wife ts 
-sister a cousin. She worked for years for a fellow and I don't ·· 
know hov, raany times she thought he was go-ing to insult her, and 
finally she got fired for coming down late, and I :se~n it would 
m~ke a good moving picture, so I-~ 
ABE 
You seen 1 t would make a good moving p ie ttire? 
• 
MAWRUSS 
Well, I suggested it .first, didn't ·I? 
ABE 
, 
I 
✓ Nothing or the kind. It was me that suggested 1 t. 
BLANCHARD 
-
-· what's the difference who suggested it? Is it a .good picture? 
ABE 
C 
. ,t 
It ought to be, we put a lot . of your money into itc 
BLANCHARD 
. 
.. And how soon do . you exp~ct t _o get our money out of it? 
' . 
• 
\ 
1 - 11 
ABE 
. . 
Right away, Mr. Blanehardo Business wi ll jump for us with this 
picture._ We are going to get the· name for putting out a h·igh 
grade line· of .up ... to- the-minute pictures., whiel1 , believe me , if 
someone should have it in the cloak and suit business, he could 
even act independent to Marshall Fields. 
·l!AWRUSS 
-
. ~Take my_ word for it, Mr·._ Blanchard·, our first piece of work is 
ace·s -- 1-.~' s · a s_nre fire winner . 
' (Enter PEMBERTOli a, angry and disgusted) 
• ABE 
Well:, Pembertor1, how aoout it? 
PEMBERTON 
It's jus·t what I expected .· 
_M.AWRUSS 
Good! "' 
PEMBERTON 
• 
· oood? Two aonths work gone to hell, and he says good! 
ABE 
.. Quit your swearing. What you think this gentleman is _, an actor? 
.... 
MAWRUSS 
-
Stiegen, Abe. We'll see you later , Pemberton, we're busy with Mr. 
Blanchard •. 
BLANCHARD , 
That 's all right, Perlmutter . ~t him go ahead . 
ABE· 
~ 
Sure. We g.ot no secrets from ·Mr .• Blancha.rd. 
· . Mr. Blanchard, eh? 
· ·because ·this thing 
C 
What's the matter? . 
PEMBERTON 
We _ll • he-1,s bound to hear 
c·a.n' t go on any longer . 
BLANCHARD ~ 
PEMBERTON 
it sooner or later 
We've spent four -months on- -a · film and it's time and money wasted. 
Nobody wi1·1 ·handle · it . 
f 
BLANCHARD 
Whatts the matter with it? 
PEMBERTON 
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• 
It ' s a o ted wrong . We've got a . bunch of people working her e, Mr. 
Blanchard, and they ain't actors, they are just relations. · 
- MAWRUSS 
Your relations , Abe·. From the first day I went into partnership 
with you, it's been the same way. All my life I ' ve been running 
·an or phan asylum for the, benefit of your family. 
BLANCHARD 
• 
MAWRUSS 
• 
. . . 
Blan·chard •• • . \ 
-BLANCHARD 
Pember ton is your director and what he says ought· to go. You two 
ha,re had no experience in this business . 
ABE 
. . 
Every business expaience 1s experience f or the moving picture 
business. Peopl·e 1s going into moving pi_ctures out of all kinds 
of . business , f rom soap and .perfaYJLery to delicattessen. 
PE1ABERT0N 
~ut not ·rrom t he ·cloak and suit business . 
f 
-
• MAWRUSS 
Is that-· so? A4olph Zukor of the .Famous P1a·yers was in the cloak 
and suit busine s s . William Fox,· too-. Carl Lemele of the Universal 
· run a clothing store . .. • . 
ABE 
-Everybody n owadays has got t ·wo businesses - his regular business 
-and .the moving _picture business • 
• 
PEMBERTON 
-_·That I s what you think . 
-_' ABE 
... 
· What is there to the mov i ng pi cture business anyhow? A coupB Of · 
cameras - s ome el ectric l i ghts - a few hundred dollars second- hand . 
-furniture, and right away you can start manufacturing. 
• 
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BLANCHARD • 
So t ·hat ' s what you think of the . moving picture bus i nes a ? 
ABE . 
But, Mr. Blanchard • • • 
.. 
BLANCHARD 
You. boys have got to wake up . Thi s isn't the garment trade, wher e 
every greenhorn -has a chance . You're in cqmpetition with the 
·keenest bra,ins of the country, men or resource and tal ent . Making 
a successful moving picture r equires more than the ordinary 
bus 111e·s.s e x1.,erie nc e • I t I s an Art. · 
. . 
PEMBERTON 
These gentlemen, Mr. Blancha.rd, don•·t appareciate the techniq\le 
or· the moving picture . -. ·rn balance of compos i tion , in _perf ec·tion 
of detail, light and shade, in subject and theme , i t must appeal 
· to tl:1e ey e and touch the heart as mu ch a s any picture by Rui>ens 
or Raphae l . 
ABE 
Did- Rubens and Raphael also go i nto t he mov i ng picture bus i ness? 
PEMBERTON • 
" 
I ·am speaking of Rubens a nd Raphael, the painter s • 
• 
ABE 
·oh,painters. I thought you meant Rubens and Raphael in the pants 
business. You remember them, Mawruss? .. 
PEMBERTON 
. . . 
What's :the use of talking to you two about art? · 
ABE 
' 
· Say, how _should we ~know there was a firm of pa.i n t ers by the name 
. · of Rubens and Raphae·1? -
' 
· MAWRUSS 
. 
We ain't .Personally a cquainted with t he entire e i ty ·a1rect·ory . 
· BLANCHARD. 
Go on w-1 th your story. Pemberton . 
, PEMBERTON 
. _Well, 1t1-s like this·: you boys want to make · money in mo11ing 
pictures , don't you? , · . 
.. 
j 
.. 
.. 
. 
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ABE 
• 
No, Pemberton, we are like Rube.ns and :Raphael, we are in this fo·r 
1 the love of art. · i 
I 
1.{AWRUSS 
We don't w·ant to make any money, Pemberton, but explain it to us 
' as though we did. . 
• 
PEMBERTON 
All right. The first requisite. for a moving picture ·is a good story • 
. ABE 
-- ·what's t,he matter with the story ·or ''The Fatal Murder? " 
. . r . . 
PENiBERTON 
·What' s the matter with it? · Why, it 1·s rotten, that's all. 
. ' 
ABE. 
.. 
we11·1 what can you expect when 1fawruss has got a cousin works fo r 
years a..s a .stenographer and he suggests it as a story yet . 
MAWRUSS 
I suggested. 1 t? . Didn't 1 t happen to you in real life at the 
~ational Theatre? I told you it was a rotten story. 
\ ABE . -
You told me? Didn't I say we should get something with swimming in 
1 t lilre "Neptune ' s Si.ls ter?t' . . 
• 
PEMBERTON 
You neither of you suggested. it. MacDonald dug it ou:t of an old 
play ''The Romance of a. Working Girl.'' 
.ABE 
A w·orking girl, Ma,1russ ., ~n~ we 'r)e paying that loafter thirty-
five dollars a week. , 
\ 
MAWRUSS 
Fire him!· 
PE1\dBERTON 
. . 
. Fire him nothing·! . Him and I are the only prac ti.cal men you got 
\ 
· around here . He was w·ith me in the Distinctive Feature Film Company 
and he ' s writing the ~ind of stuff we can produce. You ought to 
raise his salary. 
. - ' 
- -
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·ABE 
Af r ·aid or not ·afraid , -Mr. Blanchard, I am content to do anything 
so l ong as my Rosie will quit being a movi ng picture ac t ress and 
go home arid .attend . t o the house . I ain ' t -had a decent cu.p cof fee 
in months . 
PEMBERTON 
, 
Then it 1 s agreed we hire new ~ctors? 
-
ABE . & . - MAWRUSS 
• 
. Yes. 
BLANCHARD 
-Now, Pe,mbertc•;n , ·how m'ttch is i t going to _cost? 
~ PEMBERTON 
• 
. . . 
Well, · \you can get -a pretty go od leading man or leading woman 
for five -hundred dollars • 
• ABE 
A year? 
MAVIBUSS 
. . 
Yow a year. You~ wouldn ' t ge t of f so ea·sy as al l that -. F-1 ve 
hundred dollars a month he means . 
I 
l mean f~ive hundred· dollars a week • 
• ABE ; 
Five hi.lndred. dolleLr s a week , Mawruss ! • 
PEMBERTON 
.. 
What's f .ive t .Lu.n dred dollars a week? Ma~y Pi ckf ord gets seven 
hundred and.· fifty triousa.nd a ·year; Charlie ·chaplin s ix hundred 
, 
and .seventy thousand ; Doughlas Fairban_ks ., not q.l 1 te so . expensive --
six hui1dred ,thousand .... • ' _ · 
ABE 
. 
Only six hundred thousand .• · •• neb.iech . 
u 
I MAVIBUSS 
Maybe he sells clothing on the s i de . 
· PE:WTBER TON 
. 
or course,· -these are high priced actor s • 
I 
. . 
• 
, 
I 
ABE 
I What we want is a high priced actor marked down a s ·a special. 
BLANCHARD 
-What y o~ wa·nt is competent~ people . You can I t go on with a lot of 
amateurs any· longer . Now how many r eal s a laried people ·do you ?eed? 
. . 
PEMBERTON • 
Well, we need a leading man, a leading woman, and a vamp . 
• 
ABE 
-A vam.1, - what ' s . &. vamp? 
PEMBERTON 
. ' 
. . 
A vampire . 
MAWRUSS 
. Don't you know what a van:ipire is? 
ABE ~ 
Sur e - a fe l low that gives a deci sion like five ·strikes and out! 
MAVIBUSS 
You ~re · thinking · of an. empire , not a vampi re • A- vampire . is .: .in _ 
moving pictures whe!'e>a-rellow and his wife a i n ' t getting on wel~ 
together on a ccount t he fellow is running around to thea·tres and 
resta~ants with a .lady and - - tha·t' s a vampire . 
' ABE 
' 
And we should have such a woman work i n g in our place? 
✓MAWRUSS 
Why not? • 
AeE 
. . 
Why not? Do you think _my Rosie would s tand f or such a thing? -
MAWRUSS 
\ , 
L1sten, Abe : supfose we do have a woman playing a vampire around 
· here, that doesn t mean she is a. vampire ,. does it? 
.. 
Never mind,. Mawruss • a married man couldn 1.t take 1 t too particular . 
I r I -- am in t he moving picture business 1t·1 s enough that I go·t to 
stand for actresses but .I draw the · line at vampires . 
( 
BLANCHARD . 
' 
Nonsen~e, Potash, a _woman who plays a vampire can be perfectly· _ __ j 
·L 
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• 
PEMBERTON 
.. 
That's the way to tal-k , Perlmutter. I -t -hi!!Jc we 01:1ght to go tb.e limit 
ABE 
. 
Seemingly i n - this game _ there is no limit . Table stakes and · our _·0 
bank roll is nearly gone. . # 
I 
• 
' 
· BLA.N CHARD 
Th.ere is no room for a · piker ~n-· the moving picture busine-ss, 
Potash. Now tell us , femberton, have you anyone in mind for this 
v_ampire? 
7 
• 
I • PEMBERTON . 
Well,· t here are lots of vampires ~ho might do , but there's just 
one in this business who makes every other vampire look like a 
Guardian Angel -. , ' 
(Hol.cla up photograph) 
There sr1e is, gentlemen! For six hundred and fifty dollars a 
week,. a ·regular Kipli_ng vampire! 
I 
I ABE 
• Regul.ar ·or -not regular, for ~ix hundred and fifty -do-llars she 
could .kipple somewhere else • 
.. (Blan cha.rd looks ·at the photograp:q. and whistles) 
• 
· PEMBER TON · 
Isn't she a pippin? 
MAWRUSS 
(Looks over Blan chard ' s shoulder ) 
. What a beautiful woman _ • 495 unb'erufen . 
ABE . 
. Let me in on th.is, · too, Mawruss, a.in' t I a partner here? 
(Tries to look at photo) , 
. ' 
MAWRUSS 
. . . ... 
(Hands him ttie _photo) 
Well~ 
PEMBERTO.N 
Isn't. she a winner? 
.... 
ABE 
T-Pb,oo•ee. 
• 
' • 
• 
I 
~ . ' . 
f: 
;I;,;.,.. 
·MAWRUSS 
. ., 
• 
..... 
.. 
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I 
ABE 
We don ' t · want her. 
11A1vVRUSS 
A beautiful lady like her? 
· ABE 
r 
• 
I .· got en ot.lgh trouble now explaining to Rosie hov1 I put in my time . 
With a woman like ~hat working around here, I would have to go 
horr1e every night with t w·o d i sinterested wi tn.esses to prove an 
·alibi ~r or me . 
l , 
l . 
(Looking at photo) 
Isn't that Rita Sismondi? 
BiJ\NCHARD 
PEMBERTON . ' 
Right you ·are the first time, and in a class by herself. 
. ~ 
BLANCHJlRD ,, 
• 
You bet she is. 
ABE 
. Why, do you know her , Mr. Blanchard? 
' 
BLANCHARD 
I met her the other night at a. dinner at · the Ritz . 
• PEMBERTON 
Isn ' ·t she a wonder? 
BLANCHARD 
That'· s the girl you want . Get her. 
PEMBERT.ON 
I 111 go telephone her . -
-· 
MAWRUSS 
Wait a minute. w-e can ' t afford to pay six hundred and fifty 
dol·lars a week. 
... 
BLL\.NCHARD 
·(tocking at · photo) 
I 
, 
,.. 
Now, lo9k here, boys I you are i nd.ebted to my bank f _1fty thousand 
dollars. I' 11 . confess that I cam.e here after a c onferer1ce with Mr. 
Feder prepared to call i n that loan , but since this talk. with 
Pemberton, I think you.,.._.__boys have got a chance. No~., · you get Mi ss 
, 
., 
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ABE 
But,. Mr . Blanchard~ how can we stand such a salary -- even if 
you d.o e xtend the loan? 
, 
, MAWRUSS 
our capital is very limited_, Mr . Blanchard . 
.. 
• 
·BLANCHARD 
All right . I' 1·1 te l l you what I ' 11 do . You get . Mi~ s· S1smond1· and 
I'll not onl y exte~d your loan j _but I ' ll back you boy s with the 
bank's money until you put . over a big success . 
( 10-oking .a _t the pie tu.re) 
Is that f aJi r? 
-I • PEMBERTON 
It's more than fair .• 
BLANCHARD 
\ • 
• 
· All right~ Novv get this woman - .. at once - From now .on I want you 
boys to show me results and I' ll back you to the lirrdt o 
· ... ( Looks a.t pictur~e and tl:en throws 1 t dov:n) 
Well, goodbye, and good luck · to you. · · 
. -(Out) · . . 
PEMBERTON 
That ts . a srr1art f ellow , Mr. Potash . 
• 
MAWRUSS 
You see nov1, Abe, wh-a t kind of a bu.siness you ' re dealing with? 
ABE 
• 
Yes, I s _ee now I Ma~russ , a l t hough even bef ore this I ·had my 
· suspicions already. · -
. -. (Enters) 
Pemberton, there're 
waiting\ outside. 
I 
MACDONALD 
a couple dozen a ssorted Douglas -Fai r banks 
' 
PEMBERTON 
Mac, I got · great ne-ws for you. 
MAC · 
-. Am I going to get~ a raise? 
ABE 
For what? For being rott en? We shou~ld pay you money to steal · 
our · ideas .from the_ French? From now on w~ want o·r1 ginal stuff, 
• 
JI 
• 
, 
' 
' 
,. 
' 
I 
' 
~ 
I 
! 
I 
1 
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.. PEMBERTON· 
.. . You' ll get it • . Mac , we ' r ·e going . to do your vamp story - '' The 
Guilty Dollar." 
(As he makes a gestu~e of protest) 
No, we 're going to do it r i .ght . We ' re going to ~ng~ge real 
people, arrange a firstclass production and hire _for the prineipa·l ' · 
part Ri ta Sismondi . · 
MAC 
What's that? 
, 
PEMBERTON 
That's r11ght - R.1 ta Sismondi . 
• 
Nothing doing. 
. .. . 
-
.. . .. .· . 
·MAC 
. . 
BEMBERTON 
Now see here, Mae , I know t here wa s s omethin g between you and .Rita 
over at the Dis tinctive Fi lm , but you '·ve got t o admit that she i s 
the greatest in the business - - .isn •·t that so? 
• 
Yes, but --
PEMBERTON 
,ell then., keep your private l ife and business separate . I ' m 
going to phone her · .. • · •• 
• MAWRUSS 
. 
. 
• 
· Just a minute ••• How about al l ~ e peo ple waiti ng out there? Maybe· 
·there · is someone out there who would do'l 
PEMBERTON 
-You look 'em over, and if there ' s any young Jack Bar rymores or 
Dave Warfields, hold him till I can see h i m. 
( Off_) 
' 
· MAC 
Mr • . Perl.mutter, 1s 1 t true yo.u. a r e hiring Rita S1smond1? 
MAWRUSS 
... 
• 
We 're me.king ·her an offer anyw·ay. 
MAC 
• 
· All right then; I ·resign. 
I 
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• 
MAWRUSS 
Res ign? 
MAC 
If she comes· here I go . 
·ABE 
You see, Ma~russ, e ven a young b a chelor like MacDonald. wouldn ·• t 
stand f Or a woman like th~ t . 
' MAC 
A woman 111ke what,? 
ABE 
How should I know what she ' s . like? I . never met the lady . 
MAC 
. 
Well, I have ; and no one can say anything aga·1nst her. 
ABE 
Did I say anything agai.nst her ?. 
MAC 
. . 
No, and you're not going to . 
( As Jlawruss starts to speak) · 
No - nor you either •. 
• 
• MAWRUSS 
• 
f . 
, 
-
L1$ten, M~cDonald, me and my partner does all the scrapping that's 
· neces sary around here . Now what·1 s the matter with this l .ady? 
• 
. . . 
MAC 
Th_ere's _nothing the matter with her • 
..... 
• • 
. · MAWRUSS 
Then Why don't you want t _o work .her with h er? 
, 
MAC 
That, ·' s my business. 
.... 
All right, then, we'll get somebody -in your place • 
.. •
• 
.. 
-
• 
• 
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ABE 
Now, listen, MacDonald, I .am an old fellow and my fighting days is 
over. If you don't respect me and my partner , respect your job. A 
fine young fe .llow like you, a gentleman wi tb. brains, and a good · 
education, don ·'t stand much . sho1v in business . nowadays . Talre i t 
easy and sit down. 
· MAC~ 
I'm sorry, Mr. Potash, but that•·s -the way it s.tands: if she comes, 
I go. 
(Goes · .out ) 
.I ABE 
(Looks at photograph) . 
I couldn't· understand it ... a niee yourig fel-low 1·1ke that .... 
,,, 
MA.VlrtUSS 
-
S~y, what are . you worrying your ·head a.bout Ma·cDonald? . Scenario 
writers is like clothing salesmen, if you advertise for one, they 
got to call out . the reserves to keep you from blocking the s-treet . 
. 
ABE 
• 
She's got a good face, too. In a way , when ehe was a girl my 
Rosie looked some thing like ber . 
MAWRUSS 
Yow, your Rosie looked like her . If your Rosie lo-oked like her, 
she never would have married you. 
• 
- ABE 
, . 
Is that ~<;>? When I got married I didn t t . look like this .• 
MAVIBUSS 
I should hope not. 
ABE 
What I am t~day ain't no criterion. Worry ctone it , Mawruss . Joh.~ 
Drew 'should be in partne.rship wi,th you, Mawruss,. and. I give him 
six. months to iook like a phys loal wre c-k. ·. 
. ' 
(Enters) 
__ Listen, Mr. Potash, I 
·are giving 1m1 tations 
• 
( 
' 
.... 
. MISS COHEN 
can' ·t stand those comedians any longer .• They · 
of prominent actoes something terrible. 
ABE 
• 
Well, send them in here. Do we ·pay you to listen to imitatio_ns? 
. . 
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. 
' . 
MISS COHEN . 
~el 1€V.e me, Mr. Potash, it ' s no treat to me . I never seen Harry 
auder , except in a phonograph, .but the way those boys are 
killing his · stuff , I don ' t never want to neither. 
· ( Goes out) . 
MAWRUSS 
, 
Now look here, Abe, you .never hire d actors before , did .you? 
ABE , 
• 
No, Mawruss and neither d i d you,. so go ahead and give me some 
pointers . 
-I MA\VRUSS 
• 
" . . 
\\'ell, in the first place , t r eat him like a sale·sman. Let him 
show us_his samples • . It he'·s a comedian mak.e h i m act eomic, and 
·1r he's a t ragedia~ -rnake h L~ act tragic . 
• 
ABE 
I'm agreeable. ., 
MAWRUSS 
' But don I t let on you like him. No matter if the fellow is a · 
regular ~.H.Sothern, you must got t o make him think you are 
very unfavorabl y impressed by him. 
ABE 
Say, for my part, I shall act disgusted • 
• 
MAWRUSS 
• 
• 
' 
. That's the idea • . Make him thi nk if you couldn ' t get nobody 
better than him, . you mig~t - as wel l g i ve up . 
. . 
ABE 
I wouldn't let on anything _e xcept they_' re r ·otten • 
. MAWRUSS 
Miss Cohen, send . them in. - · one at -a time,. 
(Business .for 1\be a...Y1d Ma,1russ) 
LIONEL BRANDON 
(Enters) 
\ 
' . 
· Ky name is Lionel Brandon·. You may_ have heard or me, possibly •• • 
• MA\ffiUSS 
Any-thing is ·possible , M.r. Brandon, i n this business. Take a seat .• 
, ABE 
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ABE 
(_As Brandon clears his throat to speak) 
Well, Mr. Brandon, why did you leave your last place? 
. BRANDON 
. 
My last engagement was with Mary Pickf ord . 
ABE 
, 
We should worry who y ou were ·engaged t o . We woul dn't give you 
ll,. wedding pre~ent even if we hired you. 
. . 
• . ' . 
MAWRUSS 
. 
. 
Excuse me, Abe, ret me d o the talking . 
Well, what have we go to do with his f amily affairs? 
• MAWRUSS 
He mean~ -he w.orked for her . ., 
.. 
ABE 
• 
Then -why· don't he· say so?. 
BRANDON--
• 
. 
• There, Mr. Perlmutter, would you please read that • 
• MAWRUSS 
-
·(Reads) . 
"Mr. Lionel Brandon ' s work is very reteelastic and shows fine ~ 
1m_aginat 1on and gift of expression. In our opinion llr. Brandon 
1s an artist." -
· ABE 
An artist .... I thought ·he was an actor? 
• 
• BRANDON 
.... 
I am an actor. 
. 
. -
ABE-
, 
Then why do you ·put in an advertisement that you 're an artist? 
This isn't an, advertisement ~- it's a reconnnendation. 
ABE 
don't care anything about recommendations, what we want 1s 
. . . 
• 
., ' 
~ 
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BRANDON 
Why,· what do you mean, Mr. Po~tash? 
-MAWRUSS 
. . 
It means go ahead and act a little something . 
I 
ABE 
Me and my partner will treat it strictly confidential • . 
BRANDON 
very well then . I as.a-ume you gentlemen know Dave Warfield? 
ABE 
,_. 
Only through the ·ti cke t speculators . 
BRANDON 
. . 
Have you e ver seen him in •1'rhe Music Master?'' 
• • 
ABE 
.. 
. . ' 
Is that where he takes the part of an old soldier who runs a 
· second~ha.nd clothing store and he dies and comes back to earth 
agdn or some such nonsense? 
BRANDON 
' . 
No• · • 
ABE 
Well , that's all I remember from Dave Warfield so get ahead· and 
- tell u~ · about it. 
• 
' 
BRANDON 
. . 
In "The Music Master,'' vVa.rfiald plays the part of Herr Von 
Barwig, Beforel tne - play opens his wife has run away with a 
mill i onaire •• • : 
• ABE 
· Evidently she wouldn' t take any chances with the play not being 
a success. 
MAWRUSS 
• 
,, 
· Abe, ·for Heaven's sake , give the fellow a show, can rt you~ Go on, 
Mr. Brandon. 
BR.ANDON 
J 
Barwig comes t o this country to follow his wife up because she 
· took hi s only child . w.1 t h t hem. 
' 
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ABE 
She· t ook tl"'.e . child with her? 
BRANDON 
Hi s only daughte:r ••• 
• 
ABE 
(Clucking tongue) 
Do .you h~ar that , Mawruss - h i s only daughter - nebich - -
., 
~ 
, 
MAWRUSS. 
Say, Abe , couldn't ybu keep quiet? What ' s the matter with you? 
Go on, ~. Brandon. 
BRANDON 
, 
For years he struggles 
his wire · and daughter . 
who is kind ·to him and 
hi s own daughter . -
to make a li virig and to find some news of 
One day he gets a new pupil , a young g1·r1 
in giving her a lesson he discovers she is 
. . 
. .. .. . -· 
(Abe wags his ~ead . from sid·e to side and · makes noises 
through .his nose, ind.i _cating his distress an·a pity; 
almost weep i ng) 
MAWUSS 
Abe, um Gott est wi l l en , what is the . matter -wi ·th you? 
Never mind - wait t i ll· you got a dai.g hter -- of your ov1n - --
(To Brandon) 
· What· Hid he say to her? 
• 
BRANDON 
. ' 
.. Nothing. He finds that she thinks the millionai re ·is her own 
father - that she is h appy .. and that 1.f he -tells her -the 
truth he will make her miserable. 
ABE 
And he aoesn' t tell her that· he is her own father? 
BRANDON 
No, 
• 
.,, ABE 
(Groans arrl takes out handkerchief) 
Ai - tsur1s ••• --
J 
MAWRUSS 
• 
, 
• 
,ti 
I 
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• MAWRUSS 
(Glowers at Abe and then walks disgusted away muttering . 
. to h imself , ad lib)· 
That'.s a choia'ller •• - damn fool ••• , 
BRANDON 
' 
Then come~ the big scene _ of the play· --- Von ~arwig 's daughteb has 
become engaged to the ·so~ of a millionaire , a_na · Von Ba.rwig .is told 
if he once lets it be known that he's the girl's father, the match 
wi 11 be broken or-r· •••• 
• 
(Groa•ns) 
Oo--ee - . 
I 
' 
ABE 
(Mawruss disgusted, looks at him) 
· BRA11DON 
• 
He is told:'' . If. you reveal yourself as her father, they won't take 
her.'' The s ·cene then ·runs as follows: · 
(Begins t o act, imitating Warfie ld ) . 
"Then if they don't take her , I ta.ke her . If they don't want her, 
·r want her. I'm selfish - · 
(Bangs pi ano with hands) 
I'm tired of waiting, tired o'f starving ror. the love of my own •• I -
(Bangs the piano) 
want her - I want her - I'm going to have her - I'm going to have 
her!'' 
ABE 
:- (T(hi.le the a bove speech has been · delivered has sat in 
·his chair rocking to and fro, now he wipes his eye s, 
. overcome ) 
Ai - tzuris. • 
. . 
BRANDON 
It's. a v~ry affecting scene, Mr. Potash. 
ABE 
And I must say you do 1~ very ·well, l\,!r. Brandon. 
, 
, MAWR USS 
, (Slaps head _: in despair) 
Abe! 
( To Brandon) .. 
Of course, Mr. Brandon, I don' t say it ain I t a fair imitation of 
Warfield, but-~ 
. BRANDON. 
J 
y·ou 're mistaken, Mr. Perlmutter .• My interpretation -of this· scene 
• ·is very dlfferen.t from \\'arfield rs. To my min-d it ought to be 
· · la ed as I have indicated .!~ - a 11 ttle more restraintt. ., a . 11 ttle 
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·• 
• 
MAWRUSS 
. 
Say, listen, Mr. Brandon, you wouldn't gain nothing by knocking 
a competitor like this here Warf.-ield • 
. 
BRANDON 
. . 
I'm not knowking. The best of us are open to criticism. 
Personally_, I welcome it • · 
• 
• 
' MAWRUSS 
. . 
All right. Th8n 1,t me tell you something: Don't jolly yourself 
you are bet t er than Warfi e ld , because my partner behaves t ·his vrP~J. 
All any schliemel of an actor has got to do 1s to holler ·a 
little somethi ng and he cries like a baby • 
ABE 
Well, what do · you ·want me to do? · Should I laugh when a poor 
fellow h~s .got · t o give ~p his only daughter after hi.s wife runs 
away from h i m? Seemin gly s uch things t.o you are jokes, Mawruss. 
(To Brandon ) 
Tell me, Mr. Brandon, did the father bust up the mateh? 
MAWRUSS 
-Abe, what do you think .this 1s? Something that took place in the 
newspapers'? .This is only a play we are tE:3-lking about. 
. -
ABE 
Never mind, such a thing could easy happen. A feller could giye 
his wire every luxury .,· t111· her hair hung with ctiamonds , ye·t and 
she turns around like a . snake in the grass and bites the hand that 
feeds her • 
• BRANDON 
" 
very true, Mr. Potash. 
ABE 
. .,_ 
.. 
And I must say, Mr. Br andon , if you ae_ted e verything like you acted 
this here Warfield, with t h~ same re-alastic way and everything, 
all I can tell you 1$ --
(As he sees Mawruss signalling to him f aantically) 
'What I s the matter? Could n ' t I open my mouth? 
·(Ad lib•) . 
~ _·. 
MAVv1RUSS 
• 
It's all right, Mr. Brandon ., leave your name and address with the 
stenographer_ outside. 
· BRANDON 
wOuldn' t you like to know my- salary? 
) 
MAWRUSS 
After the way my partner acts, no -! 
BRANDON 
. 
Well, ·good-day, gentlemen. 
(Goes out ) 
. ABE I 
• 
That's a very elegaft actor, Mawruss. 
• 
MAWRUSS 
.. 
Murderer. What do you mean by it? 
ABE · 
What do you mean what do I mean? 
• 
• 
• 
MAWRUSS 
Didn1 t I · tell you you should l,e~e do all the talking? 
.ABE 
Well, did I say something? 
. 
Cries like a baby over a lot of nonsense. 
ABE 
That 's a heart you got, Mawruss, like a briclc • 
• 
MAWRUSS 
• • 
.. 
• 
That's all right~ Somebody's · got to have a hard heart around :ti.ere 
if we 1re ever going to hire any actors . 
: (Goes to door and . calls) · 
. Miss Cohen, send in another . · 
( To Abe) . 
And when this feller comes · in don't you show no sympathy if he 
gives an imitation of Ja Mormon who , has got ten wives eloping on him. 
ABE 
. 
Is 1t my fault I got a soft heart ., Mawruss? 
MAWRUSS 
. 
It don't, make -any differen~e what troubles the fellow has got, ·· 
laugh in his face because if you show them suckers any sympathy 
the least they' 11 ask you is five hundred dollars a week • 
• (Enter VICTOR CURZON, the exact opp9site in tyIB to Brandon. 
Hts manner 1s hurried and bus1ness~l1ke} 
. 
. 
, 
• 
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CURZON 
• 
. . 
. ( Speaks ver·y fast, hands Ma.w:russ his ca~d) . 
Good morning, gentlemen.- · My name is Curzon - Victor Curson -- two 
years Lohengrin Film Company, three years wi th the Celebrated 
Players , year and a half with the· Polygon .People .- specialty 
.character parts . 
.. 
IA\'VRUSS · 
ABE ' 
, . 
Yes, mister, we . are hiring people on a strictly sample basis . 
I . 
. . MAWRUSS 
Abe, what .did I •tell you? 
·. ABE 
That1 s right, mi ster ~ er - my partner is doing al.l the talking ' 
around here. Go ahead. -
CURSON 
.. 
Go ahead what? 
♦ 
Ai.AWRUSS 
• 
• 
Show us - show· us ! Give us an idea of what you can do .• 
CURSON 
All right. Wher e I s your camera? You can test me out . 
MAWRUS-S 
.. 
a foot my partner and me . 11th moving picture . f ilm at ten _ce nts 
decided ·to do our own testing. So go 
My .partner woul dn't i n terrupt you. 
ahead with your na.rrischkei·t. 
• 
. 
. · CURSON / 
~ (Walks up and down) · 
' Well, l et me see. You gentlemen no doubt· have heard of David 
Warfield --? 
• 
, ABE 
• 
· l.{awrus s ••• 
MAWRUSS 
' 
,. 
St1egen. 
CURSON 
Perhaps you gentlemen are f Ett~iliar w.i th the story of "The Music 
I 
·; 
' 
ABE 
''The Music Master , MawrU.ss·. 
MAWRUSS 
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. Let him a lone . 
CURZON • 
A • 
You probab l y recollect the scene in Stanton ' s home 
; 
.. 
ABE 
Stanton? \Vho ' s Stan-lon? ... 
MAWRUSS 
What's the difference who Stanton is? 
ABE 
• 
.. 
Couldn't I ask a simple questi
6
on? 
MAWRUSS 
Go on, Mr. Curzon . 
CURZON 
. 
Stanton 1s the m11·11onaire who . bas run away wl ·th Von Barwig t s wife. 
ABE 
• 
Oh, that's the re11er t s name? Stanton. A fine roscher, :Mawruss. 
CURZON 
. I see you know the story. You recall then Von Barwi g's scene ··. 
w1 t _h S t8.lmton ••• .. ._., 
ABE 
You me·an where they tip h i m off he shouldn't let on he is in the 
music business otherwise his daughter eouldn ' t marry the 
millionaire? 
,ETJRZOtl 
. 
It isn't the music business they object to • 
ABE 
. 
Well, · you couldn 1 t · bl.ame·~ them if they di a. What .for a dowry could 
a music de .al er give h i s daughter? Am I wr ong or right , Mawruss? 
MAWRUSS 
. . 
Abe, for heaven I s sake, shut up your mouth. We are wasting the 
~hole morning here. Never mind the· ·story, Curz on .,, go ahead with 
-
• 
CURZON 
Very we ll . I'll go right into the scene. Here's Stanton , here I am, 
and here 1s the piano . 
MAWRUSS 
-Oh, that is the piano . 
(Takes off all the 
All right, M.r . Curzon. 
Excuse me . 
things from desk) 
I CURZON 
Stanton has just -·said to Von Barwig '' If you disclose that you are 
this girl's father, the paren t s of her intended will break off 
the Inatch." 
ABE 
(Again affected) 
Oo--ee. 
(Ma.wruss look·s at him and he laughs nervousl·y, mol1es arow1d 
in his chair very uncomf~rtably) 
CURZON 
This 1s no laughi ng matter , Mf .' Potash . This man . is in torment 
struggling desperately between his duty toward his daughter and 
the yearning of his father ' s heart • •• ~ 
ABE 
Ai - ts ••• ts ••• ts s 
(Mawruss looks at him) 
• 
• 
·cURZON 
., 
Then he cries out 1n anguish: " Then if they don ' t take her, I 
take her, If they don' t want her, I want her . I ' m s.elfish --
. (Bangs table) 
i'm selfish. I'm tired of waitin g ... tired of starving for· the love 
of my own ••• I .••• 
• 
( Bangs tab l e ) 
., 
MA\VRUSS 
(A s he bangs table) 
Kush --what are yoti tryi ng to do -me srnash our . desk on us? 
CURZON 
• 
This 1s · part of the s cene •• 
MAWRUSS 
• 
• 
_ I don't give a damn what 1 t i.s • . If· you ·want t,o act - - act reasonable 
ABE 
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MAWRUSS 
tnterrupt ·him? Interrtlpt noth.ing . We ain't;· insured against actors. 
Seemingly an actor can do more damage to the furniture than a 
f emoval • 
• 
CURZON 
Shall I go on where I left off, or shall I start over again? 
• MAvYRu·ss 
Don't trouble yourselt on our account . 
CURZ011 
Maybe you'd like to see me do something else? 
MAWRUSS 
We've seen enough.· We want an actor , not a baggage smasher . 
' 
ABE 
But, Mawruss • .•• ~ 
• MAWRUSS 
,,Suppre_ssir1g Abe witt1 a gesture) 
Good- day, Mr. Curzon . 
ABE 
~ s Curzon is about to leave) 
Excuse me · one moment , Mr. Curzon --
. · ( Curzon stops) 
I'd ·l ike .to ask you .. s omething. -- a. question - -
• 
CURZON 
Well~ . . 
• 
• ABE 
.. 
• 
J 
This _here music dealer , you. were talking about , did his daughter 
marry the mill ionaire o~ npt? 
\ 
I 
CURZON 
.. 
You can find out -· all abou.t 1 t at the · Be la.s co office . Good--day. 
(Goes out . ) , 
ABE 
., 
• 
lhat ' s a fine crank for you. Gets mad over nothing. 
MAVt'RUSS 
• 
Serves you right . What i s i t your business if the millionaire 
marries the musi c dealer ' s daughter? 
• 
l 
l 
.. ....... 
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ABE 
Never mind , Mawruss , ·a music dealer- is a human being the _s ame 
like anybody else . I got just so.much sympathy for • •• 
• 
(Enter RALPH NEVILL, e .. . short, stout man with Irisl1 accent) . 
NEVIIJL 
Good morning, gentlemen . I come from tije Cadillac theatrical 
agency. They told me you were on the lookout for a good he a.vy . 
,, 
MAWRUSS 
' For good- heavy what? 
NEVILL 
Actor, of -course . 
♦ ABE 
What's the· differ ence how heavy an actor i ·s , you don ' t get paid 
b1 the pound? - -
NEVILL 
' . 
An actor gets _ paid a ccordi~g to his a bil1 t .y , and I can deliver the 
. goods. . 
MAWRUSS 
All right. Show us • 
.... 
ABE 
Let I s take a recommendation from this fellow - - we wasted enough 
time with Sflrnple s. I 
I 
-
MAVvrtuss· 
Please let me attend to tl1is, Abe. Go · ahead , Mister • • er --
tTEV 1LL 
., ' 
Nevill - Ralph Nevil l . In my time I have supported some of the , 
most prominent leading women in Amer~ca . 
MAWRUSS 
' 
Supported actresses? ·we ain ' t interested how you .sowed your 
,,_ .. ,rolled oats, · t~r .. Nevill • 
• ABE 
Ir you riad saved your money i nstead of spending it ·that way, you 
1ouldn' t now be 1o·oki ng f or ·a jo~ as a moving picture actor. 
NEVILL· 
.. 
.. 
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MAWRUSS 
We don' t want to . Go ahead and act for us a 11 ttle s omething and 
if we like 1 t we wouldn ' t mention your past life. 
NEVILL 
All right. 
(Walks up and down a minute) 
- . . 
• 
• 
Gentlemen, I am going to give _yog what I consider to be one of the 
finest scenes i n all dramatic· 11 twrature - a scene that ·tes t s the 
ab1li ty of any actor; a scene ·that h~s te come a class1 c1 and which • 
I flat_ter rr1y se lf rece i ves at my har1ds a perfo~mance which I think 
you will admit• a·oes justice t o its ex ~ eme demands upon the 
talents of the actor . 
(Pauses) 
ABE 
{ To Mav1ru~s, wb.o is walk·ing up and dovir1) 
Sit down, · Mawrus s ,. I want to listen t o this . 
· (Mawruss sits down) 
NEV-ILL 
• 
, 
Thank you. There are few such moments as this in the whole range 
of the drama, few scenes so grip the auditor with the sense o·f 
human anguish. The s cene takes place in the sitting room of a 
fashionable New York house. A young girl , reared i n the lap of 
luxury, falls in love with one of her own class . Her father .•• 
Her what 
• 
__ ,, 
• 
ABE 
NEVILL 
Her father 1·s a poor music -teacher . 
MA\VRUSS 
'Abe-- "The 1~us1c Master! '' 
ABE 
• 
• 
W1edermal Warfield. 
NEV ILL 
He comes to rer house ·to g i ve her a lesson and --
• 
. (As ?~ev_ill ·starts to speak, Maw~uss starts to clear off his 
desk) -~ ~ 
ABE 
Wait a minute -
· (Crosses to iron safe) . 
etore you begin·, this 1 s the piano .... 
NEVILL 
I se.e you know the scene • • 
!{AWRUSS 
Know it? We know it backwards. Go ahead from where he. says ... 
we take her and you take her and they take her - - ~ 
NEVILL • 
. 
Very well. 
(Reci t,es in ma1~ke d 
Then if t hey don ' t take 
I want her. I'm selfish 
Irisl1 accent) 
her f I take her , 
- Im .selfish ..... 
if they don ' t want her, . . 
ABE 
Don't holler! What do you think tb.is is - a bar--room? 
' 
NEVIL 
. . 
Naturally the man speaks l op.a, the poor .fellow is in agony . . 
• • 
I 
ABE 
Let him be in agony, what do we care? 
• 
NEVIL 
-
·aut Mr. Potash 
ABE 
For such an old fool I ain ' t got no ·sympat.hy at all •• tries to .bust 
up a match between his daughter and a millionaire • •• he ought to go 
to jail for such a t h i ng~ • • 
• 
• NEVILL 
• 
But gentle.nen •• ~ 
MAWRUSS · 
. 
~V/e ·don 1t want to l:lear no more about it. Go on out of here! 
( Pushes him out of door·.) 
W.s s Cohen, send in the next one . That's your fault - for 
crying over such a .schliemel. 
, 
, ABE. 
My fault? Did I · beg you you should. take a . recommendation from 
the fellow? ~ 
MAVlRUSS 
Such a soft hear.t, he's got i t! 
ABE 
I know -the fellow was _going to imitate Abe Warfield? 
I 
• 
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• MAWRUSS 
' 
You ought to have known it - everybody- imitates Abe Warfield. 
( They qu.arr4el ad lib - in tr .. e midst· of which enter an 
actor dressed -as David Vlarfield in ''The lvTusic Master) 
ACTOR 
Excuse me , . gentlemen • • • 
' 
MAWRUSS 
Out of here, you Warfield imitator you ••• 
· ABE 
out - out, you loafer ! 
(They push hum out) 
. (Enters} 
What's the trouble? 
• 
- UCDONALD 
MAWRUSS 
" 
The t rouble is I got'.• a sympe.the tic partner, MacDonald .• So you 
stay and hire actors with him. It ' s getting too damp fDr me 
a.round here • .. 
· (Goes .out) 
• 
• 
' 
ABE 
MacDonald, let me gi ve you_ a piece 
·by.sines a for yourself, and 1 t gets 
take a manager, take a t.qn·1c, take 
take a partner. 
of advice. If eve.r you go into 
too much for one man to handle, 
dope , take schnapps, but don't 
.. 
(Out) -
• • • J • 
• 
t 
(MacDonald .. left a1o·ne · or1 tr1e sta~ge - lau.ghs first and th.en 
grows serious as he sees the pi ctttre of Rita. S1 smonai· 
He picks this up and is staring at it, when MISS COHEl\l enters) 
MI SS COHEN 
there the bosses? 
\ 
MAC 
What's the matter with you - - tt1is place on fire? 
j 
MISS COHEN 
. -~ 
lho do you think is outside? 
• 
MAC 
-
L1-ll1an Russell -- I ! m a mind reader --- who is outside? 
• 
I 
MISS COHEN 
Rl ta S1smond1 .• · 
Rita Sismon a·-4 . 
MISS COHEN' 
·She says she has an a ppointment with Mr. Perlmutter~ Where is he? . 
MAC • 
I '11 find him-. You send her in here. 
l MISS COHEN 
Oh, Mr. MacDonald , - is she coming to work here? 
MAC 
- Go on. Tell ' her to come in. 
M!SSSCOHNE .,, 
I think st1e' s grand! I seen her last week to the R·egedin "The 
Crimson Talon'' . and she sent the cold shivers . u"p and dowr.t my 
spine bone. My God, she was ruthless! 
MAC · 
f 
Miss Cohen, w·111 you kindly tell that young la.dy to come in here. 
MISS COHEN 
You·needn't be so poli te, I didn't say nothing out of the way. · 
(Out) 
...,. 
(Mac ta~es up photograph on the table and looks angrily at 
1 t. Enter ·RITA S ISlAONDJI, a girl of- about tV\1enty~tw-o or 
t~enty- three. Typical vampi re) 
RITA 
(To Miss Cohen, 6ut s i de f) 
Please tell my chauffe.ur to be sure and wait. 
(Sees Mac) 
Why hello, Mac! 
. 
. . 
MAC 
Hah, starting rig.nt~ in .with -- the Rolls-Royce stuff • 
• 
RITA 
' 
It's the only way .• - Make 'em · thin.k you 1 re running an expens i ve 
car and they've got to give you six hundred dollars a week. It's 
only, common decency,Mac. 
MAC 
' 
u coming to work here? I • 
• 
l 
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RITA 
Well, I wasn ' t tillPemberton said you were here, and that settled it 
MAC 
Hah --
RITA • 
• 
It hasn't been the same at the Feature Film Company s ince you left . 
I'm lone some ••• 
MAC · 
For what? 
RITA 
For .you, Mac. 
(He . sniffs) 
I'm really very f ond of you, · Mac. I ' ve missed you terribly.' 
· Missed me? 
, 
RITA 
I' ve missed that broken-hearted stuff you pull . I've grown stale 
Mac. You don't know how it helps an artist to r~ve near her 
someone whose life sbe has ruined .• 
• 
MAC 
• 
Always· the vampire, eh ? 
RITA 
Only during business· houses . In my prj_vate life I am the simple, / 
corre .ct .. ana· conventional lady as you see me now. 
. (Takes out vanity bag and starts to make up) 
MAC 
You correct and conventional? 
RITA 
• 
That's the penalty of play i ng -vampire parts. Now do you know 
what the ambition of my life ~s? 
• 
MAC 
.. 
Sure ••• t~ ge tmore money than Mary Pickford. 
I 
.,, 
• 
. 
l 
l 
l 
i 
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RITA 
It 1 s t o leave all this - to settle down in some quiet 11 ttle place 
just two of us .. a cosy .-11 ttle· home - far foom the sky-signs and 
the cabarets .. a q·uiet corner of our own where we can breathe 
fresh air and see blu.e sky. . · 
• 
MAC 
-By Jove, Rita, wouldn ' t it be -great? A little cottage , say · 1n 
the foothi lls of the Adirondacks? 
RITA 
Well, we don't wan{ to go too far uptown.- I was thi nking of 
85th street and Central Park · West . 
MAC 
• 
(Dis g,us t edly) 
Huh! that jus t about yo~r. idea of the country . The nearest you 1 11 
ever come t _o .raising your own vegetables 1s· on a wi ndowbox· outsid~ 
your room - i n The Claridge. 
~ RITA 
You think they ' d let me do that, Mae? It would make a great 
press story, Mac. ''lt is not generally kn(?Wrt that Rita Sismonda, 
the well known vampire , is passionately devoted to vegetable 
gardening. She is to be seen every morning in a Callot Soeurs 
negligee arranging her pet artichokes in her window box outside 
her room at The Claridge . '' Ma.c, we ' 11 pull that stuff when I · 
come to work here. 
MAC 
Will we? We ll 1 t takes two to make a we • . . When you come to work 
·here, I quit · . • 
• RITA 
·· Now there you go a gai n queering my -11 ttle 
MAC 
day~dreanms. 
~ 
• 
Well you que er ed mi ne all right. You know I was fool enough to 
think when you spoke a moment ago about a cosy little home for 
two that you ·really meant 1 t. . , 
RITA 
• 
I did mean it ·, in a way . Oh, Mac, dear, I'm so tired of this Times 
Squar~ life. The · pe opl e a.re so false. one . day you slip ~a head 
wa1 te~ a dollar and t he · next he don't know- you. . · 
.. 
J MAC 
Look here, ~1 t.a, how long have I been hanging around you? 
,. 
• 
t 
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.. 
RITA 
• 
, ' . 
-Three years ago last March was the fateful day , Mac . I remember itt, 
distinct l y for it was my fi rst cha-nee to ·play vamp and I pract i ced 
on you. 
I MAC • 
, 
hree year s . Well, it has come to the place where we stop. 
RITE 
What - going away aga.tn? 
MAC 
I have left pl ace after pla.ce beeause as soon 
there I was t he joke o f the studio . You made 
hoops and sit up and bark, di dn ' t you? 
as you eame to work 
me jump through 
RITA 
I was very fond of you, lvlac • 
. MAC 
Yes you were. Then here I s your chance to sho·w 1 t. 
RITA 
• 
How? 
MAC 
I am perfectly wi lling to perform for you and do a ny n i ce 11 tt,le 
tricks you teach me , provided ••• 
• RITA 
• 
MAC 
• 
Provided- you marry me • 
. (As she starts back) 
Well? 
\ 
• j 
RITA 
Really I couldn't think of i t ,· Mac . 
MA.C 
Because I haven I t · enough- money? 
RITA 
• 
-~ -That's one of the reasons'? 
MAC 
, 
( 
• 
-
• 
\ 
• 
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• 
RITA 
The other s don ' t ·matt~rJ 
That's all. t he reasons. If I had what that bunch you go w 1th have . 
if I could t ak e you to the Knickerbocker every evening ~nd blow 
you off to· f _l owers and wine, it would. be differ ent . Why , for what 
1 t cos ts t o take you out to a.inner , Rita·, we could. 1 i ve for a week. 
RITA 
• 
• 
In one room and a kitchenette . 
MAC I 
Well, what of it? · 
• 
• 
--
Kitchenettes are ·so cramping to a · personality like mine . I would 
wither in a kit ch enette , Mac . 
AffiC 
. •. . 
Yes, you like t he fine , feee open c ountry -- of 42nd s treet and 
Broadway. Don't kid yourself , Rita , there isn ' t one of those 
orchid•buyers who cares a hang about you . 
RI TA 
No; and. that's the delightful· part of it . 
MAC 
Delightf·u1 - huh! 
RITA 
They let me alone. They are tickled to death with 
succe~s -- while you •• •• 
MAC 
• 
work and my 
•. ·I'm offering you something better than s uccess . I 'rp. offering you 
a home •• 
RITA 
Oh, poor, home-less 11 ttle me . Nowhere to go but the Kni ckerbocker! 
MAC 
Oh , you .can make fun ·or. 1 t if you like . 
, 
• 
RITA 
. . 
,¼ No, _I can't -- you won't even let me do that . ?low , be reasonab l e , 
· Mac. r. have ~he . ~hance 01"'- making -t he _b-iggest name In A-m~ri ca1----f -ri,· ·--~-~ i 
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my line. I 'm young yet ••• I like · fun •• a11d I do11' t mind orchids . 
That's al l right now . But in ten years ••• 
RITA 
In· ten years - - you come around arid ask me again - a..vid I' 11 marry 
yot1, Ma c. 
MAC 
Marry me now, Rita . 
\ 
RITA · 
,. 
It aRn 1 t be done _,. Mac . I ' ve got to keep faith v,ith my public. 
Nobody w_oul.d ever trust a vampire wbo was happily married on the 
side. \~a.i t a while, ~ac . 
(Wi th ·conviction) 
Not on your life . 
MAC 
Now, Mac you1·re not going t o disappoint me a fter all these years? 
I couldn ft get alon g without you. You tre . the only broken heart 
in .my collection. Promise you'll come aro\md in ten years . 
MAC 
Never. I'~ tl1rough. 
!RITA 
. 
You're not going t o quit· me cold .. jilt me? 
MAC 
.. 
(Comes up to her seriously) 
_.Rita, I'm in · earnest. 
RITA 
• 
You wouldn't spoil a good vamp to make a b~d wife , Mae ? 
-
/ 
MAC 
• For the last time: whi ch 1s it to ib3 .;. me or your career? 
RITA 
I ~ Just, give m~ ten yea.rs • • ~ 
• 
MAC 
• 
, 
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MAC 
-::~ (Grasps her hands) 
Quit j oking .• Nov, then -- which? 
But, Mac • •• 
. . 
MAC 
Which? 
, 
RJTA 
. ' 
Now be sensible, Mac. Put yourself in my place. Would you give 
up a pos i tion of fiv-e hundred a week to live in a Harlem flat 
with you on forty a week? Would you, Mac? 
MAC 
All right . 1rl1.at r s set}'led . I 111 never ask you again. 
RITA 
Oh, don' t - say that. I love to have you ask me. I'd miss it 
terribly. Promise me you' 11 ask me again to marry you. 
MAC 
. (Solemnly) 
Never agai n • . r · sv1ear it . 
RITA 
You mean 1 t? 
MAC 
·. ·noesn' t 1 t look i .t. 
• RITA 
• (Beginning to ogle him) 
• 
. Now you kno~, , _Mac, you couldn't resist -- that ts · the 
~·thing about you -- you_ are so delightfully weak • •• 
most charrnina 
'-..> 
• 
MAC 
Goodbye. 
' 
RITA 
. 
So, iou're going afte·r all? Don ' t trust your fi~m resolution 
after all, do y-ou? Afraid to stay here with me? 
' 
MAC 
• 
I 111 stay . 
( He· laugl1s ) 
__ , 1 mak_e anv _di~ference __ this time . • 
• 
RITA 
. (Sidles up to him) • 
No ••. not t he slightest , Mac . 
( Looks down at him) 
MAC 
I · told you ... -
RI.r A 
! Looking lovingly at him) 
---
Yes, I lalov, you did , Mac ••• a nd you said it very _ well , too . 
, 
,, (Abe and Mawruss -ar·e heard quarrelling outside be fore 
they enter) 
ABE 
• 
(Outs i.de) 
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Always kick i ng , Mawruss , al\tays kicking . You kick if I do do it, · 
o.nd you ki ck if · I doxr't do it • 
• 
MAVIBUSS 
(Outsi de ) 
D on1t do it if you don' ·t, want to do it . 
ABE 
' 
· ( Coming -in) 
· If r-(ion' t want to do i t , Y.Ol.l make me d o 1 t . You a in ' t a par_tner, 
Me.wruss, you 1re a. policeman 
MAWRUSS 
I {Sees Rita .a s he enters) 
Abe -- Abe --
• 
ABE 
• 
. . 
You ride rough"necked · over everybody. 
MA\VRUSS 
• 
... 
·Abe, what 1 s the matter with you? Don' t you see there's a lady here? 
MAC \ .... 
Miss s·1smond·i, this is Mr . Perlmutter -- and Mr . Pot'ash. 
ABE MAWRUSS \ 
, 
RITA 
• 
• • 
Now let ~e get thi s straight ;. the tall handson1e gentleman is . . 
Kr. Perlmutter? · -
• 
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(Mawruss bows) . 
And Mr. Potash is - the sho·rt - distinguished ·1ooking gentleman? 
~ABE • 
Much obliged . 
MA\ffiUSS 
~ (Overdoing the gentleman) · 
Won't you take a seat , Miss Sismona --i? 
(Acts up to Mawruss) 
Thank you . 
-
RITA 
. MAWRUSS 
Isn't i t beautiful weather we ' re having? 
- RITA 
• 
(Smirki ng at him) 
Yes, qui te spring-111?8 . I had to leave my sables home today • 
( Disgt\S te d) 
Huh -- sab l es •• • 
• . 
• 
MAC 
ABE 
• 
• 
• 
..... 
~ 
• 
we·11, that's where people make a big mistake , changing too soon . 
I near heavyweights right up to Deco1~a tion Day . 
' 
MAWRUSS · 
Abe! 
- (To Rita ) 
You got to excuse my partner , Miss Sismondi , he 1 s got a good 
heart, but he's a black dialJlond. - · 
• RITA 
(As Abe i s about to reply) ·· 
I'm sure he ha s a good heart .• • he has such a . kind face . 
" MAWRTJSS 
' /_ 
And now, Miss Sismondd. , let's get . down to business. 
, 
ABE 
..: 
That I s righ\ , Mawruss . Now listen, · miss - er • we got an opening , 
here for a f ·irst cl.ass A number one high--grade vampire. 
-
MAWRUSS 
I 
Abe, couldn 1.t you keep still -for a minute? 
H. Bry~ p or some t hing? 
. 
What .are you, William 
' 
, 
• 
• 
• 
ABE 
• 
Is t his a way to talk to your partner? 
MAWRUSS 
Forget you 're a · partner·- and try to act like a gentleman. 
( Grae iousl~· to Rita) 
Now, Miss Sismo11di, we· would. like to ask you just a few 
questions to begin with. 
ABE 
Yes, Miss ·s1smond1_ what experience have you had ·as a vampire? 
MAWRUSS 
Abe •• •. 
• 
RITA 
. - - . -- . . . -- . ... . 
. (Breaks in to mollify them) · 
That's a ll right , Mr . Perln1utter. He's interested in me, aren,1 t 
you, ·Mr. Potnsl1? - · 
(Draws up her c"nair to Abe) 
Now I want · to tell you all about myself • 
• 
ABE I 
Well, 
(As -- ·Ri ta starts to ogle him, gro,vs very ut1comfortable and 
final ly gets up) · 
Mawruss , after all, maybe you'd better talk to.this lady. 
.. 
MAWRUSS 
· I'm gls.d you- come to your senses , Abe. 
(To Rita ) . 
Now, . M~iss Sismondi • •• 
• 
RITA 
Well •••• 
• ABE 
Excuse me ·a minute. 
(Turns to Mac) 
_. ·Say, MacDonald, would. 
/ 
you mind going outs i de and seeing where · 
Mrs. Potash is? 
MAC 
Certainly. 
ABE 
(To Mac, as he goes out) 
Tell her that Mr . Perlrriut ter and rrie will- be engaged for a few 
minutes. · · 
. . .. 
• 
< 
. 
.,J 
~ + 4 a i:i:d 
t rro Abe) 
I'll do my best for you, Mr. Potash. 
(To Rita) 
Lambs t.o the slaughter --- lambs to- the slaughter! 
( Otlt) 
. P..BE 
That's a very smart young feller ••• half the time I don ' t know 
what he ' s talking about. 
RITA • 
He's a c lever boy. When I was · west h e wrote some of my most 
successf ul scenarios.· , 
ABE 
I don1t doubt it. • 
MAWRUSS 
• 
Well, we ain' t ·1nter ested in his , miss , we ' re interested in you. 
, 
., .RI TA 
Now isn't that nice ! You knovv· I can 't ·believe t hat I ' ve known 
you gentlemen such a. short t i me . You kno1, I ' ve got the funniest 
· reeling I' v~ met both of you before . 
/ ABE 
• 
Maybe my partner aD .. but not me . 
, 
, 
MAWRUSS 
I don't have to prove no alibis to you , Abe. If I had metih1s 
young lady before , I arn c ertain I would have remembered it . 
RITA 
Ian' t that sw.eet of . you 1 I'~ su ..re _ we are going to get along 
·famously· together. . - .. ~ - ~ .. . ---. - .., . - . ·-- - --
(Abe goe.s · to the . door, looks out and comes back) 
, 
ABE 
Mawruss, hadn' t we better get through here. r•·ve ·got to ge to 
lunch soon • 
. . 
MAflRUSS 
-
I 
· My partner 1s a · regul ar pedicure .. ... , he thinks only of his stomach. 
RITA -
lell, I haveI)..,t .hfld -·my __ ;l.~nch_, _._ either.-. 
Vfaits a second for an invitation :~ 
Abe lc•oks at Mawrttss and tb:.en turr.1s 
.. 
·-
• 
. ' 
• 
1 
ABE 
After all , we've got lots of time. What was ~t you were 
going to say, please? . 
... - • .., -- • ! 
.... 
51 
As if suddenly remembering) · 
Oh, now I 1-cnow who you remind m~ of -- my motr1er's favorite 
brqthe1~, ReginaJ.d. He ·used to visit me often when I was in 
finishing scf1ool • . -~ .. -- • 
( She pauses . ·1:m.pre·s·s ive Iy-. .. . -. . . . ~ 
. (Abe .. and -i1a-vvruss exchange gla.nces . · Abe is about. to 
speak but 1v.1at11ru.ss stops him ,, 1th· a gesture) 
• 
Onl}· the other da)r Uncle said . to me, ''Well~ Rita, so the 
little boarding school girl has turned out to be a great 
star , getting a tr1ousand dollars a week •• Who would. tr1ink it?'' 
ABE 
I ·wouldn't, for one. 
.• RITA 
\ 
I can h ·ardly b~ieve it myself sometimes , yet this very week 
I have had three offers at tha~ figure, with an iron clad 
co~tract and a guarantee or ten thousand dollars, to go to 
the Coa·st. 
MAWRUSS 
The o~verlan·a. Lin1it ed leaves Chicago every day at ~ half past 
two. Don't miss it on our account. 
RITA 
But I don' t want t,o go to the Coast. · 
ABE 
Well, 1·r those ar~ your lowest Pa·cific Coas.·.t figures, what is 
your rock-bottom -salary on the Atlantic· seaboard? 
RrrA 
' 
Seven hundred ·and fifty a week. 
?l!XWRUSS 
. . 
• • 
.; 
Excuse me, Miss Sismcr1di , me and my partner didn't go to · no 
f1111sr."1ng school, but just , the ·same if we hire you , I can see 
our finish. · 
RITA · 
I earn my salary, Mr . Per1Ir1utter. I'm not like the others . I 
never fake my stuff. I don!t ·care what you ask me to · do: 
ride on locomotives , dive off bridges , walk barefoot on ice ••• 
I got nerve · ~nough for anything .• 
• 
• 
• 
-
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ABE 
I don't doubt it. 
MAWRUSS 
Say, why should we .wan~ you to walk barefoot on ice? 
I 
RITA 
I can do the 
. reputation. 
finer things, too •• That's where I made my 
You remember me in "T-he Crimson Talon, ti Mr • 
Potash? 
MAWRUSS 
If he does he's forgotten it. 
RITA 
• 
I 
It was- a wonderful part . I · pla.yed a famous actress with all 
Paris a·t my feet. One day I'm sitting in my boudoir, and. a 
former sweetheart of mine from .my home town in Corsica comes 
to see me. He is sitting in a .chair opposite me ••• just like 
you are now, Mr . Permutter. See? Now, my manager who runs 
the theatre where I perform is terribly infatuated with me, 
see -- and-- C~me over, Mr. Potash, I want to shovi you how 
this oes. . . - . -
, Abe comes over) 
• 
And ·this rube sweetb_eart hasn ·•·t seen me for a long time on 
account of my leading this fast ~ife in Paris and everything, 
and I a in rt been in touch with the news of my home folks in 
Corsica. -See ? Nolv we' 11 say that you t·re_ the sweetheart, Mr. P er lmu t t er • · · · - · - · · -- --· , · ·. · · · · 
(Draws her chair up near him) 
I'm sitting here and you ' re sitting there and my love~ comes 
in -- this theatrical mar1ager --- just as you '~e telling me 
that my old mot.her is · dangerously sick with gall stones or 
something, see? Well, naturally that breaks me all up and 
I faint dead .away on .. this rube ' s · shot1lder , like ~-his! 
·{-Faints on Mawruss ' s shoulde1~) 
Ian you imagine this tr1eatrical manager? He t s crazy! He 
don't know nothing about this fellow and naturally he thinks 
I'm double crossi~ him. Now . ( Tur11s to .qbe J , 
We'll say you're the theatrical manager, Mr. Potash. You jump 
forward and grab me by the throat. Now I just want · to show 
you how this goes. Grab my throat with your right hand, Mr. 
Potas~. Don 1t be •. afraid of hurting me .• Hold it hard! No·w, 
.after you do thi s ••• I ~- · : 
(Abe is holdi-ng Rita by the throat and she leans with 
he•r · head on Mawruss ' s shoulder , when the re enters 
MAC, ROSIE and RUTH) - . 
ROSIE · 
tstartled at the picture which she sees) 
Abe, what is the meaning of this? , 
• 
• 
• 
• 
I 
• I 
• RUTH 
Why, Mawruss , what are you doingf 
MAWRUSS 
She's showing us how she acts like a vampire. 
ABE 
Watc.h this, mama , it's supposed to be in Paris . 
ROSIE 
In Paris? Ach Gott! 
(Sits in chair and fans herself) 
MAWRUSS 
, 
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. . 
• 
Listen, Rosie, don't carry on eo • . 
Miss Si~mondi. She wants to get a 
us what ·she can do . 
This is business. This is 
-posit ion. She is sho-wing 
ROSIE 
With her hea(\ on your·· shoulder? 
' MAWRUSS . 
. 
You don'-·t belit3Ve I am doing this for enjoyment , do you, Ruth? 
RUTH • 
. . I don t .t, l{llOW anything at all about it. 
RITA · 
Well, I' 11 explain it to · you_ , -Mrs . Perlmutter. 
ABE 
, 
It ain't necessary, 
us a srunple of her 
her a job here • . 
Miss Sismondi .• Mis a Sismondi is g 1 ving 
work because ··1.il:e · was thinking of g 1 vi11g 
ROSIE , • 
You ain't positively going to do nothing of the kind • 
. MAWRUSS 
. But Rosie • .• -~ 
, 
ROSIE 
The sample ,was enough for me , .Mawro.iss . 
ABE • 
-
.. . 
Rosie, is right, Mawruss . l;f this is a sample of what ts going 
' 
.. 
; 
• 
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to happen when this lady works here, she'd better find a 
job somewhere else. 
MAWRUSS 
Noth i ng of the kind , Abe . If your wife don ' t triist you you g·ot 
my syrnpa thy, but I 11n not going to let it stand i n the way of · 
our bus i ness . You understand t~is, don t t you, Ruth? · 
RUTH • 
Why ye s - it ' s a rehearsal , isn't it? 
, 
RITA 
Sure it i s . I was .giving them t he big scene . from "The CrL~son 
Talon .'' You don ' t suppose I a ct that way in pr i va·te , do you? 
·"' .. 
• ROSIE . 
\ 
I wouldn' t put it beyond yo·u , wit :h them curtain rings in your 
ears. 
\ RITA 
Mac, what are you standing there like - that for? Why don't 
you expl_ain to these people? He ' s kno·~1n me f or years . 
Mrs. Potash, you haven't 
All she 1s interest~d i n 
anything to h er. 
MAC 
, . 
a nything to fear from Miss Sismondi. 
i s her career. · Nothing else means 
-
lv~AWRUSS 
Well , that ain ' t such a bad thing e .i ther , MacDoQnld. What we 
want pere are people who are onto their jobs and are going to 
sticlc by i t t i ll the whistle blows . 
ROSIE 
Abe! f 
ABE 
I think we'd better lool{ for somebody else , Mawruss. 
MAWRUSS 
. . 
Miss Sismondi 1s the person we are looking for , Abe , and if 
. I 
• 
you don't mi nd leaving us for a few minutes , Ruth~ I would · 
like to talk te rn1s with this _ lady. / 
. 
ROSIE 
\ 
iuth, are you going to let ·your husband do this? 
• • 
• 
, 
I ' 
I 
I 
• 
, 
• 
, 
• 
• 
\ 
·• 
,. 
I . 
I 
''POT .P.SH AliD PE:RLliUTTER 
l! 
FILM C011PANY '' , 
AC T T W 0 \ 
. ./ 
• 
' 
✓ 
I 
' 
Scene: 
AC T 
I 
T W 0 
Studio of the Po·tash le Perlmu.tter 
Film ·company. · 
The ·sta~e · 1~ ~et ·ror the· taking of 
• 
a mov·1ng pictu.re ·o - · At rig.ht. anq. 
cente·r ·' a sma11· ·set-, sr1owir1g an 
interior of combination bedroom and ·• 
s·itting "· room,·· such as ~ is us_ed . in a 
. AT RISE: 
. 
' 
moving· ·p1ctu1~e studio. This is · 
supposed to be·· a room of the house · 
shown in exterior -of the next scene . 
..... - . . .. - . 
PEMBERTON is seen fill!shlng with the 
~ijhei~~a1· or ·~ s~~ne . Electricians · 
arid c~m~~~ ~en ~r~ -at - th~ir places ~ 
In · the · set ~ ana· · about it a1~e the 
. actors , · who are as follovts: _ 
.. ·- .. ,... - -· . . - . . . . ~ .. ~ -
Chafa.cter -woman~ ~~ Mrs. -Tin1son 
Heavy;~~~ ~;;~~. ~::Ralph Nevill 
Ingeriue. -~ -~ .-~ ~~~~~~Vivian Haig 
L~ading man.e • • •••Richard Partington 
., ...- .. . ~ . ... . 
Three~-months are supposed to have 
e_lapsed since the precedi ng act . 
PEMBERTON 
I 
(As rehearsal stops) • t 
Tha t ' s fine ! Now al.l remember what I told. you. You , Miss 
Haig, don ' t forget you ' re an ingenue and not a leading lady. 
You, Mrs . Timson1 l ay on the mother s tuf f thick like I told you. Nevill , you re a . heavy , don1 t a ttempt t he impossible and 
try to be a gentl.eman. You, Partington, _forget you ' re a 
lead.ing man and be · -human. · , · ? 
. ( Turns to e lect.,ric iana) · .. , 
Novrl you boys , give them a.11 the light you cari ••• It 111 stand 
all yotl. can put on it . , 
( Tu:r•ns to comp.any) 
That ' s all we can do ti 11 Miss S1smond1 c-omes . You ' re ·a.ismis se 
for · t en m111utes . · .· 
..... 
- C Al\lfERA MAN ,' 
, .. 
' ' ' Huh, she s got a p i pe . 
(Goes out) 
NEVILL 
J 
I 
. ,I • 
No wonder she ,1n' t 
at two o' clock ··with 
here . I seen her dancing· at the c.laridge- · 
t hat · ~ now - N~tiona~ Bank ~ Blanchard • •• 
. ~ 
' 
-
CHARACTER VVOMAN 
I shct1ld think she'd get enough being a varr1pire on the 
screen without workins it over time. 
. IJJGEN1JE -
(Sarcastically) 
2 - 2 
Bankers are fearfully fatiguing. A girl never has any time 
, 
to herself. Ba11king hours are so short. 
LEADING Ydi N .. 
<.. 
Now, I suppose you're just pestered to death with bankers , , 
aren ' t you , sweetheart? 
CHARACTER WOMAN 
Ain.'t it terrible to be such a millionaire ·hater. 
.. 
INGENUE • 
· That's all right, I hold my job on my merits, not by having . 
a drag ~1th one of . the backers of ·the concern. 
- .,, - .... . .. . ~ -· - .... - . ~ . - . . - -· ,, - . . - . .. .. - . .. . . . •'· - - ... . -
( Du19'ing the ··a-bove they all wand_er oft' as ABE ard 
MAVIRUSS enter) 
ABE 
(Seeing ·the lights still on) 
What is this ~~ the Great White Way? 
, 
PEMBERTON 
, We .are waiting for 11iss Sismondi. 
ii 
, 
. . 
. ' 
MAWRUSS • 
wait by daylight. Who d.o you think we are - the Consol idated . 
Gas C ornpany? 
(He and Abe turn off lights) 
ABE 
........... 
There will never be no profit for a moving pictu1'e .. manufacture1 
till the a ctors get paid piece work._ They w·ander in here any 
old time and go off when they please·. 
I PEMBERTON 
, 
• 
You can't make a star punch a. clock, Mr . Potash. 
MAWRUSS 
Why not? -We are giving Miss Sismondi fifteen hundred dollars 
a week, two hundred and r ifteen dollars ·a q.ay fol' t,10 working 
hours. 
.., 
• .-,;;;j 
. :.,,. _-:..· -~~:ri 
.,sortr n 
.. 
. i 
I 2 • 3 
.. 
ABE 
• 
John D. Rockerfeller should be a vampire and make some real 
big money. 
, MAWRUSS 
Lis ten , Pemberton, is there no end to this f ilm at all? 
PEMBERTON 
You can ' t make e. seven reel film in a short · time. 
ABE -
, 
Well , c an you malre it in a l i f e t ime? 
we ' re shooting the last i nteriors now . It will be finished 
as soon as I~is s Sisrnondi con1e s .• 
ABE • 
• Miss Sisrriondi - all the time Miss Sismondi -., .. tl1ree mon ths 
ago you sa id if we hired Miss Sismondi , we would have a big 
future ••• 
• 
MP.WRUSS 
And we t ve ·sti l l got it . 
ABE 
Three months ago you said Mi ss Si smondi was going to make a 
fortune for us , and all she made f~ ol" u s is t r ouble . 
PEMBERTON 
. 
She doesn' t make any :trouble -here . 
'. 
ABE 
She d on ' t h ey? .we11 , · what do. you call i t when you got someone 
working .f or you ~ and all day long down town everybody is 
asking ·: t'What is she going to d o n ext ? '' And all night long 
uptown everybody i s asking : ''VVhat d id s he do l ast? '' I ' m sick 
and tired of hearing about Miss Si smondi . 
'PEMBERTON 
. . ., 
Miss Si smondi i s going t o b e a sensation in thi s film. 
MAWRUSS 
. 
. Go ing to be ain't good enough ! She ' s 
Ana 11ulck , too , · otherwise it wi 11 be 
, 
. ' 
ot to be} a sensation! 
oo l~te . W'ny~ Pemberton, 
...... 
.. 
.... L.: 
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.1· < 
on the strength of what we were going to do with Miss S1smond1, -
we borrowed money from the -bank and ·tomo11row the first fifty 
thousand falls due . Bl~anchard is coming roun9- here this 
morning and if we can ' t show him results , he 11 shut down on 
us - - that ' s aJ_l . , 
· P.BE 
So you see, Pemberton, why it ' s so important we should f inish 
that fillum at once ••• today yet. 
· PEMBERTO:tt \ 
, 
It will be finished today. We've got a few scenes to shoot 
here and this afternoon I'm going up to Pelham~ We ' ve got the 
house a 11 r ea¢iy tb.ere , she ' s so~·~d in ~erosene , the boys are 
waiting there . All we ' ve got t o do i s rush Sismondi up 
there , touch a match to that house and shoot the scene. 
Mr . 
. 
(inters) 
PelJlberton~ you're 
( Gqes out) · 
MISS COHEN 
\ 
want.ad on the phone. 
PEMBERTON 
A 11 . r 1 gh t • . ~ . . ~ . . . .. -•. . . . - . . 
• 
(Starts away and then •stops) 
I'll guarantee that picture will be 
you can · tell Blanchard so. 
finished by tonight and 
( Goes out) ' 
' 
, MAWRUSS 
If he does f inish the f illwn, then Blanchard will renew the 
loan anyhow. 
ABE. 
That a in ' t what's troubling me. 
, 
• 
MAWRUSS 
Ain ' ·t it? \Yell , it ought to trouble you _. 
l ABE 
Not so much as something else . I want· to see that fillum 
finistied and everything fixed up,_right,. · and then .••• 
· (Pauses) -
. 
MAWRUSS 
/ 
Nu, and. then? 
ABE 
Then we' 11 fire Miss Sismondi. 
' 
2 ... 5 
11AWRUSS 
,Fire Miss Si-smondi? Are you crazy! Miss . Sismondi is all right. 
ABE 
Cert~+nly she is. 
, 
MAWRUSS 
I f she l eaves here today tomorrow a dozeri moving picture 
would snap her up~ 
ABE 
Let ' , em snap . 
liAWRUSS 
She' s a wonderful actress a 
ABE 
Did I say s he wasn't? 
MAWRUSS 
And a perfect lady, too. 
ABE 
Su14le s he is , and I lil{e her . -
MAWRUSS 
I kno·w you d o •. 
ABE 
• 
Vfrlat do you mean you know I do? 
MAWRUSS 
I d o? 
-
ABE 
I know you do. 
Sure you do , and that ' s t he trouble . 
• MAWRUSS 
, 
• 
Listen Abe , I like Mi ss Sismondi and you like Miss Sismondi , _. 
but i {f you mean that I like Miss Sis1no11di 11.ke you mean I like 
her, you 're making a big mistake • 
. ABE 
• 
Well you don ' t think I ·11ke her that way , do you? . 
• 
-
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M .. 4WRUSS 
I 
. -
I .&:.n£¥Q_ti;~:!:: ~~. How shOuld I know how you 
like her? And r,1rthe~more , if you thi11k I'm going to fire 
her to oblige you14' Rosie.. • _ . 
··ABE 
I didn1 t say nothing about Rosie ••• 
--
MAWRUSS 
t You d on t have to. · I know what you mean .• 
. ABE 
My Rosie would t~~st me anywhere , a nd besides she threatens 
every day to come down here . Only this morning. e _. 
MAWRUSS 
That ' s enough ! I don ' t want to hear no more about it • 
• 
ABE 
All right , Mawruss , do as you please~ I've warned you • 
• MAWRUSS 
You ' ve warned me? ~ The warning's on the other foot .• 
" 
I 
(Enter RI1~ and BLANCHARD) 
RITA 
• 
.. 
Good morning , Mr . Perlrnutter. 
(To Abe) 
Good morning , Chi ef . 
ABE 
- .. 
Tell 1ne , Miss Sismondi , why must you be always punctually half 
an hour late? , 
RITA 
• 
. 
I'm so sorry. Is it really late? 
MA\~RUSS 
les, it 1 s ·really ·1ate, even in the moving picture business. 
BLANCHARD 
I.t's all my fault , boy·s . I met Miss s ·ismondi on the way over 
here and persua~ed her to te.ke breakfast with me at the 
Claridge,. · 
I 
• 
" 
• 
• 
I 
ABE 
·2 - 7 
• 
At. the Claridge . Miss Sismondi , why dontt 
ticket at the Clar1dge ••• i five dbllars and 
of f ood for five dollars •• $ 
you buy ,a co1mnutatio 1~ 
fifty cents worth ~ 
., 
Iv1AWRUSS 
We are waiting for you , Miss S1smondi , to run this scene . 
RITA 
I'll go d ress as quickly as possible . 
\ 
ABE • 
As qui,~kly as possible. , •• another hour wasted. 
RITA 
I wori ' ··t, be ten minutes , chief. 
ABE 
i 
~ 
.,. 
,, 
1 . 
~l 
. ., 
·t 
·t 
. It 
ffi t 
Call my partner chief, Jli~isa Sismondi. He ' s tl1e Indian of this . ll 
~: 
l concern. 
• 
All right, chief . 
(Goes out) 
RITA 
BLANCHARD 
- Now, boys , the three months 1s up tomorrow and your 
of . fifty · thousand dollars falls due . How about it? 
MA\VRUSS 
·~ . 
;~ 
~ 
·'t 
tl 
r 
I 
l', 
i 1· 
ti f; 
~\ 
i( 
. '1 
Well, you've seen how things are goi ng . You ' ve been 
practically every day. 
~ ~ 
around here ·t 
BLANCHARD 
, 
Of c ourse you knoVii why I ' ve been keeping an eye on your 
do11 1 t you? 
ABE 
we ain 't blind exactly. 
11iAWRUSS. 
Abe , don' ·t int e rrtlpt Mr ~ Blane hard. 
ABE 
' 
' I ain ' t interrupting him. · Mr . Blanchard asked us if we knew 
why he is a.'11 th·e time hanging around l1ere and I said we did 
know. .. 
I 
f t· 
-2 • 8 
MAWR.USS 
Wl'-11, what is that your business? ,, 4a a fav
1
or to us , Mr . 
Blanchard is ke·eping an ~ye on t~1.is place and we appreciate 
it very much indeed. 
•, 
BLANCHARD 
• 
, 
• 
I should hope you did . I hijve extended your original loan and 
made you two additional loans , in all a hundred and fifty 
thou s and dollars , and I think you ought to clean up your first 
fifty thousand tomorrow. 
MAVIBUSS 
But , Mr . Blanchard • .•• 
BLABCHARD 
·per:l1nutter, tlie loa~ c onnnittee of the ba11k meets today. They 
will take up the matter of your loan and I want t o be able to 
tell them that .you will be able t o pay the f irst note tomorrow 
ABE 
• But I thought you were the boss at the bank. 
BLA:tlC HA.TtD 
I have f ull authority. 
MAWRUSS 
f 
Then -do us a favor , Mr ~ Blanchard. Ext end it for ten days ~ 
or a week even. We are going to finish up our first big 
fdllum today . This aft er noon Mi ss Sismondi goes up to 
Pelham ~nd we burn down an old house we bought up there for 
a fina l scene ,. I n a week or ten d ays at the outs id e we 
ought to mar k et thi s fillum and clean u p our l oan s ·ure . 
• ABE 
... 
we are absol 11.tely good f or 1 t , Mr . Bl anchard, and w~en we g·et 
fin i shed up with thi s fillum we are going to turn over a new 
leaf here . we are going to cut down expenses all round. Why, 
right now we m.a.de up our minds to fire Miss Sismondi. 
, 
BLANCHARD 
What ! 
MAWRUSS 
That' s right • . we was both talking it over when you came in. 
ABE 
We agr eed w~ must go to economize . • 
{ 
• 
1,ffiWRUSS 
. 
• 
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And the first thing we ·do is to.discharge· Miss Sismondi. 
, 
BLANCHARD 
You ' ll do nothing of the kind . 
P.HE 
BLANCI1ARD 
• 
·1 loaned you the money only on her account -
1IAtVRUSS-
Why certainly ~ Are you crazy, Abe? 
a thing - - wants to f i re our biggest 
Did you ever hear such 
star? 
ABE 
You loaned '1 us thismo11ey on1Jiss Sismondi s account? 
BLANCHARD 
Because. she ' s such a splendid_ a ctress , and a ll that ••• ~you_ 
· know what I mean Perlmutter? 
MA~,lRUSS 
Su14je I knolv . Sl1e 1 s our 011e big asset . 
P.BE 
· And ·our cl1ief l iability . 
MAi/vRUSS 
Abe, can ' t you keep. st111? 
ABE 
But you yourself said ••• 
1v!AvYRUSS 
.. 
Ne~,er mind what I s~id - - we are going to keep her and vve 
expect to tjo bigger films with her - so on her a ccount , as 
well as ours., give tls j ust a week, iv1r. Blanchard ~ 
BLANCHARD 
. 
' You re sure that film ls going to be finished today? 
iV1A1iRUE>S 
Sure, 
.. 
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BLAl'lCHARD 
All right. Can I use your -·te l ephone? 
ABE 
Certa inly. 
BLANCB .. L\RD 
~ t11 tell tiiem to hold off till I get downtown and explain 
things. 
. .(Goes into office) 
, 
What are you trying to do -- spoil everything? 
sagt er -- we knolv why h e ca·me here . ilhy d_on ' t 
to his fac e he's a loafer? 
We a i n ' t b 1 i nd • 
you tell him 
ABE 
We 11,. ain ' t he a loafer? Lends us a hund red tl1ou sa.nd dollars 
on our prospects wi th· Miss Si smondi . Suppose she gets sick 
on us? Suppose ~he get·s hurt in a n acc ident? Is tl1at good 
bankl11g? . 
!viAWRUSS · 
What do you care what k\nd of 
pay back them loans a in ·t we? 
bankinr~ it is? 
-
\Ve ' re g oing to 
Just as quick as we can, Mawruss, and when the last note 
.ls psid , I don ' t care what fou s ay, Mawrus s, Mi ss Sismondi 
can be s orne other t s c oncern · s big asset , because tl1e 
biggest asset I'ye got i s my peace of mind. -
(Enter ROSIE) 
A11a , endlich. 
-
I' ll settle this Abe . 
(T9 Rosie) 
Good . morning , Rosie. 
11AVfRUSS 
Affi 
• 
·vve ll, mc)rruner , wha t brings you a_ow11town? 
As if you don ' t know . 
(l 
ROSIE 
A ''"1' V.i!I 
-
• 
Vvha t do you mean ••• a.s if I don ' t know. Y 01J. could come down 
town · for anlT nun1ber of tt1l ngs . 
. 
2 - ·11 
)t~AlNRUSS 
I' 
At Altman' s there is a sale of sport suits- today. 
ROSIE 
• 
Sport suits I leave to· Miss Sismondi. 
ABE 
\ 
Aha~ now it comes out. 
ROSIE 
·Every suit that woman wears is a sport sult. 
MA\ffiUSS 
Rosie, you_ got a very mistaken idea about Miss Sismondi. 
ABE 
She ain't -a sport. She's a very hard workirig woman. 
ROSIE 
She must be. She keeps very long hours, Abe. Here in the 
studio all day and who knows what she does afterward? 
MAWRUSS 
Now listen, Rosie, you can't talk that way abo~t Miss 
,Sismondi. She•· s a perf.ectly respectable woman. 
ROSIE 
You should know. 
ABE 
What do you mean he should know? 
:a::@ I 
ROSIE 
-
'When it comes to .findout what a woman's character is, every 
• 
man 1s . an expert. 
ABE 
, 
(Thinking Rosie is referring to him) 
Ach G.ott ! 
MAWRUSS 
Wait, ,Abe, leave this to me. 
-
I 
But, Mawruss •.••• , 
• 
-
' 
i 
~ 
• • ~ ~ . ~Pi?-
-:- & "'6:-:· g-'""~'" 
. . 
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, 
• MAWRUSS ' 
.... 
Never .mind, Abe. I don't claim to · be an expert about women, 
Ro3i·e, but I do knoiY men and if you think for one moment that 
Abe Potash is interested in- Mis·s Sismondi, except as a moving 
picture proposition you are entirely mistaken. 
ROSIE 
Now that will do, Mawrl1ss •. Don ' t y-ou pass no such remarks 
about £Y husband. It's bad enough that he stands for you · 
wi thou you should ins inua t ·e him this way. That ' s a snake 
· in the grass for you •• buries his head in the sand and thinks 
, nobody can see him at all. , 
• 
ABE ) 
, 
· Rosie, f or .heaven ' s s~ke, what are you driving into? 
• 
ROSIE , 
I ain't driv i ng into anything . For my part he could do what 
he pleased.· He ain't my husband •• a.thank God, and if· he was 
I would oser eat my heart out for him the way Ruth 1s doing. 
MAWRUSS 
Wh~t 1s this you are talking nonsense! 
• ROSIE 
It a in ' t nonsense at all. Night after night she i s sitting 
home wondering what her husband 1s up to, and when a woman 
starts in to wonder what her husband is up to, it don' t make 
no difference what he's up to_ it couldn't be worse than what 
she's wondering,. 
... 
MAWRUSS 
But why didn't she tell me about this? She never ss.1d nothing 
to me. 
ROSIE 
You she would rather die than tell anything to. But naturally 
she comes to me for comfort • 
. ABE 
• 
To you for c9mfort? Maw~1ss , take my advice, go right home 
and square yourself with Ruth. 
MAWRUSS 
• 
Square mys-elf for what? 
ROSI.E 
-
• 
As if you didn ' t lcno_w • . Where was you -la.st night? Out having 
• 
J 
1 
1 
! . . -
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supper with Miss Sismondi , eh? 
MAWRUSS 
• 
• 
well, what of it? It was a business matter. I had supper , 
with Miss Sismondi and Blanchard. I charged it up to the 
expense account his mo1~ning _,.. twe11ty dolJJars and fifty cents. 
Abe· knows all about it, don't you , Abe? 
ABE 
' 
I know you -charged up twenty dollars and dfifty cents, but 
whether you spent it or not , that I don't . know. 
ROSIE 
' 
You haven ' t been home one night this whole week. 
• 
MAWRUSS 
.. 
. 
. . 
I ' ve got to attend to m.y business , haven't I? We've been 
do i ng night ,work here. 
ROSIE _ 
- . 
Yow, night work! Why ~as Abe come home? 
ABE 
I come hom~ bevause my -partner is good enough to do the work 
for both of us and, besides i f I didn ' t come home I would 
never hear the end of it .. from you .• 
. .
ROSIE 
That's right , stick up for your partner. Don't give him away. 
You are both members of the Married Men's Union. Probably 
he's got something on you. , too! 
ABE 
• Now 11ste~,Rosie , ~ou can say what you please about me because 
I'm your husband and I got to stand for it, b,1t you can't 
talk that way about Mawruss Perlmutter. 
' 
MAWRUSS 
I can s peak for.myself, Abe . 
ABE 
• 
You don ' t have to, Mawruss. You know what Rosie 
,; 
thinks every good looking woman is a competitor, 
long as Miss Sismondi works here we could .expect 
..• 
this. 
- ROSIE 
. n 
, ,, 
is: she 
and just so 
trouble like 
• 
., 
. 
I 
, 
' 
• 
i 
• 
r 
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ROSIB 
Troubl~ like this ain 't a marker to the trouble you can expect 
if you keep · her here. - I advise -·you to fire her. . 
. . MAWRUSS 
· Now look here, Ros~e, once and for all, Miss Sismondi is a 
perfect lady and it ain't her f ault she's good looking. 
• 
ABE 
. . 
And furthermore, Rosie, if you want to . run things uptown 
that's your business. But if you want to run things downtown, 
that's our business, and I don't care what you say to me when 
you get me home n'igh~s. rt 
(PEMBERTON comes in) 
ROSIE 
But I tell you •••• 
-
. .. 
. . . 
ABE 
Stiegen • .-. somebody's coming. 
. . .. 
MAWRUSS 
Wel;L, Pernberton? 
• 
' PE11BERTON 
They've maae a mess of it again. I'm ar·raid we won't be able 
to shoot~. that scene up at Pelham until tomorrow. 
ABE 
Why not? 
• 
PEI\1BERTON 
I've got to go up there myself and straighten things out. 
I 
Well, go up 
sake, we've 
.Blanchard. 
ABE 
• 
there now and strai~hten them out. For heaven's 
. . ~ 
got to finish that picture today. We promised 
, 
MAWRUSS 
Y9u don t t seem to ·realize how i mportant this 1s. This fillum 
must be finished today. 
-
PEMBERTON 
··- . 
Well, if I go up there, who is ·. oing to shoot this scene here? ~ 
. 
-
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... MA\ft/RUSS • 
I will shoot it. I 
ABE 
. 
You will shoot· 1 t? 
MAWRUSS 
Yes. For three months - morning, nmon and n1$t I've seen 
nothing, he~rd nothing - read nothing but ''Tfie Guilty Dollar." 
It's ~s familiar to me as a pinochle deck. I could direct it 
backwards. 
ABE 
Me, t .oo, and what he forgets I could remember. 
MAWR·USS 
So hurry up and go up there, Pemberton, and straighten this 
out. 
PEri!BERTOI'i 
-
. . . , 
• 'i 
.... .,. . 
. :~ .. 
. 
.. . . . 
. . . ...._ 
... 
. ' . 
•• ,t, 
. . ; 
All right .. ~here's the -scene. 
(Hands Mawruss a paper) 
I've rehearsed it thoroughly. 
through it once with Sismondi 
All you've got to do is to run-.'.: 
and then sh~t the scene • 
. ABE 
Don't worry. The way I feel now I could shoot the scene and 
. shoot the actors and blow up the s·tudio. 
PE11BERTON ' 
As soon as Sismondi is• through here, rush .her right up to 
Pelham. I'll ~J b_e ready for her. We can't lose a minute if 
· we' re to f :inish this ·today. 
(out) 
, ABE 
. 
(Claps his hands and cal ls) 
Now then,· ·is.dies and :gentlemen - everybody in the set. 
( C a J. l ·s ) . _ 
Miss Sismondi .. -.. 
(Goes upstage calling) 
Mis s Sismond•i. ~ ~ 
MAWRUSS 
'!'To Rosie, who has · been sitting in the set,) 
Rosie, if you don't mind please •••• 
r::, ROSIE 
, 
• 
--· - - --
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, 
ROSIE 
( C-oming down) 
No,v list-en, · 11awruss , I want to ~ell you sometl1ing ~ I come · d own 
here to do you a fa-vor CI Ruth told rr1e to n1eet :tter here and I 
a rrived. ahead. of time to giv·e you a chance , bec~use if Miss 
Sismondi ain't f ired before your w.ife comes • •• 
1w1A VffiU SS 
. Please , Rosie, I haven't got any time f or such nonsense now. 
Take a seat and watch the rehearsal . This is business-··· 
~ - . . .. ,, " 
· (Actors have come on stage, · a.lso electr·iciar1s and 
camera men. The ac,top.s are all ta.l.king and. laughing) 
ABE 
· ( C_or11es bae!'(: ·) 
Kush , what · is this? A·- cof.feeklatcl1? 
. · ( There 1s silence) 
Now , actors and ladies , pay some attention will you please. 
I 
• 
Mr ~. Pernbert on is gone up to Pelham and ·· rne and my partner are 
going to d'. o .the directing this morning. So if y ou would please ~~ 
stay quiet for a few minutes we would • • • ~ · i 
i 
' r. 
MAVIBUSS 
• 
Abe, did anyone ask you to m.al{e a speech here? 
PJ3E 
But I just wanted to explain to our operators that our 
MAWRUSS 
• 
Qper ato~s ? Foreman? What do you tr1ink tb.is is - a sweatshop? 
• 
ABE 
But Mawruss •• 
MA11/RUSS 
_Don •·t i nterriupt , Abe ,. _ I am the president here and I will do 
the dlrecting, and if I need your assistance I will call on 
you ••• 
ABE . 
But I just wanted to say ••• i 
-
MA1NR.USS 
i 
" 
l 
i 
i 
• i 
That's enough , Abe. Go and sit down and w·a.tch this . Maybe you f 
wi ll learn somethinge Now, 1.n the first place I want to say • • • • Ii 
. . J 
~E l 
wait , :Mawruss , y ou a.in t t got a quorum - Miss Si smond1 a 'in't hereJJ 
,i 
. . . 1/j 
' 
t MA1."!RUSS 
(Calls) 
Miss · s1smondi -- Miss Sismondi~ •• 
( .&d lib) 
RITA 
( Wi tr1cut) 
Yes . - -- .... -;, • 
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· (comes in eia dressed~ in very tight fit ting vampire d1"ess) 
MAWRUSS 
Corn·e , Miss Sismondi , the quicl{er we get through the sooner 
we are finished* c' 
RITA 
r·' ve got t.o dress; haven·'t I? 
ROSIE 
. .. . ... - .• ,.... .. . - - - . •· ' 
In 
(Who has been gazin~ at Rita ts costume) 
them c l.otr1es? It ain t necessary . 
• 
Stiegen~ Ros 'ie . 
(To Rite.} 
MAWRUSS 
Miss Sismondi , please try to be on time, won't you? 
• 
• RITA 
• 
There ' s a hundred and eighty-tv10 hooks in the baclr of th.is 
gown. A hundred and seventy nine of them are all right, but 
there are three ho.oks where I got to hold. my breath for ten 
• 
ABE 
Must we stop work while you are holding your breath? 
MAWRUSS 
• 
Miss Sismondi 1s right , Abe. She can't ju.Inp into those clothe.a~ 
She's a ·varnpire , -not a fireman. 
(Business Rosie and Abe) 
Now , Miss Sismondi , Mr. Pemberton has gone to Pelham and has 
asked me I should dire_ct this scene . 
ABE 
. And. we want you to put your whole: temperattlre into it. 
RITA 
. . 
Te1nperature? 
; 
,. 
• 
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ABE , 
. -
Na , temperament ., w~.a.t ts the difference - ten1perarnent. 
__ tem·perature - so long as you ' re acting a vs.rnpire ! 
_ ROSIE 
ABE 
And . . e.lso , Miss Sismondi , you got to make allowar1ce for my 
part,ner because he a in t t exactly Jacob M. Griffit.h , you 
unde1'tstar1d__ -
Abe , shut up -your mouth. 
(To cc;mpany) 
Now ._ ladies and ger1t le1nen 
.i s t h e wife of Ne:f111 
Nebich:t> 
MAVffiUSS 
, 
What ' s tl1e matt.er with you? 
• 
- this is the story: Miss Sismondi 
ROSIE 
' 
MA1ATRUSS 
But , M1ss Sism·or1di , you are also very much in 
r ellov, over the·re - what ' s his name? 
lo"'1e with that 
PARTINGTON 
P~rtington • 
• ABE 
♦ 
I 
..... .... 
. ' 
You can neve r remember that name , Mawrus s ••• call him Goldstein. 
MAWRUSS 
Abe , l et me run this. Now Miss Haig, you are engaged to this 
here f e l low .*. 
ABE 
Goldstein • • 
' 
MA\IVRUSS 
t 
And. he · i s boarding with you and your mother •• .• that t s you Mrs . 
Timson. Now, Miss Si smondi , you are jealous and you have told 
your husband that Partington has made love · to you •• c ~ 
ROSIE 
That t s a nice bekovet family 
.. ' 
1 
• 
,, 
.,_, " r • 
. . 
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ifiAWRUSS 
; 
After,1ards you' re sorry· you told you-r husband because ·he · 
carries on so. So yot1 hurry to this house in Pel:µsm, which 
this is the •inside of it, because you want to tell Goldstein 
he Should. look out for your husband". While you are up there, 
your husband finds you, there and he sets ·fire to the house. 
Now that ' s the story. 
ROSIE 
' And you re going to stand for this , A.be? 
ABE 
. 
-·· .... 
Rosie is right, Ma-,1rt1ss ,. Sr1e is a married w ornan and she is · ~ 
supposed to be in love with this young fellow Goldstein? 
T•phoo~ee! · 
ROSIE 
Why not have a respectable story for a change? 
RITA 
It's perfectly respectable , Mrs. Potash~ I go crazy, shoot 
Nevill and. then kill myself. , 
MA\VRUSS 
• 
• I 
. . 
Now what more d o you want, Rosie? You see, she kills herself. 
. \ ROSIE 
• 
I am satisfied. 
MAWRUSS 
All right. Now we will do the scene where Miss Sismondi sees 
· this· r.tere Goldstein with Miss He.1g 111 his arms. 
(To Partirigton) 
Now, mister, corn.e over here. 
(Goes into set) 
You're in this chair and you're s upposed to be sick. 
ABE 
(As Pa.rtington takes chair and acts sick) .· · 
He don't look sick. 
, 
' 
P ARTINGTOI~ 
I can't look any sicker than this. 
ABE 
.. 
' 
Yes you can, you can look real sick,. You a.in t·t got nq contract 
with us and we can fire you at any moment. Now look sick. 
' 
-
• 
-,: ' , ... ,.t,... 
I 
' 
t? 
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MAV/RUSS 
. 
. -. · ( As Partirigton ' s expression changes) · 
That's better,; Now hold that! 
· . ( Direct.1.ng) . . 
Now, Miss Haig, you come through here_ You have a medicine 
bottle in your hand and you pour it in a glass. 
ABE 
( As Miss Haig pours) 
Is that .a way to handle ·a bottle of medicine? You look like 
you was trained in a cabaret _shovv instead of a hospi ta:t. 
l.1A~lRUSS 
Pour it slow , drop by drop. Imagine it cost five collars a 
quart without the revnue stamp. 
Iv!ISS HAIG 
You know I can't feel this scene. 
ABE 
. 
· Can ' t feel it? Just suppose he I s your husba.nd. He's very 
sick and he don't . ca1~ry no insurance. No,v feel it. 
MAWRUSS 
, 
That ' s better .- - ·a whole: .. lot oet ter. 
is where you get in on this • •• Stick 
you ' re s noopifig, you understand? 
Now, Miss Sismondi , this 
your head in at the ctoor- -· 
RITA 
I get you • •• I ·will now register snooping. 
(She registers) 
. . 
MAWRUSS 
-
No1, ready, Mrs . Tim.son, come on the minute he kisses her. Now 
then , Miss Haig , you love this feller ~ you're crazy about 
him -- vvell, look crazy a.bout him " that , .. s it - nor~· then kiss •• 
ABE 
• 
No , tha:t ain't it ~t all • •• it's notr1ing like it . 
MAWRUSS 
-
. Is that so?· When was you su.ch a cricket of kissing? 
ABE 
Never mind. That ain ' t no love . kiss. Engaged couples kiss 
that way two hours before the match 1s broken off. 
\ 
\ 
• 
' 
1'1AWRUSS 
... 
All right, Mr. X.Y.Z. Bushbaum, 
(·-starts for the ·set) 
All right, I will,. 
ABE 
ROSIE 
• 
,. 
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I • 
show us hOVf it I§ done. 
Yqu wou·ld.n 't positively do nothing of the kind. Let Mawruss 4 
-do . 1 t .•• t ,hat' s right in his line. 
MISS H.t\IG 
A 
' 
' 
' 
. 
• 
' 
I think I know what you mean, Mr. Potash. You want a real , 
passionat1e kis·s·.on.e · of ·t _hose ·01ga Nethesole kisses - like this .•• 
·(Kisses PartirJgton_ pass i onate l y) 
. 
' . ABE 
. 
That ts it -- that's what I mean! 
ROSIE 
. Abe! . 
MAWRUSS 
• 
; 
N·ow, Abe, perhaps you' 11 let me ·go ahead. Now, Miss Sismondi 
·: -when -you s ee tr1is kiss ,., no matter what k•ind of a kiss •• you · 
find · out this woman is a competitor of yours. 
.. 
• 
RITA 
.. 
I get yo~. I register jealousy • 
. MAWRUSS 
.. 
Now ·~we . t _ry it over aga•in. That's it .... that's right - Nov,, 
·· Mi-ss · Sismondi, . the - jealo\\sy ••• 
. . 
ABE 
\ ' ?JIA V\!RUS S 
' . : 
. · .. Nu, what's -the rria t ter now? 
• 
ABE 
That ain't · jealot1sy. 
MAWRUSS 
• 
, . 
"' 
' 
No? Well, if I'm an expert on kisses, you ought to be on 
jea;tousy . 
. . 
• i . ~ 
J . :t; tr --a-r<'; 
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· RITA 
I guess I ought to know hov, to register jealous ..:y·. 
ABE 
,. 
I didn't say you didn't - - but that ain't it~ 
·· MAWRUSS 
·_Well, what is it? 
ABE 
It's . 11·ke -- this.- . 
· ·. ·; ( He goes up to tti.e door where Rita was ·and acts he1, part) 
What yoU did.- was this .... ~: 
(Makes a face) 
Tha.t 's fear. What you should do. - is this --
. (Iv'!akes another face) 
That ·jealotlsy ! 
MAWRUSS 
That's act1te indigestion.- Noit, _Abe, do me a favor and keep 
still. 
\ ( To G ompany) . . 
· Nott , ladies and gent·1.emen, let ~s finish ; t11is thing up. No,v, 
Mrs. Timson, as soon a.s they l{iss you come on. Wher1 you see · 
this you get a te~rible -scr.1re«k. , •• • 
. . 
, . ( Act ing 1 t ) · 
You mean like this . 
daughter?'' 
MRS. TIMSOli -• 
• 
''Ho\, dare you behave this way to my 
ROSIE 
You see , Abe, even that old woman there wouldn't stand for it. 
MRS. TIM SOll 
-Are you addressing _me, madam? 
RI'l\A 
· Well·, . for the love of time, how long do · you expect me to stand 
here registering j _ealotlsy and hate? Say, ·who I s directing thE 
rehearsal? 
She's right, Abe. 
etiquette? If you 
no one compels you 
MAWRUSS 
Since wher1 was 
don 1t like the 
to stay here. 
ABE 
you such a tickler for · 
way these people behave, 
9; I got: just as much right to stay here. as you! Mawru.ss~ 
• 
• 
• 
. 
_,..; 
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M.AWRUSS 
Nothing ·suits yo~. She don 1 t handle the bott le right; he 
don't· act sick right; ·they don't kiss right -· she ain't 
· jealous right. Who a.re you, ~oscha Belasco or somebod-y·? 
ABE 
I would.n't argue with you, ~1awruss. In the cloak and su-it 
busin~ss arguments don't cost you nothing. But in the moving 
picture business, if we have f or five minutes an argument, it 
c .osts for vampires tVtrenty dollars, for lights fifteen dollars ~ 
for heavies ten dollars, und. Gott weisst wehr nichts ! I 
would.n 't a1"'gue -with you._, liawruss; it's too expensive. 
, 
MAWRUSS 
All right. Now that • s settled, Abe. 
the lights already? 
ELECTRICIAN 
All . ready.- 0 
MAlflRUSS 
• 
. · (To camera man) 
· Now Harry •• 
CAMERA MAN 
All right. 
MAWRUSS 
We 'll shoot this. Is 
In the ch.air , Goldstein •• now ready eve1~ybo~y 
camera -
-- readv - actfon--t, 
· ( As tr1e scene progresses) 
Hold that sick look... -
. / 
ABE 
Siclrer ..... sicker -- mo1~e sick yet! 
Now, Miss Haig come in with the medicine~ You ' re sorry for 
him, now pour· the medicine ••• 
ABE 
... 
-Close to the gla~s -- don't try to put a bead on it. 
MAWRUSS 
·. Now, Miss Sismondi·, open the door --- in a . little farther -
gives you a schreck - that ' s right -- new you're mad as hell ••• 
' • • 
., 
• 
.. 
. 
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ABE - • 
Jea lolls. like I told you. Look. lD -- $ look at Mrs . Potash..- ••• 
MAV/RUSS 
Now then, Goldstein 
now kiss . 
look at her - take her in your arms -
ABE 
That ' s the idea!. · • • 
. " 
ROSIE 
. 
T.-.phocc-oee ! , 
MAY/RUSS 
Now-, l\~rs . Ti1nson, come ,on in - - Now su1"prise , Mrs . Timson --
cc·uld. knock yot,1. down with a feather - you never dre0..tined of· 
such a thing. ~ • 
• MRS . TIMSO}I 
(Acting) 
HCJN dare you behave th.is way t ·o my daughte1r? 
MAWRUSS 
N'ow then, Goldstein! 
P J,.RTINGTON 
(Xcting) 
Mrs .· Timson , I want to marry your daughter. 
Mlt VffiljS S 
Now change , Mrs. Timson • • • delight • •• 
-ABE 
Register a good shid.duch • • .• ~ 
• MA1lRUSS 
Now, Miss Sismondi , poisonous - you ' re a snake • • • 
(BLANCHARD enters) 
ABE 
Give her some of them tigerish looks. 
' . • 
. 
• 
Imm.ense , Rita 
BLANCHARD 
.... 
-~ very fina indeed ! 
• 
. -
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MAWRUSS 
( To crime1"a rna·n) 
All right, Harry -- cut . Everybody dismissed . 
'ABE 
Well , Miss St smondi , you got that jealousy stuff down very 
fine , I must say . ~. 
ROSIE 
Abe • •• 
ABE 
\ 
I t ' s very natura.l . Pretty near the real thing , believe me . 
RITA 
Well , you ougb.t to knov,. 
11AVJRUSS 
Miss Sismondi, don ' t take off your make~up. In a few minutes 
I am goi11g to take you up to Pelhan1 . 
ROSIE 
In a few minutes your wife will be here • 
• 
MAWRUSS 
' 
But , Rosie ,this is business . I ' ve got tc, take Miss Sismondi 
up to Pelhan1. . 
ROSIE 
You positively would do nothing of the · kind. 
ABE 
Well, Ivliss S:is mondi, will go up there alone -- what ' s the 
dif fe r ence? 
RITA 
Why none at all, r t d just. as leave go alone . 
ROSIE 
.. 
Then go a.lone - - for: a change. 
Stiegen, Rosie --
.. 
' 
ABE .. 
what ' s the matter ·with you1 
RITP~ 
. . Why 
. , wha-t is it , Mrs . Potash? 
.. 
,, . . 
' . 
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\ . 11AWRUSS 
- . . -- .. . .- ,~ . - . ~ - ·-
(fonestalling Rosie, who is about to speak) 
It's noth.ing, Miss Sismondi .• I 1·11 tell you about it afterwards. 
ROSIE 
Nothing·! Is it nothing to come between husband and wife? Is . 
it nothing to keep a man away from his home, spo~ling his 
prospects, ruining his digest -ion ••• ? 
ABE 
I 
Be quiet, Rosie . 
-
~,,1 
. , 
, RO SIE 
·r. won't be quie.t . What business has he got buying suppers for 
other women? Since last January Ruth Perlmutter has lost over· 
t .we·nty pounds . ~It's breal-cing her heart •••• 
RI'I'A 
But who has done all this? 
) P.BE 
Nobody • .•• Don'·t., pay any at t ention to her, l\~iss Sismondi. Come · 
on, Ros 1e •••• 
• RITA 
• 
Say you don 1t mean me, do you? 
.. ROSIE. 
You know we J_l enough who I mean, ·a.-.,.a .• ~ ,. 
ABE 
• 
. ROSIE.~~. --
I 
(Points to ~ffice) 
Go in the office~ 
(To Rita) 
You n1ust excuse my wife , Miss -Sismondi . Her intent ions a re 
very ood but he~ ·way of showing them is s ometh111g terrible~ _ 
Goes out. with Ros i e} . 
RITA 
I'm very sorry, t!r. P erpt1ut, t er , if I ·have ca1J.sed any trouble .• 
MA1NRUSS 
-
It's all right. It ain't your fault. My wife would -never 
dream .of such a thi1ig if. it wouldn 't be for -Rosie Potash . · 
That woman is s o conscient ious she d on tt care how many homes 
she breaks up • . · ( oo·es out) \ • , 
l 
\ 
► 
., 
RITA 
Well, that ' s a n ew one on me , Bob. 
BLAllC HARD 
Surprises you, eh? 
• 
. -It sure does. 
BLANCHJ\.ED 
• 
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'----
'\ 
• 
Bell , what did you expect? You ' ve been going out to suppers · 
and lunches with hirn • • • 
• Purely business ~ 
BLANCHARD 
YoU ' re sure i t was? 
, . RITA 
. He had a perfect right· to stall off a raise by blowi11g me to ·-
·food once in a while. 
, 
BLANCH/u~D 
• 
And that's a ll there was to it? I 
• 
RITA 
or cou1--ase • 
(As she . se t=J s him looking queerly at her) 
Why , what do you mean? 
BLANCHARD 
You tre the sort of girl that turns a man ' s head , Rita. 
RITA 
I 
Mr . Perimutter ' s? 
} 
BLANCHARD 
.. , . 
Perlmut, ter s ••• mine •• .• 
1 
(With Chan~w toward intensity) 
You ve seen, Ri-c,a •• .,you 1nust have s een ••• 
. RITA 
• 
. Seen ,1hat? 
I 
• 
, 
-
• 
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BLANCHARD 
Ever .since you've been here I've been hanging around this p·lace· 
I have even neglected my business. You are a clever girl and 
you 1:-rnow ho·w t hings are. 
-
No. How are they? 
\ 
· Vfrly , Rita , · there t s 
a ~oman like you . 
anything you want. 
RITA 
BLA?ICHARD 
I 
nothing I wouldn ' t do for you~ I never aaw 
You just _say ·the word and you can have 
· RITA 
That ' s a ra.the:11 large order , Bob. 
BLP.NCHARD 
Just t ry me , Rita ••• why I have this thing all f igured out . 
I can show you the prettiest little home you ever looked at~ 
an4 it's furnished, Rita, furnished - not onl y with furniture 
but with every security a woman can ask for. You can have 
everything that money can buy. 
RITA 
How about the th.ings money can't buy1 
• 
BLANC HP.RD 
. 
1 
• 
-...-:_ 
What ' s that? 
RITA 
Well , foolish things - silly a:dd absurd things thaf-io 
sensible girl in my bUsiness has any r ight to think about --
muc11 less to wish f or .• 
BLANCHARD 
\ 
I dontt understand . .. 
RITA 
-, (Hesitates) 
-
. 
' l 
i 
Well , I have an older sister living over at 'Greenpoint . She ' s 
married tci a boss plumber . Sometimes I go over there Sunday ,j 
mornings · and when I s,ee -Ki tty in 11.er old wrapper with her boss 
pliL~ber and all their chubby babies smeared up with molasses 
candy, I'd just af lief someone would pinch. my jewelry and 
wardrobe and leave me in their place ••• What do you think? 
Babies •• Bob --· just babies -- my babies - ~ . dirty babies a nd 
clean babiesl! That ' s me , Bob . - Now isn ' t t;iat a hellovaway for 
a vampire to talk? · 
• 
. . ) 
. .. 
.. 
- . -
_ _.......,...,,..,:· ~:;;-, 
--
.. 
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BLP~NCHARD 
·Rita.a••· 
~ RITA 
(Forestalling him) 
Wait a :minute . I want to get this out of my · system. I want to 
be on the level with you. I don't love_ you , Boh.,.I do like 
you a lot~•~I couldn ' ·t help but like you ••. but I don't love 
you • . 
I don t t ·:ask you to (9 
t surprised) 
\~lb.at' s that? 
• 
BLANCHARD 
RITA 
• 
BLANCHARD 
I've al,va.ys kno,vn just ho\~ you felt about me. $hut I know this 
too: yo1.1· trtlst yourself to me and rt11 make you love me , Rita,. 
If _ you want to stay on here and work you may . If you want to 
stop , do that~ Only give me the chance •••• say you will, Rita 
I 'm mad about you •• !mad.e.. : . 
( Sudder1ly clasps her in his ar,~ns and kiEaes her) 
Bob! 
(Angry) 
BLANCHARD 
(Let ting her go) _ 
Forgive me -- I couldn ' t help it. Please forgive mel I 
promise you it will never hap1;en again -- ne 1 er ••• 
{As Rita smiles) . 
There that .' s better •• Novi then, don ' ·t give me your answer no:~,. 
Give me another chance . -~,,I' ll tell you what we'll do. What 
time do you have to be . in Pelham for that picture? 
RI'rA 
In about an hour. 
' 
BLANCH~~D 
, 
You come with me and we'll have lunch at the Ivalli~oe Inn. 
.. RITA 
No .•• no, ' . I can t •...• 
.. 
' 
• 
• 
• 
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BLA11C!IARD 
I can f ix it with the boys here. Please ; Rita , I promise you 
on .my word of honor , you have nothing to fear and-~ Let's 
talk things over then. Now you get ready. I'll go out and 
t e l ephone up to that Inn ~ I stand in up there and I ' ll 
promise you the greatest 11 t tle lur1ch you ever ate ••• 
(Cor11e~ up to her as MAC· enters) . 
You' ll come? You'll give me my chance? 
RITA 
Yas, I ' ll come .• 
' 
• 
BLANCHARD 
All right. I'll be back in a few minutes. 
( Goes· out) 
RITA 
• • 
·( L,ook a.ft er him a moJnent, then tu1~na to conrront lr7ao) 
Why rdac ••• 
MAC 
I saw • •• Is it so , Rita? 
(As she lo9ks questioningly 
I mean$ • • you and Blanchard? 
RITA 
.. 
at him) 
I don' t know , Mac . ~.I wish I did$ All my life I ~ve taken 
chances and they ' ve landed me where I a~. If I go on taking 
them, t,hey ' 11 land me where I started: sales5.i rl i n a 
depart ment store - and I might be lucky . at that . Here's 
something h arided right out to me , and.-• , · 
( Sees Mac) 
I s uppose y ou th i nk I ' m an awf ul r otter? 
• 
Then why don ' t you? 
I think I unders t a nd~ 
' 
MAC 
RITA 
You should . 
ll!i\C 
RITA 
Well , · i f · you d9 , it ' s more than I do . I ought to be tickled 
to d~a.th and instead I ' m pret t y near mi s.erable . Yes , and if 
you stand there looking at me that way I ' ll cry! 
, 
. 
.. 
MAC 
Poor old Rita. 
RITA 
(Angrily) 
Stop it~ 
( She cri_es) 
V 
·. . . 
Now I -- I have to put my make~up on again • 
. (She looks up at Mac) 
Well , go -on • • • say it out • •• I'll stand it •. . 
. ' 
. MAC 
But I haven ' t anything to s~y • 
• RITA 
What - not even ''Mark my word_s, you'll regret this ''? 
MAC 
' I think you are doing just right. 
RITA 
What? , 
MAC 
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' 
It's something that doesn ' t come to a girl once in a lifetime. 
, It rs your Big Chance. Take it. , 
_ (Astonished) 
You a dvise me to? 
I do .• . 
• 
RITA 
MAC 
RITA 
MAC 
• 
Blanchard is a fine man - a man of reputation and position. , 
Don't make any mistake, Rlta. 
RITA 
(More and -more astonished) 
You haven ' t a~ytping to say against me? You ' re riot sore at me? 
. 
MAC 
· oood luck to you, Rita. I hope you'll be happy. 
• · . 
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RITA 
My, but . you make. · ·- 1. it hard. If you'd only jump on me - say 
so.me thing- nasty to. me .. I I d feel ever so much more comfortable. 
MAC 
You ' d better hurry. He'll be back soon • 
• 
RITA 
, }Offering Mac her han~) 
You re · a, good ·s.ort, Mac - •• tne best in the world. 
MAC 
The same to you, Rita; and many of them 
(Rita goes out) 
(Mac drops disconsolately into a chair) 
• 
{There is a pause -for a minute and then ABE and MAi~uss 
can be heard quarrelling· outside) : 
ABE 
( Wi tl1out) 
I ·done it on your a ccount- , Mawruss .• 
Why should your wife gei ·sore at yo·u on rn.y a ccount? (They enter) 
ABE 
What ' s the difference on who se account Rosie . gets sore at ·me? 
She gets sore at me once or twice a week anyway 
MAWRUSS 
\ 
Well , anyway, when she comes back with Ruth, you tell them I •••• 
ABE 
Shflllltsh •••• 
, (Indicates Mac) 
• 
• 
!~1AWRUSS 
What ' s the 1natter with him? Did you say something to him? 
• 
-ABE 
~ 
,,,. 
• • 
I say something to hi1n? • 
MAC 
(With s·udden determination) 
Mr. Perlmutter, I've got something to tell you. I'ffi leaving • 
• 
•• 
• 
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MA\'fRUSS 
• 
. 
- ' 
Leaving? Abe, couldn't you let this young feller alone? • 
Why must you always be picking on somebody? 
-
ABE 
• 
I picking on him? Listen, MadDonald, don't pay no attention , 
to· what my partner says. If you want ten dollars more a • 
month, why don't you come to me? 
MAC 
II 
It. isn 1t that, Mr. Potash. 
ABE 
-
Then if you don't like to work Saturda.y afternoons, don't 
talk to him - ask me. I ' ll let you go, 
, 
·· lv1AC 
• 
That's not it either. You ' ve been very good to me. 
MAWRUSS 
Say, good to you!. You worked hard, MacDonald, and we 
appreciate it , and if my partper gets a little cranky ·once 
in a while , that ain ' t his fault. He is used to dealing 
with greeTh.'1.orns -- that ts all he knows .• 
MAC 
' 
No one could have treated me any better than you, Mr. Potash. -
ABE 
Then what the devil's the matter with you? 
well, you get good wages •• • we like yo_u ••• and 
throw up your job·. Are you crazy? 
• 
!\1ft_\\TRUSS 
, 
• 
You're treated 
you vv ant to 
What more .do you want? You admit we act like gentlemen to 
you. Don't be a damn f·ool • 
.,,, 
MAC 
It's _a ·personal matter, Mr. Perlmutter. I'lls~t .ayuntil 
you get someone else ••• then I'm going. 
• 
. . 
• 
-
- -
. -· 
. -
.. 
..... ,._~ 
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• 
ABE 
Then you ain ' t going to give us no reason? 
Well , what ' s the use? 
personal troubles. 
. . 
MAC 
I don't want to worry ·you with my 
11AWRUSS 
Personal troubles -- aha, Miss Sismondi ! 
1 
ABE 
That woman is back of everybody's p_ersonal troubles in this 
place . ~ 
11AWRUSS 
Now don't be f oolish, Mac. You have hadquarrels with 
Sismondi before and you'll have ' em again, please God ! 
Next week s he will give you one _look and you wouldn't 
swap jobs with Dovid w~ Griffith. 
ABE 
Don't get discouraged Mac . My Rosie turned me do wn a 
dozen times before she accepted me . At last I said to 
her, I woul•j never asl{: you again •••• this is the twelfth 
time and the last ••• 
MP.WRUSS 
Thirt -een is your lucky number, Abe ,, 
,. 
r 
• 
• ABE 
. ' 
She ' s a fine iirl , Mac . She 's worth wait ing for. 
.. 
• 
• 
, 
... 
.,. l 
' 
... 
I 
' 
MAWRUSS 
You couldn't get a better wire anywheres • 
. MAC 
It's no' use. She's going to marry Blanchard. 
ABE & MAWRUSS 
What? 
He asked. her here not half an hour ago . 
. -
' 
Affi 
Well -
( PaUS(3 ) 
I think you had a lucky escape . 
MA\VRUSS 
, , 
I doubt very much if she could cook a potato even . 
• • ABE 
' 
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• 
·She was no wife for you, Jwiac $ For Blanchard yes~• ••• it would 
cost a fortune to keep that w_oman in hooks and eyes a.lone . 
• 
!\~AWRUSS 
Come, come, 1viacDonald, cheer up. Broken hearts are 1-ike 
composition notes; they run thirty,sixty and ninety days . 
ABE 
And after that, you forget you ever had ' em . 
MA1lRUSS 
Be s ides, you can't blame the girl. She ' s making a good 
match,.; .a man like Mr. Blanchard ain't-. to be had e"fTery day. 
You car1 t blame her . 
' . 
• MAC 
(Almost breaking) 
I don't blame her . I \old her j ust now that I didn't blame 
her • . I told her she ought to do it, and for her sake, I 1n1 
happy •.•• very happy . 
(Goes out almost crying) 
,J 
. A J $.h; 
-
Happy ••• o. nebicha 
• 
~ 
• 
' 
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Iv1AV{RUSS 
Ir that boy feels happy, he ' s got a good poker face . I 
hope he won ' t do nothing rash . 
AEE 
... 
Well, we'll raise his wages twenty-five dollars a week . 
I said I hoped he.wouldn ' t do nothing rash ••• not us . , 
1 
, ABE 
-
, Twenty~f ive dollars a week wouldn ' t break us , Mawruss . 
1v1AVifRUSS 
Schmoos , Abe·. If i t J got around we re~ised tl1at fello,, 
because his girl went back on h i m, · everybody i n the place 
w_oultJ. ·be, coming to us wi th a broken 11.eart . 
(Enter MISS COHEN) 
lv1I SS COREN 
Mr . Potash ., you ain ' t in to no one who ,,a.n·ts to sell an 
automobile , are you? · y 
ABE 
. 
Vmat do you want to ask a question l i ke that for? Certainly, 
I •ai n ' t , · 
!v£AVvRlJSS 
Wait a minute$ Is it an automobi le to ride in or an 
automobile to run over a cliff? 
MISS CORE!~ 
Vilell ., I guess you could run it over a cliff if you wanted t,) 1 
I t cost f ·our thous·and dollars • •• F . O·. B. Detroit • 
.. 
ABE 
Teil him we ' re gone forthe day . 
}JIISSC OREN 
, It 1 s an elegant ·car , Mr . Potash •••• sixty horse po·V'1er , . 
- upl1olstered in genu~tne walrus . 
MAViRUSS 
- 'I1ell him M·r. Potash and -me has ": oeen called away to th·e coast . 
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.. 
As a fa:"vor· to yo-u . I s he splitt ing his comrnissions vv ith yo·u? 
Iv1ISS COHEN 
We 11, he said he 1 d · r ·un tne · ·ou·t to Long Eeach next Sunday, 
i f I 1d sho·,, b~im i n . 
MAvVRUSS 
, 
Al l ri -ht •••• show him out and take 
MISS COHEN goes out) 
the Long Is lat1d Railroad , 
Cutzpah. We should waste ou~ time with an automobi le 
·canvasser so that · girl co·u_ld go jo~.,. riding ~ · 
I 
1I.4VvRUSS 
I 
-You should .have her nerve , Abe , then you could call yourself 
a bus i~ ness man . 
\ 
I don '.t need nerve .when I got a part.ner like you , Mawruss f) 
Twenty dollars and forty cents he spends on Miss Si smondi 
a nd · Bla.n cl1a..rd a nd he- ta-lks a bo·u.t r1er.,.1e yet . 
1JIA 1rlRlTS S 
Blanchard i s our backer , Abe . 
ABE 
Suppose he i s our backer , d.o we ha,,e to schenk him table 
board? 
MAWRUSS 
You 're worse than Rosie •• 
. 
-
• 
AB1~ 
-
Rosie 1 ~ right . Before her I stood up for you , but I can 
t ell you what I think j ust the same . You got no right to 
be seen running around the streets with a good looking 
woman l i ke I,iiss Si smor1di . I know i t 1 s busi·ness~ and_ she 
knows it' s bus i ness , but what kind of bus iness do friends 
tl1inl< 1 t is? 
IvIAvVRUSS 
Tha t girl is g·oing to make · us , Abe • . 
, 
• 
I 
I 
ABE 
Ye_s, and she'll ruin u~, too. 
• 
IvIAvVRUSS 
• 
~Yell , I 'rr1 doing my best to keep her salary down. 
ABE 
2 
Say , keep 
she earns 
(Ad 
her salary down . 
it or eats it? 
\Vha t ' s the d.if~ference whetl1.er 
lib. row dur1 ing whicl1 BLAl\JCB.1\RD 
.._,, 
enters) 
' . 
BLANCHARD 
• 
\ Could I - interrupt you for a moment? 
Affi 
You ain1t interrupting me . I ·ain ' t said nothing e -I 
couldn ' t get a word in edgewi se . 
ivT1\ V✓RUSS 
Come rig11t . . in, Itr~ Blanchard . Thi s is n o thi 1 g pri'l1a ·t e . 
You bet i t ain.' t p1~1vate . When my. partner 
1·t ain ' t _ priv·ate for five blocks around . 
do for you , Mr . Blanchar d? 
talks business, 
·what could we 
... 
BLANCHARD 
I wanted to tell you that Miss Sismondi will perhaps be 
a lit.>tle. late reacl1.ing Pelharn this af·te1:~noon . 
MAV1RUSS 
~hy s ure that's all right , Mr . Blanchard. 
BLANCI-IARD 
I' ve asked her to take lunch with me at the Invahoe ~ Inn • 
. it BE 
Wby certainly Tuir. Blancl1ard, we could ma-ke allowances 
for Miss S1smor1di on a d.ay like this o 
MAViRUSS • 
---And drink a bottle of wine on us , Mr . Blanchard 
, 
BLANCHARD 
I see , yo_u boys are on all right • . Vv'ho put you wise? 
• • 
.36 
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MAVfRUSS 
BLAI~CHARD 
Well , it' s a _nice little place the I va1ihoe Inn. Small 
private dining rooms •• •• discreet servlce •••• a l ways knock 
before tl1.ey . come in •••••• j t1st tl1e place to take your- girl . 
A tr.:i 
.. .i,. .c.:::lCJ 
And on a day lil{e tl·1is , Iv1r ~ Bla ncr1ard , I a.on ' t blame y cJu . 
}JlA 1~lR USS 
' 1t'1e and my partner \Vant to congra tula._te you , Mr . Bla11cl1ard. 
We think you are doing the ~ight t hing . 
You do , eh? -Vie 11, i ·t ' s good to have the seal of a.11proval 
of two such connoi sseurs • 
. ABE 
• 
• 
· Say ,- me and my Rosie have been married for twenty~five years 
and we ' ve been 'l,ery , very happy ninety per~cf3111~ of t he ~ time ••• 
anyhow eighty~five· percent . 
l1AAvVRUSS 
-}11iss Si s mondi is a s plendid wo11an . I ad1nire her moi~e than 
I can tell vou . • tJ 
BLANCHARD 
,( 
You d on ' t have ~to te ll me , Perl~utter . I k r1ol,,, you actmire her . 
AB~ 
And we ' re going to show it too , Mr . Bla·nchard ~ We only 
~heard the good news this morning and ain t t had much chance 
t o· loolc a rou11d us , but don ' t ·go buying no silver s oup lt=ld le , 
till you hear from us . 
BLANCHARD 
' MAWRUSS 
Silirer soup ladle . I 11n _ surprise at you , Abe . ~\11.y don ' t you 
• • 
say a beer opener and be done with it? 
.... 
ABE 
-
l 
l 
• 
., 
• 
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it pr~ . 
' I don ' t care what it is, Mawruss . For Mr ~ 
MissSismondi we would go the limit~ 
Blanchard and 
• BLAI'lCHARD 
Say, what the Hell are yo1.1 t .w_o talking a bouto 
}.i.A.1rYRU SS 
Vie 11.eard e 
BLANCHP.RD 
• 
Heard -w11a t? 
-I 
ABE 
• 
About you and Miss Sismondi getting married and •••• 
BLAI~CHARD 
, 
Marr i ed ! Say , have you two gone crazy? 
-
ABE 
Mawruss , maybe , t here ' s s01ne m·tstake . 
•· 
• 1vL,\ VlR USS 
Say , Mr . Blanchard , maybe you don ' t want it announced ye ·t , 
so we wouldn t t say no more a bout it . 
> Sure not , but ~we can congratulate you anyhow , Mre Blanchard~ 
BLANCHARD 
Rubbish ,~ Potah$/ Do you tl1.ink I ' d -rnarry Ri taSismondi . 
v7hy not? 
. 
-
• 
Nl .i\ lfiRU S S 
BLAN CFI.l\RD 
f • 
Yfhy not? Yot1 know 11vha t kind. of a women she is . 9 ~ • • ? 
ABE 
Certainly we know what kind of a woman she is . 
IvIAWRUSS 
, 
She 1 s been working here no·w for some tim.e , l\~ro Blanchard, 
and we got a pretty good line on 14ler • . ~ . 
_j 
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BLAJ:JCHARD 
. . 
Then quit your blur f ing, Perlr11utter . You know . this game 
as well !lS I do .. 
.. 
A~a ·you are going to 
these li ttle private 
take her up to this nice , litt.le place •• 
room.s where the waiters knock before 
the y come i n . 
· · ( P~u,t'~ A 
- . "- ·" fill To Bls.nc11ard) 
And you ' r e not goi ng to marry her? • 
/ 
What do you_ think I am . 
ABE ~
·we don ' t think " ••• •• we knov, w11a t 
\ 
MAVlRUSS 
• 
You would tal{e a ·decen·t -·r espectable girl to a place 
l ike t hat . Do yo~ ·s uppose she would go there with you if she 
knew ? 
ABE 
BLANCHARD 
• 
Tha t ' l~ ·do , Potah . 
• A RF! 
• 
-
You ougl1 t t ·o be in · j a il •• .,. loafer ~ 
, 
f 
• BI,Al~ CH ARD 
. 
• 
Now s e ~ her e , Potash, you can ' t talk this .way t o · me . 
ABE 
., 
\Vhy not? B2cause you ' re t h e backer of th i s concern •••• be - · 
cause i t ' s y our money we ' re wor king wi th? 
Abe . •· 
ABE 
Do you th i n1c you can buy- -us to stand s ti 11 ar1•d let you 
do this tl1.j.ng? · Ai n ' t we got hearts? Ain ' t ,,e got 
consci ences? Cal l i n your loarns . Take your money • 
• 
• 
• 
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BLANCHARD 
• 
All right , I will9 
"., A" A oe • • • • De;} • e 
ABE 
I would run a push cart and live in a cellar •• me and my 
Ros ie together. $. before I would take money from this dawg • • ~ 
Dog . 
BLANCHARD 
Take that back~ you little runt . 
(Goes rnenacingly to,,ard him) 
• ABE 
Don't you come near me ••• you crook, you ., •• you murderer . 
\ BLANCHARD 
, ( Takes. hi1n by the throat) 
Blanchard ••• A be •••• for Heaven I s sake . - · 
• 
('Stage bu_s1 ness , while they · ~truggle around the stage . 
Mawrus s f oll9ws them around, ·and as he· sees A be 
·get -{)1,ng· the-··worst of it, he seizes ·a hea"'"Y book .and 
hits -Blanchard over the head . Blanchard drops un~ 
conscious) 
Abe •• Abe ••• are you hurt? 
.. 
ABE 
., - . 
(Rubbing his neck where Blanchard has grasped him) 
Mawruss, what ·nave you -done? ·· · · 
(They both bend over Blanchard) 
My Go_d, · they ·can e leot·rocute you for this. . He ·, s dead. 
MAWRUSS 
Yow., dead. You couldn't kill a tough .. customer like that 
with a meat-axe. Get h6ld·- ···or nisfeet • ... . 
(They carry_ him to bed in movie set) 
He 11: be all right in a ·few minutes. 
, 
ABE · 
I can't hear him breathe. Listen, Mawruss, you .must get 
awal from here now, at on'? e • . . No _ _o:ne ~lls~know of this till 
you ·re gone. 
( s -1:smondi and ot.hers are he'ard outs 1·a.e) 
✓ 
.. 
(' 
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Sismondi. 
ABE 
Go up to Pelham. Take Sismondi with you in a taxi. 
Pretend that Blanchard had to go back to the bank and wi ll 
. meet her there.. . I' 11 get Dr . Eischendorfer and if Blancr1ard 
don I t come to, I'll 1't you know. . 
MAY'lRUSS 
But . suppose he does come to, he'll have me arrested anyhow. 
ABE -
Only Blanchard st1ould get we 11, Mawruss and I don ' t give a 
damn if they send you to jail for ten years. 
(Mawruss looks annoyed) 
Just so long as they don't electrocute you«I Now go, __ ·go , 
, Mo.wruss, d o what I t,ell you . 
.. 
( RIT ... Lt co1nes in w1 th ingenue and cl1ar1act,er wornar1, 
and_ MISS COHEN) 
- RITA 
And you're all com.irig to the wedding, aren't you? 
. ItlGENlTE 
You bet we will, Rita. 
CHARACTER WOMAt4 
I' 11 wear th.at ivory satin I v:ore in the · ·number sever1 Fair and (,; 
Warmer Company . We closed after two weeks. It's as good 
as new. 
lJII SS COREN 
You'd look swell in i vory sat in. 
MAWR1JSS 
-
• 
, On, Miss S.1 smor1di, Mr . Bla1·1charil d had_ a sudder1 btisiness call . 
He asked. rrLe to take you up to the I varlhoe Inn. He will 
meet us- there. 
Miss 
ABE 
.. 
Cohen, will you ·please get a 
(MI SS COHEN goes out) · 
Miss Sismondi ••• come ladies. 
(Sh.oos out., the wornen·) 
taxi •••• get a fast one . 
, 
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MAV✓RUSS 
Goodbye , Abe .. 
• 
Now don ' t y.ou worry , Mawruss , if the worst comes to the 
wor·st , I ' 11· say I d or1e it and- that' 11 give yott e.. good start . 
1l.A\VRTJSS 
No . ,. no , you mustn ' t do that . 
ABE 
• 
Tch . ~ • . Tch • • @. Tch . 
MA\VRUSS 
No , Abe , I'm·your partner , and if we killed that s~cker , we ' ll 
go f i fty fifty on it ~ 
{ Goes out) · 
\ 
( ii. t te 1° r,~, o-n~ ' • ,r.,. _.,, ~ .t. ......... ... ·'-' i 
Hello . ~ •• 2 9 0 \i lvia .. dison Square ... . eH-ello , H~J .. lo , i s tr1i ·s 
Dr . Ei sch endorfer ' s off i ce? \'{hat? • • e ••• VJe l l , where can 
I get ahol¢. of r1lm o • • • Ob. , tr1is ls 11is as s i£tant? Vle l l , 
coul d you c ome over to the Potash and Perlmutter Film Company 
r ight away •• er . 
·(RUTH and ROSE come in) 
Some one i s very s i ck here •• e • • b i s head hurts h i m. _. not a 
h eads. ct1e ~ 3 •• 
, ( Looks up a11c1 · sees Rose and Ruth) 
Who i s i t ? What ' s tl1e rlifferenc·e who it is? He was 
~rast li ng with s omebody . I ' l l t e l l you about i t , when you come . 
Goodbye e 
(Making bel1_e~,e as if' he saw Ruth· and Rosie for 
the first tirne) · , 
Oh, hell~o , Ru th . d,. ~ tlacl{ aga i n , · Mama? One of the men got 
i njured ir1 t ~he studio & if . noth.ing very muc;b • . o . 11 ttle bump 
on his head ••• 8 •• I t ' s nothing . 
RUTH 
. ( S.e-w1ere ly) 
Vihe 1"\e f S .lvia \~ ]:"ltlS S • • e ? 
At+! 
• 
-~·iw.awrt.1ss? .Oh ., iv1awruss .(t !t 9h.e s t epped out for a minut.e ~ 
RU?rI 
-- . H~ knew I was coming ~ 
• 
• 
j 
1 
• 
• 
t 
• 
• 
He r1ad some "'1e1 .. y important t•usiness . He said vou shouldn ' t 
Cl ~ t wa..1. t, . 
ROSIE 
RUTH 
Abe , tl1is tb.ir1g can ' t g~ or1 an;;r lo11ger . 
·end of m:,r patier1ce ,..,,.I 11re sl1ut n1y eyes 
Aa;E; 
List.en , Rutr1 , you a nd Rosie go into tt1e· 
j oir1 you i n a minute . . 
ROSIE 
I ' ve cc,me to t he 
long enough and ••• 
and I'l l 
Don ' t you do i t , Rut~ . I know him . He ' ll sneak out of it 
t • J oo . 
ABE 
Rosie ••• Rosie, do as I tell you . 
RUT"rl 
Now , no n1011 e dogi ng, ·Abe e 
vVhere is Ma1v1~tlss? 
I want to know the truth . 
ABE 
Now , listen to me , Ruth , you are all wrong about this . 
Yotl know me & Do vou supoose ·ror one mo1T .. er.1t t r1Ett if 
"" fJ ... lV~a1tvruss 11Yas up to anything cr,c,oked , I woulc stand fo1~ it? 
-
( SarCCiS t.i_c) 
Oh , no.., 
ROSIE~ 
Rumi:-
' J.. J.J.. 
Abe , I want t o know where Mawruss is P•-
• 
Now , calm yourself , Ruth , Rosie has got you a ll worked up 
about this. · ' 
RUTH 
• • 
' 
\ 
\ 
• 
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ABE .. 
We l l , i f you want to know where Mawruss is , · 1 111 tell you •• 
He went over to the bank wi th Mr . Blanchard and -~ 
ROSI E 
V'fna t was that ? 
ABE 
.., . 
Now, Ruth, you , Rosie and I wi ll go into the office and •• • • 
(Tries to push them out with hi~ as B1anchard 
stu~bles off the bed and ~roans) . 
~ 
RU'YrI 
Li s te n . 
ABE 
That ' s nothi ng $ •• j us t tr1e fellow \J/hO was hurt •••• • and ~. ·· 
RUTii 
.. ( As Blo.nchard stumbles f ortb) 
ROS I E 
BLANCHARD 
Vv1lere . i s tie? Vfuere ' s Perlm.ut ter? 
RUTH 
; 
I 
Mr . 
,. 
Bl a nchard •••• you ve had an acc i dent ~ 
BLANCH.fl.RD 
Accid ent , not h:t.ng . Y0 u r hus ·band a.id. t h i s • 
• 
RUTH 
lv1:awru~s s did? • 
• 
. BI.AN CI~1ARD 
• 
He t ·1,..ied to kill me . After a ll I ' v·e done fc•'r thes.e men ~. 
the money I ' ""ve i n.,1es t ed • • •• t l1e time I ' ve S!Jent •• _. h.e 
thro,:vs ev·e:r:.~rtr1ir1g o--1erboard ••• h i s pa:r,tner , his business 
and his wife for that ~oman . 
, 
1 ' 
\ 
• 
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ABE .. 
We l l , i f you want t o know where Uawruss is , · I 1 11 tell you •• 
He went over to tt1e bank wi th ]lr . Blancr1ard a.nd ---
R.OSI E 
11'f na t Vi a s t h a t ? 
Now, 
ABE 
I{uth, yoti , Ilosie and I wi ll go into the office and o • • • 
(Tries to push them out with hi~ as B1anchard 
st~~bles off the bed and groans) . 
RUTrl 
Li sten . 
ABE 
RUTI-! 
.. (As Blanchard stumbles fortb) 
ROS I E 
.. Mr • Blanch a rd . 
BLANCHARD 
Vlhere is lie? Vfuere ' s Perlm.u t t er? 
RUTH 
' 
• 
Mr . 
,. 
Blanchard •••• you ve had an acc i dent ~ 
BLAtJCH.ARD 
Ace i.d ent , not h:t.ng . Y 0ur hus ·cand did. t h i s • 
• 
RUTH 
lv1a\vrus s did? • 
• 
. BLA?-l CI·IARD 
• 
, 
He t1· i ed t;o kill me f; After a ll I ' v·e done for these men ., . 
the money I ' ve i n~,es t ed • • •• t 11e time I 1 ~,e spent ••.• he 
throws ev·e :r:.~7 thi r1g o~,erboard ••• h i s pa:r .. tner , his business 
and his wife for that ~oman . 
, 
• 
• 
• 
' 
• 
\.. 
\ 
. . . ) 
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RUTII 
Iviiss Sismondi? 
A.BE 
Nothing of the kind . 
BI1ANCHARD 
. 
He's mad about her, I tell you. He thought she was going 
out to lunch with me and he went stark crazy with jealousy. 
A Et; 
Don ' t believe a wo1~d of _it , Rutl:t . Tb_is man is a crook . • 
BLAI'JCHARD 
I am , hey? Well , where did he go? 
ABE 
Ne"11er mi.nd where he wer1t . 
' 
BLArJ C I-IARD 
It ain ' t ' so . 
-
BLPJ.N CHARD 
• 
• 
Sisrriond.i and he are together· a.nd this fellovv knovYS wherie they 
are . • 
ABE 
...... 
They ar;e not toge ther * I k.11ovf where he is anc1_ I arn not going -. 
t,o t e 11 . If you v~a11t t·o arre st some body, arrest m.e . 
No~ody wants to ·murder you more than .I do . 
(Enter MISS COHEN) 
Mr . Potash4 •tt• 
( Sees Ela ncl1arc1·) 
Mr. Blanchard, are you 
taken Miss Sismondi up 
I heard him say so . 
Mif~S COHEN 
here? l\1r . Perlmutter has j ust 
to the Ir1vanl1oe Inn to meet you. 
• 
BLANCHARD 
i 
' I 
• 
' 
-··'J\'hat ? 
• 
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ROSIE 
ABE 
He ain ' t gone up the re - rle ' s go~e to Pe lhairt where we take 
a pic ture . 
1J1ISS COIIEN . 
, 
No , Mr . Potash , he was going to Pelham afterward. Ile said 
for yott to let hi1n· k11ow by messenger there , how ·thir1gs 
V'1ere going . 
• 
BLANCHARD 
Weil, they t re going dan1ned bad for Perilmutter . 
( 'I'urns to Rutb.) 
!Jir s . Perlmut1ter , do you want any f·urther proof? 
ROSIE 
I a.on ' t . 
ABE 
It ain ' t so ~ He ' s up at Pelham, I tell you . 
BLAl{CHARD 
All right , if they aren ' t at the Ivarrr1oe I nn, we ' ll catch 
them at Pelham. My car ' s out"s i d.e ..... run -yo11 up tl1.ere in 
half an hour . We ' ll be there before them and we ' ll watch 
and see what happens . 
(Turns to Potash) 
Huh , !)reach the ter1 comrnandrnents to me , will you? Well , 
here ' s where I show up • •• you damned Pharisees . 
(He goes out ) 
ABE 
Don ' t go , Ruth, le t me explaine 
RUTH 
I ' 'tJ·e 11eard enough explanations from you , Abe$ taawruss will 
have to ~o the e·xplair1ir1g novv & 
(Goes out) 
ABF~ 
.. 
-
. ' 
(Appeals to Rosie) 
· Rosie , for Gavvd ' ~ sake , listen to me ••• don ' t let Ruth do this. 
I 
ROSIE 
I WANT her to do it o If it was MY husband, I wouldn ' t rest 
' 
• 
- . 
ROSIE ( C_ont ) 
ti~ll I had. him in Sing Si.rig . Loafer . 
(Goes out) 
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ltiss . .._Gor1en, f or _Gawd. ' s sake , i s tr1ere any way we could reach 
tr1a-t house in Pe lhan1? Ain ' t ·there no ' phone there or nothing? 
MISS COHEli 
Not within two miles ~ 
ABE 
-· • 
,. 
I got to ws.-rn my partner somehow . I sent 
111s s Sismond1 and if Mrs . Perlrr1ut.ter ever 
· ruin him for l i fe . And I done it • 
h im up there wi th 
catch es him, i t 1 11 
\ 
• 
bII SS - COHEN 
·we ·l l, the only thi ng y ou can do now i s to go l1alf on 
the .ali mony f 01-) you c ould~n ' t beat t r1a t car of Blanchard.' s wi tb. 
an aeroplane . (Exits) 
.... 
AB~ 
(Falls in ~ chair) 1 
... 4.limor1v . e • di vo1~ce . Ucr1 Gott • .,, (As he sits dejectedly i n his chair, there enters 
· JAlvlES . J . GRABE~ . ·He is an autorriol:Jile salesman . 
I 
His manner is brisk and business ~like . He wears 
duster and cap upon which a.1,i;e ·goggles) 
CRABBE 
• Good morning, Mr . Potash . 
A 131!: 
· Oh ; ttLi s is tl .. 1e doctor . You ' re too l·a te , Doc~ tor , your patient 
got better on you . 
' 
CRABITi 
I ain·' t a doct or . Crabl:>e is my name •••• J ames J . Cra·bbe . 
I repre sent the Twinplex Motor Car Company . 
ABB 
Wel.l , I a in ' t in the market for an a utomobile right now . 
CRABBE 
-- A -great many people have tr1a t same idea , Mr. Peta.sh . They 
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CR.~BBE . (Cont .) 
• 
• 
think· winte1., is coming on and t r1t J1· woulc :rather wal t for 
Spring , but we can make immediate deliveries of our car 
and you ' 11 ba .. ,e 1 t to use all through the fall touring season. 
AEE 
Ach, don't bother me . 
CRABE{E 
I won ' t take f . ve minutes of your time , Mr . Potash . I 
j ust want .to give you a few figures . Now , instead of making 
broad general claims for tr-e Twinplex Car, we give you 
defi nite spe cific f eatures in which the Twinplex stands 
alope among cars . Our eigp.t cylinder motor developes 
seventy-seven horse power and is geared to pick up from 
a mere walk to sixty-five mi les an hour in five car 
lengths. This enables us to make wonderful time in city 
' driving . 'Why, the other night I we nt from Columbus Circle, 
through the Park, up seventh avenue by way of the conco1lrse 
and Pelham Parkway in twenty~one and a quarter minutes 
to the Ivanhoe Inn. 
AEE 
What? 
CRABBE 
Those are the figures •••• twenty- one and a quarter minutes 
from Columbus Circle to the Invahoe Inn. You know where 
the Ivanhoe Inn i s , don ' t you? 
ABE 
I've heard of it . It's on the wav to Pelham. 
"' 
CRABBE 
Well , I can beat the time of a ny other car for that 
distance by seven minutes. 
· AEE 
You mean to say that if we started now for Pe lham, and 
somebody els e started three minutes ago, that we could 
get there before them? 
• 
• 
CRABPE 
Get there before them? Why , my friend, not only would 
we beat them to it, but I'd ha,,e ·time to buy you a. cou.ple 
of drinks at the Ivanhoe Inn on the way up . 
' • 
\ 
' 
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ABE 
• 
• 
. 
Is your car in front of the door right now? 
CRABBE 
I t is . 
ABE 
You ge t me to Pelham i n t wenty~one and a quarter mi nutes 
and I' ll buy the dri nks . 
{~s they rush cut , there falls 
' 
• 
• THE CURT .lU t~ • 
, 
• 
• 
• 
, 
• 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
• 
E NT RE ACT • 
• 
F.ET 1/iEE1'1 SCEI'IES O~TE and TWO. ACT 11. 
It is proposed to show by means of moving pictures 
b~tween the first and sec ond scenes of act two , the 
f ol lowing story: 
Abe gets into Crabbe's car and they start off • 
• 
On the concourse they pass Blanchard's car, which 1~ 
stalled by the side of the road because of a blowout of one 
.. . 
of the ti:r"es e Crabbe I s ca1~ hurries on, Abe urging Crabbe tn 
• 
. 
greater and greater speed. Its pursu+t by motorcycle police 
\ . 
·, 
may be shn?!n. They pass the cl ty 11ml ts anci are in Pelha.·m. 
They t11rn into Split Rock Road. Shov: sign on side of ros.d, 
property of Potash & Perlmutter Film Co. Keep off. This Means 
You. At, or near this sign, show Crabbe making quick turn 
to avoid running into a taxicab in which are Mawruss and Rita. 
Crabbe's car is ditched . Show Mawruss end Rita helping Abe 
into taxicab. Show taxicab turning into lane with sign 
reading Pfoperty of Potash & Perllnutter Film Co. ns above. 
• • 
Somewhere above, show Blanchard ' s car stopped at sign on 
. . 
' 
road. Ivanhoe Inn.Dri"1e In. Show attendant w th sign 011 
cap, Ivanhoe Inn. Show conversation between Blanchard 
. 
and attendant . Have you seen a Black ann White taxicab 
drive into the Inn . Attendant points up road toward Pelham . 
Taxicab ~ent that way fifteen minutes ago, etc • 
• 
' . 
' 
• 
ACT TVvO 
\ 
SCENE T\VO: The House at PeL~am. ~tage shows 
front of small frame house . End 
• 
of la.11e· beside the ho,~se. Backgi~ound 
and sides a few trees and shrubs. 
Other properties as desire • 
• 
(When Curtain goes up, the stage is found deserted. 
Then there ·1s heard the sound · ·or an · au tomob1 le -
which approaches . A taxi drives in. The chauffeur 
gets down and opens the door) 
CHAUFFEUR 
Get out first, lady. 
(Helps Rita out) 
• 
A!E 
... - - - -
• (From inte?•ior taxicab, groans) 
Oo--ee. 
1 • 
Now then, grab him under the arms and put him on my shoulders. 
AEE 
- . - . - . . . 
(As he puts. his -arms around.· Chauffeur a1:1(1 is 
lifted out the cab p1ck~a-back) 
Oo--ee . 
CHAUFFEUR 
• 
Up she comes. That's the ·1dea. 
(MAWRUSS steps out of the cab) · 
. RITA ~ 
Easy •••• please •••• easy . 
!!AWRUSS 
(As Abe groans) 
Does it hurt you so bad as all that, Abe? 
AEE 
, 
I'm all right, Ma.wrus·s . Just leave me here . I would be 
all right in a few minutes •• 
MAWRUSS 
I 
Rest your hand on my shoulder and pu t your feet down gently. 
I 
j 
' .. ABE 
I feel if I put my right leg down, it will kill me • 
. . 
r~.AVvRUSS , 
Well , put i t down and s ee . 
· RITA 
Bring him over to the por•ch ~ 
( They take him 0"'1e1~ t .o the porch. ) 
ABB 
(Sinks dow11·· on tl1e por ct1 groaning) 
Oh. 
MAWRUSS 
. 
Abe ••• Abe •••• where does i t hurt you? 
ABE 
'-
. 
· {Reccvering himself) 
.... 
I t don ' t hurt me nowhere ••• _Now 
.. 
go , Mawruss , go •• ,.qu i ck 
before t hey c ome ; 
MAWR1JSS 
And. leave y ou? • 
' ABE 
• 
• 
I ' n1 all right , Mawruss . Wnat are you hang1Tl_g around here 
for . I' rr1 all r*ight , I tell yotl •e·•• ~Nothing hurts me at all . 
CHAUFFEUR 
That 's bad . 
MAWRUSS 
Bad? ~hat do you know a bout it? 
CHAUFFEUR 
. . 
' 
• 
I dr·ove a Eel le"1ue A1r1bular1ce i" 01,. ten years , and when they 
r a i sed Hell , ther·e ._,,as notr;_i r1g the matter with tr1err1. It·' s 
only when they don ' t suffer no pain that it ' s dangerous. 
· ABE 
Qo ... e e . 
RITA 
Go and get a d .. octor , . ?~r. Perlmutter . 
' 
\. 
• 
• 
• 
j 
-• 
AIE 
, 
I tell you there's nothing the matte~ with me . 
' 
CHAUFFEUR 
I know •• 9. I know . I ' ve taken in cases by the hundreds what 
claimed tb.ey didn' suffer nothing, f e lt like going right back 
to work a nd everything and within a couple of hours we was 
giving ' em oxygen . 
Affi 
A.1 . •••• I wisl1 my Rosie v1as here • 
. 
MAViRUSS 
I ' 11 go and get a doctor right away •• · 
ABE 
• 
• 
fut d.011 1 t you come back., Mawruss , promise me you won ' t come 
bac.k . 
MA\~RUSS 
Why not? You tb.i nk I'm af1,aid to face Blanchard , and all 
t h em people? 
AB~ 
Listen~ Mawruss , he ' ll have you arrested •••• be told me so. 
He'll make Ruth be l i eve anythi ng •••••• Why do you suppose 
I ri s ke.d my l i fe to come here with that speed manlac? -
Please , Mawruss for my s a ke , go . 
MAWRUSS 
• 
Wel l a nyhow , Abe , 1 1 11 send trie doctor ••••• and 
somewhere near by • . Now , keep up your courage , 
(Puts his arm around Abe and pats him on 
I 1 11 be 
Abe . 
back) 
Ai~ if ~my Rosie was only here ••.• she ' d know what to do . 
MAWRUSS 
The d octor will r 1·x you up i n a ·minute ••• 
, CHAUFFEUR 
. (As Mawruss ccmes up) 
Your . -· staying here won ' t do a bit of good., so don't 
worry , Mr . Perlmutter . If he ' s going to croak , he ' s 
to croak . . 
(He drives off in cab wit~ Mawruss) 
i 
vou 
" going 
• 
, 
• 
.. 
\ 
• 
1/iAVvRUSS • 
. (Head. out of cab) .. 
Goodbye Abe ••• •• the doctor will be here in a few minutes ••• 
ABE 
I t ' s all right , Ma;~russ •• • eall :right.-
('lben as Mavv!"USS goes, he starts to get up an.d cannot) 
O.Oph . Ooph • 
RITP. __ 
Vvha t 1 s t r1e ma. t t .e r? 
ABE 
I think every rib i n my s~ine is broken ~ 
Rii'A 
t 
(Putting her arm about her and petting him) 
The doctor· wi lJ., be hel~e . soon ~ 
A ffi 
{ Groe.ns) 
· RITJ\ 
Just rest ~gainst me . ~ut your head back on my shoulder. 
(Puts his head on her shoulder) 
- ABE 
' Ai , t 'his is more than. I ca·r1 stand . 
(Rubbing his . hair) 
There •••• there . 
-
RI'I'.A 
Affi 
Ah , I wish mv Rosie was here . 
" (An automobile born sounds in the 
Abe imrr1ediately straightens up). 
RITA 
. ' 
. Wha t ' s the matter? 
-Affi 
• 
Did you hear that h .01,11 tr1ere? That ' s Blar1c·r1a1~d ' s car~ 
They mustn ' t see me here . 
--~ 
• 
. 
....a, 
RITP~ 
· Now keep calm , Mr . Potash e 
AEE 
Keep calm.? If ~osie finds me he11 e like this, she ' ll kill me . 
·RITA 
• 
l'lo,, tr1a~ ' s all right . You leave them to me . There ' s an. · 
old couch inside. Go and lie down . Here, I' ll help you ~ 
(As Abe starts to get up) , 
No ,. lean on me ••• lean more heavily • . 
Affi 
fu.t , listen;_ 1viiss Sismondi , you d.on ' t know what tc, te -11 
them . Not on l y I ain t t t1ere , but Mawrus s wasn ' t here either~ 
RITA 
. I und_ersta.nd • . 
ABE 
You ain ' t seen him since he left the store . 
RI'l'A 
• 
I understand everything 6 
AB'3 
• 
• (Going ou·t, leaning on Si .smo11di) 
Mov·ing pictui~es • • • e s • • that ' s a busir1ess for1 a married rr1ar1 . 
( Goe.s i nt.c, ho11s e ,1 i th Rita) 
( T11.ere ' s a ·slight pat1se and_ "la cant s ts.ge, then 
Pemberton, camera men and helpers arrive) 
PEJ.\ry BERTON 
Now then boys , get your camera~ placed, where we marked 
theiTl tr1is morr1ir1g e Harry·, y-ou t re Q'tJ"er here • 
.. (Ind.icates place · down front) · 
Casey, · ove1" by the wind.ow and -
· (Rita. "·corr1es out. She r1.as talten off her duster and · 
is read.y to '' Go on'• ,., ) 
Hello, Rita , all ready? 
, 
I want to speak to you a minute , Sam. 
, 
Casey , ca11 you s _ee tr1e _dummy from where you a.re? 
., 
CASEY 
I 
• 
·(At tr1e windovi of the house) 
Tr1e dur;uny ison the couch. all rigr1t . 
PE}.~.BERT ON 
, 
I 
• 
Now in with you , Rita , and see if he gets- you . 
RITA 
(Comes down to Pemberton) · 
J ust a mi nute? Do you hear sometl1.ing? 
(They all - s ·top to listen) 
A macl1i11e? 
PEMBERTON 
. . 
Well , .what of it? 
. That ' s Bla11chard 1 s car . He ' s coming ·11ere and I don ' t want 
/ to see him . 
PE1lBERTON 
• 
. 
·Why not? 
Nev·e1~ mind , Sam , as a favor to rne, don 't l et him i n that 
hou s e. · Stjart in taking the pi cture and keep on ta.kir1g it 
as l ong as he ' s here . I don ' t care i f you use up a thousand 
feet of film . I ' ll pay for i t . 
PEMBER TOI~ 
Why , we· haven ' t that much with us. 
RITP~ 
Well , keep on crEtnking as tl1ough _you had. . Do this for me , 
· Sam, and I' ll square . it wi th Potash and Perlmutter , and I ' ll ~ 
square i t wi.t11 you too , Sam . 
· ( G·oes in the house) 
PEl\( BERTON 
I don ' t get you , Rita , but y ou 're on • . 
RITA 
·Here tl1ey are ~ }!ow don ' t le.t any one i n this hot1se . 
(Goes in) 
• 
PElv!BERTON 
, 
Now· Casey , ready witr1 your camera and. keep on . shooting till 
... 
• 
PEMBERTON (Cont.) 
I tell you to _ stop* .. 
• 
CASEY 
I only got about seven.ty-five f e et . 
PE~!iBERTON 
V{ell , crank it· along just the s ame , till I tell yot1 to stop. 
( Calls .as Bla11:chard., Ruth and Rosie come in) 
(From within) 
Re ady . 
RITA 
, 
BLAtJCII.P.RD 
Who ' s inside ttat hous e? 
PEJiBERTON 
Vvb.at ' s th.at your;) bus i ness? 
BLANCHARD 
. 
I 1 11 shov~ you. ~ • 
{Starts toward the hquse) 
PE11 BERTO tJ 
(Stoppinf. him) 
Here , you · can ' t go in there . 
(Calls to camera man) 
Al l .right , C~sey, shoot .~ • •• 
BLANCHARD 
Hole. 'on there . 
PEMBERTON 
\\1ha t ·' s tr1e matter? 
BLANCEARD · 
Sismondi and Perlmutter are in that house . 
PEMBERTON 
-
-
Nonsense ! We ' re taking a moving picture . 'fr1at would 
Perlmutter be · doing in there? Go on, shoot , Casey . 
('I.hey shoot pic-ture) 
• 
• 
., 
\ -
-
BI,ANCHARD 
· Now you can ' t put anythl ng o-r1e1.. on m.~, Perr1be1--t on . 
Keep away from there . 
ROSIE 
They came up here in a taxicab. We- followed tl1en1 . They're 
in that house now . 
·• 
T'nere 's nobod~1 in that r1ouse but Mi ss Sismondi and a d11mmy., 
• 
RUTH 
· I kne,, you wer·e mis taken, Mr . Blanch.ard e 
BLA:t~ CII ARD 
, 
I ' m not mi s t aken at all . He ' s squared this fellow . 
PElv!BERTOrJ 
• 
• 
Yo11 ' re cra.zy . K.eep on sr1oot i ng , Casey . \~e ' ""Te spoiled enou gh 
film on this thing already. Mrs . Perlmutter , this is a 
scene fr om ''The Guilt . y Dollar''• You knov, that Bla.nchar·d. 
, 
BLANCHARD 
Sure I clo " 'I'his ·1s tr1e scene wt1ere vou burn dov,n the u 
house , is n ' t. i t ·? 
PEl\1BERT01i 
Tb.at comes later . • 
I 
I 
BLANCHARD 
All right , we ' ll stick around and wa·tch it . 
PE1!BERTON 
, 
· Vle ' ve decided_ not to d o it ti 11 torr1orrow. 
Oh , hav·e you ? 
(Vii.th a 
house) 
BLANCHARD 
We ll, I've decided to do it right now . 
quick movement , steps over and sets fire to the ~ 
PE!r!EERTON 
Put out that fire . 
HELPER 
Can' t do it . The whole house is soaked i n kerosine • 
• 
• 
PEMBERTON 
All ri _ht , we ' 11 ... }:,_ave to . shoot it then. 
To other camera men) 
Go on, Harry ••• 
( Shot1ts) 
... 
• 
Rita· •••• come on, Rita • ••• the h ouse i s on fire ••• we're g-oing 
to shoot it . 
• 
RITA 
(1/li tr1 -shrieks) 
Ori , - my God •• , . Save h i m, .,e • • somebody. 
(Comes to the door terrified) 
Save h i m ••••• • somebod.y • • •• help me •• • 
PEMBERTON 
Good business, Rita •• •• ~now star t to drag him out ••• 
RITA 
Don't you una.erstand • ••• he ' s in there . 
PEMBERTON 
More intense , Rita •••• more reality •••• put your whole soul 
in it , Ri ta •••• now go drag him out. 
RITA 
For God ' s s _a.ke •••• help me somebod.y . 
PEMBERTON 
Now that ' s enough . Drag him out now . 
(RITA goes in) 
._ Ge t every bi t of this , Harry, it ' s going great .••• 
(MAWR.USS rushes in) 
Thi s i s the real s1:,uff, Mr . Perlmutter ••• 
RUTH 
(Rushes toward him) 
Ma.wruss . 
• 
• 
r 
r 
' 
• 
\ 
r. 
' 
• 
I 
.,. 
MAWRUSS 
(Brushes her aside) 
Where 1s he? ·· ·· · · 
(RITA ·appears with Abe, nho has taken off his coat , 
vest and collar. He has his arm about her neck) 
ROSIE 
-
Abe ! 
ABE · 
Mama, I ' m hurt . • 
Don't you c·ome near me ••• you loafer . 
• 
CURTAIN. 
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• 
• 
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' ' A C T T HR E E 
Sarne • as Act One. Off-. ice and Pro ie ctir1~ roc·m 
t. _, 
of tt1e Potash & -Perlmut-tc:r Film Co . 
When · the ctir~tain goes up , ABE is sitti.ng at 
his desk , or1e foot on a soap box, and propped. 
up in a box chair . 
MISS COHEN enters with can of coffee , an d carries 
heavy lunch room cheap cup and saucer and bag 
of c~ullers. 
?v1ISS . COHEN 
- ~ ' . 
nere s ~~_ou .. r breakfast, Mr . Potash. 
ABE 
Thank you , Miss Cohen , put it on the desk o 
MISS COHElJ 
How· do you feel now? 
ABE 
My back hurts me som.ething terrible . 
MISS COHEN 
( Ha.nding l1im c~lp of coffee• which she has poured out) 
Welb, ~rou dr·ink this nice fresh-made hot cup of coffee . 
{~s Abe drinks it and makes a face over it) 
Now isn' t. that · good? · · 
ABE 
Say,Mis s Cohen, whe r e did you get this stove polish? 
• 
) 
' 
Simon ' s Busy Bee Lunch 
MISS COHEN .. 
'D 1\.oom ~ 
ABE 
It ' s the same we · a11 drink . 
Tha t ' s \vhat i t is ·not to have a home . Afte r tvlenty-five yea.rs, 
. l'liss Cohen, m~r wi fe walks out on me~ I sat up ti 11 half · 
past twelve waiting for her to come home and she didn't 
show up . Six times . I rung up her sister's house; she wouldn ' t 
even come to the phone. 
(Tal<e's another drir.k of coffee and groans) 
• 
• 
-
• 
3 -3 
MISS COHEN 
. 
What is it? Does it hurt you so much? 
ABE 
Hurt· me? It stra.ngle s me .. I think it's got · ammonia in it. 
Say ,Miss Cohen , do me a favor , ring up her sister ' s house. 
· Maybe she ' ll talk to you. 
MISS C OHEl·J 
I did ring her up . 
ABE 
Did you ask her where she put tbe chlor oform linament? 
MISS COHEN I • 
-
I did . 
ABE 
• 
. MISS C CT-IEN 
She saic]_ any corrJnunications you .~ot to say to her should be 
made· through Fii2~burg & F~i}~burg , Attorneys and Counsellors 
at Law , 51 Ghambers Street , r i ght opposite the County Court 
House . 
ABE 
The County Gou~t House . Ai , gewalt . 
AtlISS COHEN 
Will you have another cup of coffee? 
ABE 
Do.you want to poison me? Throw it out . 
( Enter MA1\fRUSS) ~ 
Well , 11a,~russ? 
lv1A \VR USS , 
Miss Cohen would you· -please s t ep out for a mon-ient, I would 
l ilce to•:. talk to my part,,rier .. 
And , 
away 
ABE . 
( As MISS COHEN . sta.rtEi 01-lt , ind 1 ca te s co f fee) 
lv1iss Cohen , wi l l ypu please take ·this disinfecta.nt 
with vou. I can't bear the smell of it. 
~ . 
. 
1 
• 
l 
• 
• {1{ISS ,COHEN , .. takes coffee, etc . and goes out. He groans) . i 
t 
--~ 
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.. 
V/ell , ..:\be, I'm afraid we 'r~ up against it. · 
ABE 
I thought so I Ma.wruss . She didn 't co1ne home at -f 11. She 
stayed all night with her sister and she wouldn t even talk 
tome over the phone . 
MAvVRU3S 
Listen, A-be, forget Rosie for a minute . You got worse troubles 
than tha. t , be11·eve me ~ - It ' s already all over town that we 
had a split with Blanchar_d. Tomorrow is the first of the 
month . 'Ile got rent to pay , electric light bills corr1ing due, 
bills for fillum , and a payroll like · an ammuni tion factory. 
#hat · are we going to do about it? 
·ABE 
( .After a pau.se) · 
Maybe if you talk to her , Ma.wruss, you co·uld do so1nething • . 
· ABE 
She's been made at me lots of times , · Mawruss , but she never 
acted like this before. 
1J.A~)RUSS 
,~~hat are you wqrrying your r1ead 
you :Cnow that blanchard· i 1 sists 
dollar note that is due today . 
) 
ABE 
about Rosie for? I su1Jo os e 
- ""' 
we pay that fity thousand 
This is the start of our finlsh , Mawruss. 
Thi s is what comes of -being so brave, Abe . ''Call in your 
loans •• take your money .'' Seemingly mo,,ing pictures have went 
t o ·,rour head, Abe . Such behaviour is only good for fifty · 
' t.1 
fe et in a five reel fillu.i111; but in business it lands you in 
, . 
bankruptcy. 
• 
I don't care if it lands me in .jail, I ' d say it to him again. 
· You ain ' t sorry wou hit him on the head , Mawruss? 
. ' 
. (Hes i tatingly 
4 
t 
. .. 
No • .• I ain't sorry •• ~xactly . 
ABE 
What do you me an exactly? 
dea·t.~ . 
He was ret~ ne ar h 1 • me p vy •. C O.,{ lng to 
. 
Sure I ip,ow, but if I went to that Roscher today and said 
to r1irn , ' Look~a-here _you pre tty · near cl10Ited my partner to 
de a t h and now you got t .o ext end those no tes ·ro1') us , '' that 
would be anyhow an argument , wouldn ' t it? 
ABE 
Well , what do you want me to do , Mawrus s? 
1vl4. 'vVR USS 
Tr y to .think . . .. ~suggest somethi11g • •.• 
ABE 
1, ,j 
~aybe Ruth could · ialk to ·her . 
MA liRUSS 
Kush , you ' re dr i ving me crazy . 
away over night? What i s it? 
Sufpose Rosie does stay 
She ~ 11 get over it . 
\ 
ABE 
She .' s going to sue rr,.e for a di vorce ~ 
MA'lffiUSS 
• 
I ~ ' Nons ense , Abe . She couldri t do nothing to you for what you 
done . Vihat do you tr1i!1k any judge . or any su.r y i _s going to 
believe that a fi ne looking woman like Si smondi would f all 
f .~r a · s chlieme l like you? · 
ABE~ 
A schliemel like me? 
. MAI/RUSS 
And besides iou got witnesses •• • me , Miss Sismond1 1 the taxi 
driver . You re _ v1orryi ·ng yourself a bout notl1ing Abe " 
, 
ABE 
... 
N~thing . Is it nothing that me and my Rosie is married 
ABE. ( CONT )~ , 
.t 
twen t y-five years an d n.ever spent _ a d ay a.pa.rt • Ms.,1russ , 
not one day . 
MAvVRUSS 
·\ve11 , i t ' s time y ou. had a vaca t i o n . 
(Enter M·rss COHEN ) 
-
MI S S COHEt~ 
There ' s a 1nan out s ide wants t o see you . 
ABE 
Ai , g ewal,t •• • s 01neo ne from the l awy e r s off i ce , going to 
serve rne vvi th paper s , I bet y ou . · 
MISS COHEli 
No, i·t ain ' t • • • It ' s xJ1') . Feder of the Ko s c i usko Bank . 
ff:hank God • 
MAVYRUSS 
3- 5 
;JVh a t th~ devil do you mean .. t hank God . He I s comi ng to t e ll 
us that the b ank i s through wi t h us and he t h anks God yet . 
ABE 
Ask him to · come i n , MissCohen . 
{MISS GOHEN goes out) 
MA .. /IBUSS 
. 
Now listen , Abe , f o r get y our domes tic troubl es while Mr . Eieder 
. t is h e re . Put up a bold front. ...'\in t y ou go t no baclr~bo11e? 
ABE 
You s l"lould have my ba ck- lone. 
(Groans) 
Don •t g r oan . ~Vhat is thi_s? A hospital? 
. ' ABE · 
You got a he ar t like a . ., . suomarine . 
MAVifRUSS 
, 
• • 
-3- 6 
t ..,.. 
,j MA\VRUSS 
Abe, for Heaven I s sake ••• you 're going to see "the presid~nt 
of the bank in a minute ••. how do you think he ' s going to 
give you an extension , if you 1.ook like you're going to die 
on him any moment . Brace up . eLook healthy$ Iteme1nbe r if 
I ' 1n a subm~rine •• he ' s a torpedo. 
(As FEDER comes in) 
Why hOY/ do you do j Mr e F1 eder? . 
FEDER 
How do you do , Perlmutter? · Haw are you Potash? 
ABE 
How do you , Mr . Feder s_ You must excuse me I don!t get up . 
I hurt n1y back in an acc ident . 
MAvVRUSS 
Abe. 
(To Feder) 
It's n o thin' ••• $not-hing, Mr . Feder~ 
ABE 
I 
Nothing . It is nothing to him that I'1n riding e.n automobil.e 
sevent·y-f1 i ve miles · an hour and arrl thrown ou t on my -b .ack. 
MA~MRUSS 
You should have been ti-wown out on your neck . 
(Tu1~~s to Feder) 
Excuse me, Mr . Feder . 
kind of you to come up 
us to CO!ne do,vn to the 
Won't you sit down? 
here and see us o -vvhy 
This is very 
didn' t you ask 
Bank? , 
FEDER 
I can do my business · witl1. y_ou toys 1nuch better up here. 
MAVffiUSS 
You mean y ou w·ant -to see our books? 
FEDER 
I want to -tall,c to· you boys without Blanchard knowing it. 
' 
1 You have a loan at our banl{. 9. a hu.Yldred and fifty thousand 
dollars • •. _fifty thousand due today and the rest in one and 
two months from tod.ay . Is tt1at right? Now I want you to 
be perfectly frank with me . Was there any reason why 
Blanchard loaned you this money, aside from ordinary business 
re ason s? · 
ABE 
Qrd.inary bus i pess reasons or ·I!loving _ picture business reasons? 
\ 
\ 
I 
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' 
MAV1RUSS. 
' . 
FEDER 
Because this loan was made without my knowledge as president 
of tlJ.e bank , and withou t the · knov1ledge of the executi ve board-. 
-..,.; 
I n fact ·Blanchard loaned this money entirely on his. own -
initiative. 
YtA~VRUSS 
But , l~r . F·eaer , triJ e got the mo11ey and we used ·it in our 
business . 
sure . It was a legiti mate loan • 
. FEDER 
Sometimes le gitimate loans are made for i llegi tim.s.te reasons. 
Now , the truth, boys , what is there between Bla.nchard arid 
this Miss Sismondi • . 
\ 
• ABE 
lJA\lfRUSS 
\ 
We ' ve had t r oubles enough on acco~t of that lady, Mr . Feder, 
and I wish yo~ would excuse us . 
t,! 
FEDER 
. . 
Let me explain . The· Kos~ciusko Bank is not one of your bl g 
Viall Str?~t banks . Vi e handle the funds of a lot of poor 
people over on tPe East Side . Those people have a right to 
expect that the men v1ho are re sponsi bl e f or the ir money are 
decent reputable c_itizens .• You can se e _y(ll r se l ves we cannot 
afford to .11ave practically at tne hea·a of ot1r insti tution . 
a man who ri sks a -hundred a11d fi£ty thotisand t·dollars of the 
bank: ' s 1non·ey promo t ing a moving pie ture ac tre.ss • · 
• 
• 
But the money was loaned to us • 
• FEDER 
The first fifty thousand was , bu.t even with a liberal 
, credit policy you were not entitled to the oth~r hundred 
thousand~ Tb.ere was only one reason for 1 t . i::>o · I want 
you to tell me v1hat you kno·w about Blanc11ard and this lady_ •
• 
\ 
1 
. j 
.. 1•"" 
.. - ~ , .,,,;S, 
' 
., 
• 
• 
ABE 
.. 
. ,,... .. , 
vVe know enough , Mr . l!;eder .• 'llhe fellov, has acted like ·a 
loafer around here . 
• 
' 
MAvVRUSS 
Abe . 
Mr . Feder ought to know it . Day and night that fe l low has 
beer1 nealecting his busine_ss on account of Miss Si smondi . 
-._; ,_, 
MAV/RUSS 
• 
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I 
Vvhat are you tallci11g nonsense. Miss Sismondi is a respectable 
woman . 
• 
ABE 
That ain't .Blan.chard ' s .faul t ~ 
\, 
, 
FEDER 
t 
Tha·nk ~ you·' ve Y !' U gentlemen ,. told me what I wanted to kno;rv . 1.._1 
l\iAtlRUSS 
But , Mr . F·'eqer, it ' s none of my partner ' s busine ss what 
Blanchard is or how he acts. 
:ABE 
It ai n'·t eh? ·v·✓ell, I make it my business. 
MA/JRUSS 
Excuse me , Abe , I ' m doing the 
the only man who has lost hi s 
No\v, Mr .• F1eder, we don't want 
talking . Mr . Bl anchard ain't 
head over a good looking woman. -
,.,,) .. . ~ 
to an tagonize Mr . Blanchard. 
·But ,ve don ' t wan1t to antagonize Mr. f 'eder ei;ther. Vie got 
no secret from Mr . Feder and it ' s our duty t o tell him all 
we kno~v ato ut rvr.r. Bl an chard . 
1•·n1 glad y ou feel that .way about -it, Potash and 1·11n much 
oti ie;ed t o you for ·the inf·ormation . Good day, gentlern.an . 
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• 
• 
But , Mr . }-'eder , abou~t that ·note tha t is due today . -
FEDER 
I ' m sor1,y but it will have to be paid . -
-But , Mr . Feder • .• 
Th s i s a di rty business , Perlmutter, and the quicker it's 
cleaned ·up , the be tter for t he bank . 
( Ou.t) 
ivlA/vRUSS 
Well, Abe,~ hope you ' re satis f ied . You seen your duty 
and y ou cut your t hroat with i t. 
• 
We l l, ,rvhat do y_ou wan t me to do , stick up f or Bl .9.nchard? 
• 1J1A1¥RUSS 
I want ed you only t o keep your mout h shut . 
ABE • 
\ 
7/iha t a.re you , a judge or some t h i ng? Ev.ery time I opeb my 
mouth you move to str ike it out . 
,,.& • • 
Must you tell everythi ng you know about Blanchard? 
ABE 
I was t elling Feder ·what b.e wanted to know . I 111as jollying 
him. If you would let me alone, in a mi nu te I was go i ng 
to tell him soinethi ng whi cl1 he woul d have given us the 
extension and maybe made us another loan too . • 
MAlVRUSS 
Sure you would • •• you ' re a regular secr etary McAdoodle • • . 
I know )rou • 
• 
-
., 
• 
. ·. 
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.. 
• 
· ABE 
If you .. ,vouldn't stop me it would have been all right . · 
-
And , how ar e you .go i ng to pull off thi s financial miracle? 
0 The Gui lty Dollar . " That ' s our one bi g asse t, Mawru ss 
and vou never even ment i oned it t o the fel low. 
'-' 
1\,tf /\ 1TJ? USS 
.i.~.1. .t-' ... • 'I .,. l 
You di dn ' t give 
( 
me a chance . 
ABE 
You mean you d;i.dn 1t ~1ve me a chance. 0 
• 
I 
All you could th i nk o f was t o knock Blanchard . 
ABE 
-
That was only the start . My ideas was first to knock Blanchard . 
Then I -v a s /going to tell h i m abuttt how stuck he was o.n 
Sismondi ., beca\1-se s·he ' s such a beautiful woma11 , such a great . 
a ctre ss and e verythi ng a nd fr om that I ·was go i ng to boost 
the fill1.un and final l y ·was g.o i ng to ask him f or the ~xtension , 
when y.:Ju butted i n 011 1ne 9 
• 
N::ll\7R USS 
, 
What~~ I • •• a mi nd re ader ? 
t alk, what the finish would 
I shoul d know when you start to 
be . 
ABE 
You got to break them thi ngs easy , Mawrus s . 
Well , it ain ' t too late yet . 
f ellow and expl ain it t o him . 
( Gets h i.s r1a·t) 
ABE 
Wai t , I' ll go with you . 
(Groar1s as he gets up) 
Let ' s go over and see the 
t 
/ 
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} 
Only one thing, · do rne a. favor, Abe, if you are going to 
do the t~lki11g and ease into this t,ouch, give me an inkli11.g 
of what is coming. __ ·Start on something neuterr~like prepa.re -
fulness oder the constitution of the United ~tates. 
(Enter PEMBERTON ) 
PE1v1BER TOl'J 
We ll, chief, we're in bad again • 
• 
Te 11 us . some thing ne.,v, Pemberton . 
• 
PEMBER TO!{ 
I 
1¥e shot three thousand odd feet of film in and aroUJ."ld that 
rotten. house; then she burns .down on us and in five seconds 
the whole three thous a.nd feet . is gone to he 11 . 
ABE 
(Res·ignedly) {After the first surprise) 
Take off · you_r hat, ·Mawrus s and stay a· while. 
I~AVlRUSS 
Nonsense~.· Vfhy do we lose the whole three thousand feet? 
PEMBERTOl~ 
Viell, I'~_J. leave it to_ you. All the way through the picture· 
we 've got tr1a t house ri gr.1.t in the rr1iddle of the sere en. The . 
spoilir1g of tb.at last hundred feet s1Joils the ent·ire film. 
A1A~lRUSS 
Couldn't you doctor it up somehow? 
PEw1BEF{ TON 
All right , we'll see. 
( Goes .to i1:ter-.office p~or1e and presses b11:tton, 
· then talks in it} 
Hello ••• he loo •.•• sa..y ~ tell Harry to bring in the last two 
hU11dre d . feet of the ' Guil t.,y Dollar.'' . 
. ( Ptt ts a ov;n phone an.d tt1.rns to A be and lv'Iawrt1 s s ) , 
Vfe '11 just ru11 it, off here and see. 
... 
,,,. 
• 
• I 
< 
• 
ABE 
Maybe you could re-touch me out · of it or something • 
MAvVRUSS 
You had no busines s to be in it& 
PEMBERTO}l 
('110 Abe) 
• 
.. 
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If y ou he.d stayed in that house ten seconds longer, chief, .•• 
... ABE 
I'd 11ave burned to death. 
PEMBERTON 
Yes, but you'd have saved the picture. 
MAVvR.USS 
That . man don ' t give a damr1 for anybody- but t1is own selfi sh 
carcase. 
l\ HAR" RV.. 0 ~ t ~ ,.,,.. ~ ) 
- v.L.l "'..., ~..: 
PE~IBFRT01'1 
l 
We ll, Harry, let's have her • 
.. 
T;ARRY [ i 
Tiin ' t there , Boss. 
HP.RRY 
Tai11 ' t novlhere . Me and Casey has beeri looking high and lo~v 
for that . last two hundred feet ever since yesterday afternoon 
and. we ·· ca.n ' t find it anywhere . 
.. ABE &: 1~A1llRUSS 
Viha. t ! .. 
I t ' s been mislaid ••• that's all. 
HARRY 
Mi slaid nothing . That .film's gone I tell you . 
\ 
ABE 
Gone .... v1r.1.ere did it went to?.- ~ 
• 
,, 
µr R-nv :. _A i n..;.. 
It ain ' t been seen since last n i ght . 
PE],IBERTOl'l 
I t ' s get .mi xed up with something else • 
• 
' 
\Ye cs.n ' t rnar1cet that filrr .. 11v·itr1out i t . Go look f~or it, 
Pe1nbertor1 . 
HARRY 
You c ari l ook but . you_ won ' t fin.a it . 
, 
ABE 
Suppose we c -an ' t r1· nd it , wh a· t a we · to d ? .re going o.
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• 
• 
You ' ve got to f ind it . This thitg means thousands of dollars 
to us . Go •• • go , Pemberton~ 
' 
(Going ou.t w·it,l:i Ha.r~y) · 
Y .P 11 k h - t a +1,... ~ Y ' :l 1 ou ie ows .neve r new were you pu ny~t~ng . ou o ose a 
locomotive in a ·ro.und house ••• you could.n t find a motor 
t r uck in a two car garage9 
( HE and HARRY go out ) 
This 
t hat 
'-"' 
• 
1\iA1JVRUSS 
/ 
vvhat next, Abe ? 
ABE 
.-
• 
• lS the last hair . That was our only hope , 
shou.ld be able · to se 11 th!i t fi l lum • 
MA~VRUSS 
Iviawrus s •• 
I thi nk , .Abe , we '·a bette.r see a- banl{ruptcy l ;r~V'1yer . 
' ' 
, 
r 
-
• 
• 
, 
ABE 
Only a bankruptcy la.wyer? You need a criminal lawver • • eI 
u -need a di \rorce .lawyer and a.n acci·dent lawyer •••. and when 
our actors and .camera men and vampires get busy , we will. 
both need a gros s _of a s s erted up~to - the - mi nute good all 
r ound lawyer s . 
( Enter MI SS CD HEN ) 
}J1ISS COHEN 
Mi ss Si smondi is outs i de . 
Aha , the mourner s is begi nning to arrive . 
rlhat a.re you. talki ng about? Sh e was paid the day be f ore 
yes terday . 
I kn ow it tut two days of her salary ain 1 t to be sneezed 
at eit.,h e r . Te l lh.er to come in, 1!iss Cohen . 
{ MI SS GOH.EN out) 
She probably wan·ts to kno w if we ' re going to li.\1 e 
con tract~ 
ABE 
• 
l Its got eight months to run~ 
• 
ABE 
u·o to our 
.t 
. To run •• .• it ' ll have to swim i -f i t wants to r e ach us • • Vle 
· are suhk,Mawruss • . 
MAVfr~ lT~3S . 
And who ·sunk us? Si smondi . 
/' BT? A .J.J-J 
''/ 1., . Ii' e I \I ft"I "'j 
V .J.. I J V v. !) wanted _her •.• you got he r •.• now get r i d of her. 
' ' 
, 
\ 
l 
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MA1fRUSS 
I 111111.. I '11 give r1er a pi e ce of my mind . :~jhat I rurt go ing 
to · say to he r I · ,t1 ou~lcin ' t ease· into by v;a.y of the consti·tution 
of the United State·s, and t h e ten corrrrna.ndments . I would carte 
r i ght to the point . 
(Fnter RITA ) 
Good Mr~ Potash , how ' s the back? 
ABE 
With what is go i ng on here today , Mi ss Sismondi , a backache 
ain ' t a needle in a h ay~stack . Nu , Mawr uss , commence. 
1[AVllRUSS 
Excuse me,Miss Sismondi, won 't y ou take a seat. 
RI'IA 
Tha.nl{ you . 
1vfA~llRUSS 
Take y ·our . coat off, Tu1is s S i smor1di . 
(She takes o_ff coat) 
Now what can we do f or you? 
• RITA 
Vle 11 , boys , I b.a rdly know hov, to l;egin & 
ABE 
Let me help you. ~ .. it ' s about your contract . 
RITA 
• 
That corr1e s 1 ater . f•irst I want to thank you for wl1a t you· did 
fo r fie yesterday . 
ABE~ 
. Don ' t ment i on i t. What we di d f or you, ain ' t a marker on 
what .you done · for us • 
... 
RITA 
.. 
I've done what any other pe r f ormer would do wi th my talent , 
but wl1.e .. t yol-1 t 1oys· did for me was son1ethi n g wonderf ul. I f you 
seen it in a scenario you'a want to cut it out as being too 
sweet • . You. act,ed like gentlemen . 
• 
.. 
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I 111111.. I '11 give her a piece of my mind . :.,·hat I a.111 go~ .. ng 
to say to her I wouldn ' t ease into by way of the constitution 
of the United States, and the ten corrroa.ndme11ts . I would carte 
right to the point . 
(Fnter RITA ) 
RI TA 
Good Mr9 Potash , how's the back? 
ABE 
Vvith what· is go ing on here today , Miss Sismondi , a t>ackach.e 
ain ' t a needle in a hay-stack. Nu , Mawruss , com~ence . 
MA\n/RU~3S 
Excuse me,Miss Sismondi, won ' t you take a seat. 
RI'I·A 
Thanl{ you. 
lvfA ~liRUSS 
Take y·our . coat off , Tufis s Sismor1di . 
(She takes a.ff coat) 
Now what can we do for you? 
• 
v~re 11, boys , I b.ardly know hov, to begin-s 
ABE 
Let me help you •.. it ' s about your contract. 
RITA 
That corr1e s 1 ater . F'irst I v.rant to thank you for wr1a t you· did 
for me yesterday . . ' 
ABE 
Don ' t ment i on it . What we did -f or you, ain 't a marker on 
what _you done · for us • 
... 
-
RIT.A-
• 
.. 
I've done vvb.a t any other pe r ·forme~ would do w-1 th my talent; 
but wl1.at yo'L1 t 1oys did for ,. me was son1ething wonderful. If you 
seen it in a. . scenario you ' d want to cut it out . as bei:hg too · 
s\vee t . . YotJ. acted like. -gentlemen • . 
.l.. • _-:::.-_ - :, V: 2:e -
I 
t 
• 
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• 
ABE 
We acted like lunatics~ 
' 
MAWRUSS 
. I Abe . 
ABE 
Somebody has got to come to the point here, Mawruss. Let 
~s make . no more compliments . Business is. busin·ess , Miss 
~ismondi . So we ma_y _as well te 11 you. right now, Miss 
~ismondi, that no matter how sweet we acted yesterday, 
things look awful sour for us today. f 
l\ f. J\ ,rrpu sc 
.1.V.Lti. v J .1. i. u 
We ' r e broke , Miss Sismondi . 
RITA 
ABF 
Bustt'3d arid you_r fri end. Blanchard di·d i t . 
RITA 
But how could Blanchard do that? 
He has c alled in his loans . 
RITA 
Because of what happened yesterday? 
• 
• 
What ' s the difference what the reason is; he will close 
us up tomorrow anyway . 
ABE 
\ 
And then? Miss Sismondi, you ·can have that contract of . 
yours f r amed as a souvenir of the time when you used to · get 
a thousand dollars a wee~ ••• • by the Potash & Perlmutter 
Film Co. olav hasholem . 
• 
RITA 
It ' s all my fault . 
,I 
.. 
' 
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. \ 
· ·l\JAV/RUSS 
• 
Vie don ' t t.)lame nobody but ourselves , !~is s Sismondi. 
RITA 
.\~Jhy the vvhole thing was because of• me . If it had.n 't been 
for 1¥hat l1appened · yesterd ay on rri:y account it never would 
have occtJ_red. to Blanchard to do this ••• 
(Starts ·for the door) 
I am going to see Mr . Blanchard • . 
ABE 
You wouldn 1 t do nothing of the kind, Miss Sismondi. You 
stood enough from this fellow . 
lltAWRUSS 
And. besides , the chances ,is he 1:vou .. ldn ' t see you anyho,~. 
RITA 
I 
. -
Oh , - t J., 1,- '? , VJO ,.::. dn L- .1.:e . 
- . 
He ts telephoned me three tirr:.e s this morning? · 
ABE 
di d r te 
RITA 
I don ' t know . I told the switch boy to tel l him I was out . 
But I ' m a oing over now to see him and when I do I'-11 tell 
"- --..,_; 
him a few things . You just wait till I get through .with that · 
gentleman. I 111,put over some vam1;ire s tuff on him that'll 
mal{e my work in r 1I1he Gu:i.l ty Doll a r lo ok like J,largueri te Clarl{ 
in '' Sriovv· - ~vh it e • '' _ ' . (EMter BLANCHARD ) 
ABE 
, 
Mawruss ••• Blanchard ! 
' 
·vihat do yo1.1 want., here, - Blancha rd? 
BLANCF~~-D 
I' ll tend to you, later * I want to talk .to this lady alone . 
RITA 
. 
Anything you 've got to s ay, you can say right here . 
BLANCHiIBD 
You want witnesses, eh? So that ' s your game, is it? 
• 
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ABE 
What do you mean ••• game? •Do you think everybody is a ' 
crook like you? 
One mo~nt , Abe, you don ' t gain nothing by calling a crook 
a crook . Out of here , loafer , before I throw you out . 
I 
I ' m go i ng to say a few words to this girl first. 
You ain't .go ing to say nothing to nobody. You ' ve done 
enough damage around here . 
B LAfJ CH A.R. D 
I ' ve only just begun. Tomorrow morning , Perlmutter , there'll 
be deputy sheriff in this place and •• • 
RITA 
Tomo·rrow morning .is twenty - four hours away. Lots. of tb.ings · 
can happen in that time . 
Don ' t talk to him, Miss Sismondi , let him go. 
RITA 
I ' ve been the cause 
things and fix them 
men, aren ' t you? 
of all thi s trouble and I mean to fix 
right . You are trying to ruin these 
BLAN CHARD 
They ' re ruined already e 
RITA 
Are they? Wel l in that case we •1·1 all go down together . 
-
Miss S1smondi$ 
' . 
I wasn't raised on a 
life . If you've · got 
few promisory tLings 
f 
RITA 
.. 
farrrt. I've 11 ved in Nevv Y·ork all my 
premissory notes on them, I've got a 
on you. Now you let up on these two 
. 
' 
RITA (CONT) 
, 
boys or I'll juffip right down to a lawyer ' s off ice and 
I ' ll start something that ' ll get you and me all over the 
fron_t page of every home pa fer in town o 
BLANCHARD 
Blach~ail . 
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Nothi.ng o f tr1e sort . l11ihy , l\!i~s Sismondi , do you think vve 
would l et you do anything like that? 
You rnustr1' t talk that way , Mi ss . -Sism.ondi. I f this man is 
a loaf er yo.u are d.o ch a young lad.y and you c·ouldn I t do 
t hi s thi ng . 
ABE 
And even i f she could , we . wouldn ' t stand for it . So , if 
· that *s all you came to find out , you ' re perfectly safe, 
Blancr1ard. 
BLANCHJ\RD 
I 1·11 l oo·k ou_t for tl1a.t . I came here to talk t o Mi ss Simondi 
. ' 
alope ·,- and I advise you not to stop me . 
I ?JAVlRUSS 
• 
we 4on ' t need your advice. 
_., 
• 
Ri ta , tr,.ere ' s jus t one_ way out of this whole thing •• -. 
Now you d better speak with me alone. 
ABE 
Don't do it • .• don ' t do- it , Miss Sismondi . -
He ain ' t t o be trusted~· 
' 
BLAtJCHi\RD 
· ( Intense l>r to r~i ta) 
It-' s the one -cha.nee , Rita. 
RITA 
All r •lght. Come along ./, 
(Starts out with him) 
' 
• 
I 
• 
• 
No, you see him her e . 
Yes ·, lVli s s Si smon di , we w1.ll b.e out in the s tudi o . If you.. 
wan t u s just·holler. 
And 
an 
thi s 
axe * 
ABE 
we will come ba ck not with a book, but with 
(ABE and NAVIBUSSgo out) 
RITA 
lioi,v t h en ~ 
RT AN ('_TJ t\ RD 
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- . . 1 Now, Rita, what . s the use of all this? 
I'm s orry for i t and I apologize . I am 
a1nends I can . 
If I've done anything, 
willing to malce any .. 
, RITA 
Do yo11 stlPI)OSe you can square you_r self ,vi·t.h me . I'm not 
sor~ a t you for wha.t you ' ve done to me . I ' ·m sore at myself 
for ~ver ha ving f~llen for t ha·t b luff of yours ~ 
B LAI'{ CHARD 
It v, a s no bluff , Rita. . Ev·eryth ing I ' ve d one he r e has been 
for you. Vihy do you SDPJ:> ose I invested a hundred and fifty 
t h ousand do llars of the bank' s money i n t his business? For 
Potash & Perlmutter . It was for you, Ri ta ,and you kno,1 it. 
RITA 
And do you think that e xcuses you? 
BLA1iCHARD 
No , it ·aoe sn ' t, Ritaj You c.an ' t believe anv. worse of me 
there ' s "' than I do, . but t h i . s > ~ to it., I haven ' t done you mu.c J..1 
. .p 
much in jur y I ' ve done mys elf . b.al J. a s a s , 
• RITA 
vVhat are you tryib.g t o do •• l'1ork on my sympathy? 
V 
• 
I 
·. ' .. 
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' 
' BLANC·HARD 
I ' ll let you judge for yourself. ttita, I am going to m.ake 
a cle a n breast of it to you. I ' m i n a fix. · As vice-
presider1t of t r1e Kosciusko Bank , I ' ve loaned the bank's 
money_ and. f oo l ed away the bank ' s ti.me • • efor ·what? For you , 
Rita. 
RITA 
Is that my fault? 
BLANCHARD 
They've found it out •• e r they thi -nk they have ana. my 
reputation ." .my position in the financial wor l d d.epends 
upon my provi ng this i s not s o . 
RITA 
.And y ou ~,1ant me as a wi tness for you? 
BLANCH1\RD 
I do . 
RITA 
Well , that's a good one . Want me to save your reputation . 
Why, , I'd be will ing to lose- JJ11me if I could wrec1{ yours • •• 
BLANCHARD 
Yet", · I think you ' 11 help me. · 
• 
Hel~ you. Why , I ' d see you behi nd bars first . 
BLANCHitRD 
N·evertheless you '1 1 do this for me .• 
RITA 
VVhat makes you tl1.ink so? 
BLAN CH .. l\.RD 
• 
You've got to do it • 
• 
RITA 
G·O•t to do ·t t? .... . 
·, 
• 
.. 
• 
r 
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BLP.li CHARD 
' 
Yes . Yo"L1 s ai a. just now you we.re the cause of al 1 the 
· tr -~uble in tl-iis firm • . You want to save Potash & PerL"nutter, 
·don 't ~rou_? v,lel 1, he·r e ' s your chance . vve are a 11 in the · 
same ooat . If I go dov1n •• they go do,vn~ If I am save·a • • • 
the1r a.re sa11ed . 
cJ 
RI TA. 
This . is some trick . 
It ' 0 t 1 ~ G ~ ' "- r ... th. Rita . ,:.:, ..L1b . oa s ~ u , . ~ • 
and if you save me, you save 
You and you alone can save me 
them. 
RITA 
Bu·t I. don ' t u:~derstand ••• 
BL.A.NCH A.,.-qD 
I ' 11 agree to extend their notes • . I 1v i ll eve11 get 1nore 
capital for them if- I cs.n , for -they are on the road to success . 
If they can last out another. month they ~n- 111. make a fortune. 
I' 11 do al 1 th-is for them , I' 11 make them and you • • ~ if •.•• 
(H hesitates) 
RITA 
If what? ' 
\ 
B.LANCHARD 
~. 
I f you' 11 s ave me • 
.. 
-Sa ,,e you •• ·. hov,? 
• • 
' -
the President of the bank is coming here this lw . F1eder , 
mornin.g . I 
rQrners . I 
have sworn to him that there is nothin~ in these 
...._.., 
want you to do the same . 
RITA 
He wov __ ldn ' ·t believe ·it . , 
He will if •••. if you· back me up when I make my accusation. 
RITA 
Accusation~ What accusation? 
.. 
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BL.A. N CHARD 
' Potash was seen with you at that house . •. his picture was 
take1-1 with you in that riouse • • his wife is threatenin9.: to 
\..,.J 
sue him for divorce .$. 
RITA 
Y ~ ' -'-OU i_On v me an tha.t I• •• 
I shall accuse Potash ,and you will confess . 
RITP. 
l~ever • .-· .never in the wo1-. 1a •• 8 
It ' s only just for Feder . I will arrange everything 
afterward . I'll tell Potash why you did it . I will tell 
b l• ~ :~" -t r c. J.. .._. 'J W .J.. .,.\. V ♦ ♦ 9 
RITA 
I Vlon't do it , I tell you ••• 
You. will •• • 
I t . won t, ••• 
. 
BUN CHPu~D 
1) L /', 1\T ·cTTAP n LJ ..!-\. I-.. n .L \. ~ 
• 
• 
Yot:t wlll-ar-so help me God , I ' 11 rui.n tr1ein and myself . Now 
tvhich is it to be ,Rita , a harmless confes sion whi ,~11 will -do 
no darr,age to _anyro dy and which can be !lem.e.died a hal f hour 
after it 's spo¥en or rui n ••. ruin for me •• for them , for all 
of us? Novi its up to you , Rit.a , you alone . 1.rvhich is it to 
be? 
-
RITA 
Let me ge~t this straight ~. You mean to sa~~r that. if I clear 
you~ by pu.tting Mr. Potash in bad, y.ou w11·1 extend these 
not es? 
BLANCHARD • 
I wilJ_ . 
• 
RITA ·· 
Are you on the level i n this? 
BL.1\NCHARD 
I ' ve got to be on the le vel, Rita ••• it means pratty 
near life and death with me • 
• 
What happen s to you .d oesn ' t interest 
.. 
Then for their sake? 
I'll do it. 
Gr e~ t . I know you do 
ge t Feder and be back 
( R i 1- ·a ~ t a-. ...... + a -Po .,...._ v· UV J. a_,..:, .A.. J.. 
Where are you going? 
To tel.l Mr . Potash-
B IAt!CEJlRD 
RITA 
J3 LAN CHf~RD 
it . No'f1 ~~en, I ' 11 go 
here in ten minutes . 
dOOl: .. ) 
RITA 
BLANCBARD 
He mustn 1 t kn ow a word of this . 
(Suspiciously) 
1/lhy not?. 
RITA 
BLANCH.ARD 
0"1er and 
3- 24 . 
The y 'd never s tand for it •• they'd queer the whole ga~e . Not 
a soul must know of this .but you and me • •• till after 
it is over . 
-
RITA 
• 
What shall I tell them? 
BLANCHARD 
Tell them that you have intimidated rne •• or won me over ••• 
that ~ a.m go i ng to try to get an· extension f>r. them . Now 
rememl)er •••• 
... 
, 
5 
\ 
--. . 
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(Starts for door) 
Se e you in ten mi nu t es . 
( Sto1Js) 
-Well ? . 
BLANCHARD (CONT) 
RITA 
BLAN. CHA..RD 
I just 1;1ant to s ay one last thing . 
(Pauses while she looks steadily at him) 
I'm willing to make a holy show· out of mvse lf 
._, f t] 
t hese boys , but don t you try .to. put anything 
BLANCHA.ftD 
But , Rita • ••• 
RITA 
Go . Let ' s get this over quick . 
if I c an .save 
more over on me . 
( I?lancha~rad goes) . 
(rtita stands for a moment thinking and then goes 
to the door and calls) 
, 
Mr. Potash •• :wr.r . Perlmutter . 
( ABE and MAWnUSS are heard outside) 
(Outside) 
• 
Nu, go in, Abe. 
• 
ABE 
, 
toutside) . 
You go in ;fi r st • •• you get t he maJTh~er • . 
(They enter) (Very warlike) 
(Mawruss with hammer arrl Abe with book) 
Now -l ook- -a --here , lvir . Blanchard ••• 
(When he finds Blanchard gone) 
Vlhere i s he? 
RITA . 
Gone. 
\ 
• 
• 
• 
' l 
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I 
1{AWRUSS 
Gone? AlJe, put, that b ook back on my desk . 
it again _ we won ' t be able to find it . 
ABE 
' 
, sVhen we we.nt 
Vle won't want it again . I betche r a f ter wb .. at Miss Sis.mondi 
said to him, he won't dare to show his face any more . Ai n 't 
that so , Miss Sismondi? 
RITA 
Nil' . Potash , I ' ra going to do my bes_t to help you, but I "· 
want you to remember one thi ng • •• whatever I do and how I'm 
doing it --I am do i ng it all for you . 
(Goes out) 
MA\11lRUSS 
That ~s a fi ~e girl , tha t Miss Sismondi •• • doing al l this f or us • 
... 
, 
I 
Yes , but what · is she doing? 
wVh at is the d if.ference what she i s doi11g? She couldn 1 t save 
us anyhow . Now listen , Abe , we have still got ti1ne to make 
up f or the fall trade a popular - _priced l i ne of skirts , so 
tomorrow morning , · you should g o down to East Broadway and 
look around f or a loft to manufacture in. 
ABE 
How much a month rent could we pay • • f i fty dollars maybe? 
MAVvRUSS 
Fifty dollars . Are you crazy? Fifty dollars a month rent for 
a popular price ski~t bus iness ? 
ABE . 
• 
But vie are paying here fifteen hund .. red . dollars a mon t h for a 
moving p i ct ure business . 
MAv\~USS 
I 
- . 
MOving p i ctt1res ain ' t a business , Abe; 1 t ' s a d i ss ipation . 
It ' s . lik·e pinochle or poker ~ '/le b e t Mi s s Si s mondi a · thou.sand 
dollars a weel{ that in six 1non tbs we could make more profits 
than she could salary •..• and we lost . 
• 
• 
• 
, 
, 
' 
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ITe ought to h ave made ~her put up a hundred dollars a week 
for a kitty , Mawruss . 
, 
Never mind the post-moretms , Abe . Fir a start~r we 6ould 
get five skirt operators , a presser and a fi nisher and we 
wquld keep our whole payroll down to a hundr ed dollars a week. 
ABE 
A hundred dollaris a. week for our whole payroll and t1ere we 
are pa~rin,g a thousand dollars a week to OI1e va..rnpire al one • . ~
• 
, 
Operators ain ' t vampire~ . If . vampires made garments , a · 
pair of overalls would cos t a million do llars. 
Didn't I beg you -- you shouldn ' t pay that woman all that • 
mo11ey? 
1lhat i s the u.se of cou.nting _your chickens after they are dead. 
ABE 
They would have been still alive and laying golden eggs if 
it would:r1 ' t h~ve been f or you . 
M.A\VRUSS 
, 
What is verbei is verbei. 
ABE 
Blows her to supper for thirty~dollars, and next week we 
will be eating down . on East Broadway •• ·.regular dir1J.vier 
twenty-five cents . 
• 
We won' t even have a pretzel if we don't get busy r i ght now. 
I t ell you that .Mow what customers can we count on? , 
_A.BE 
Well , there 's Marks Pasinski . He ought to · buy goods from us. 
'· 
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•• 
What makes you think so? 
He pro1ni sed he would . Whe11 I t old him we was starting in 
the moTJ'ing pi ctu.re bus i ne s s , he s aid , he be_t me that i n six 
mo11ths he would be buying goods fro1n me agai~ . 
Wr ite and tell him h e wins . Now who e l se? 
ABE 
The Busy Bee store in .Jersey ·City also predicted we'd. go 
broke • 5 ~ 
!~A7vRUSS 
Good . Ri:r1g ' er11 up and tell 1 e1n I ' ll be ar~'1nd t o see them 
the day a fter tomorrow vvi th a f ull l ine of sa.mples . 
ABE 
M~ybe some of these movi ng picture millionaires that 
· to was in t.,he_ cloak and suit business will gi ,,e us a 
re corrLmendat i on t o their ol d customers? 
Mb.\!ffiUSS 
used 
. . 
: • f • • ~> . ~ .. 
'••· ·~· 
.. · . . -~· . . . . . . . 
• 
Don ' t co11nt on i t . _V'✓ ith the s alaries they ' re pa7ring, I ·.··· 
give them cloak and sui t moving picture f e llows s i x months , 
and t hey'll need al l their old customers they can find . 
ABE 
That ' s a business •• *the moving picture business . 
y ou ' re h ere • • ~tomorrow you ' re there • •• and the day 
where are you? 
(Enter MI SS·COHEN) 
1~I SS COHEN 
( E~xci te dly) 
lVlr . Potash .. .. . Mr . Potash , where ' s Miss Sisrr1.ondi? · 
She ' s out in the studio . 
i!hank Ga. vvd • 
(Stai~ ·ts out) 
I 
I 
1\ /r A.~r.~RUS S 
.1.1_ , VJ. 
M.ISS COHEN 
, 
, 
Today, 
af ter , · · 
-• 
r 
ABE 
• 
\Vha t is it? 
1iI SS COHE11 
Mrs . Pot a.sh · and }A:r s . Pe r lm11tter is comin~ . 
I.....) 
ABE 
1'\ lf" 1v1a.wrus s • 
t~!ISS COHEN 
I seen ' er11 throu.gh the wi ndow . 
\ 
You see her, Mawr uss . I' ll go in the studio . 
You go into the studi o? You ' ll stay right her e . Miss Cohen , 
yo1:1 find 1vliss Si srnondi and whereve r she i s , k ee p her there. 
Don ' t l et her c orne in here . 
( Jff.ISS COHEN goes out) 
(Groans) 
00 - 00 
( S i ts do 1vn ) 
ABE 
MA'l lRUSS ' 
That ' s right , Abe , ge t real sicke It ' s too bad y ou ain ' t 
got a broken leg t o show he r or something ~ 
I 
ABE 
.How am I going to face her Mawruss? 
Face her? ' Why you ain t done nothing . 
ABE 
t Thats the trouble , Mawruss . 
could ask -her t o f orgiv~ me, 
go t no excuse f or it . 
-- (Enter RUTH f bl.l ·o,;ved b·y 
• 
If I had done s omethi n~ I 
. \._,J 
but I ain ' t nothin~ and I ain ' t 
-
ROSIE ) 
I 
• 
RUTH 
. We ll, Abe dear , how do yoti feel? 
ABE 
(Looks cautiously at Rosie and groans) 
Oo -oo ••• 
RUTH 
How he stands it , I don ' t know. 
RUTl-1 
Has .he s een a doctor ? 
. (As Abe starts to say , r,i~o ~'') 
Yes,and the doctor says he 's a ver y sick man and he should -
go rigr1 t to bed . 
RUTH 
Why don ' t you go home , Abe dear? 
ABE 
(Looks appealing at Rosie) 
How c an he go home? He ' s got n obody there to a ttend to him . 
ROSIE 
Why don't he ask MiseSismondi,to attend to . him? 
PUm1H J. L .J. 
No,v , Rosie, d or1' t talk tr1a t way . . I e·xplained the whole 
-thi ng to you, didn ' t I? 
ROSIE . 
Grimp ' s fairy tales . 
, 
· Is _ 1 thi s a 1:vay to a ct , Ros i e , when your husbar1d .gets ipju1"ed 
like tr1is in an aut-'omoti le accident? 
, 
• 
ROSIE 
Joy riding . 
(Abe looks accusin~ly at Rosie) 
~ ' m sur prised at you , Rosie . You ' ve been married to Abe 
for twenty-five years ••• 
ROSIE 
• 
That makes it worse . 
I a man out , you don t 
Af ter twenty-five years when you find 
kn_ov, hov, long 1 t r1as· been goir1g on. 
1\ /f 1.1f[RTT q. ~ l\':..1--... ,, \. v "--'....., 
ROSIE 
• 
That ' s what I come down .for . ' Why don the then? 
I jTI t b ) \ 1·urns . ,o p_ e 
ABE 
Ai , Rosie , I ' m a sick a man . 
ROSIE 
• 
.... 
I shoul d think you would be . At your age to.have to make 
exple.na tions to your vJif~e . Ai n '·t you got no excuses nor 
nothi nfZ? 
-
ABE 
Vvha t ·' s· the use? You 1lvouldn 't believe therr1 . 
He ai11 ' t got no excuses because he ain ' t done not,hing . 
ROS IE 
He ain ' t dore nothing! 
No, morrrr18r , and i _f you forgive me thi s time I ' 11 never do 
i t a.gain.· Only come horr1e with rr1e , morr1ner leber1 , that ' -s all 
I a sk . 
, 
• 
ROSIE 
Fi!~st I got a rigti t to know 11hat- happened up at that house 
the r e . 
-
• 
.. 
BLANCHP.RD 
(Turr1s to Potash ar1d speaks with mear1ing) 
No,v see l1ere, Potas:t1, I want to save trouble for a.11 of 
us. Your wi f e is · here and I don ' t want to say anything 
in front of her •• un less I have to . 
I got nothi11g to hide fron1 my 11ife. 
~lihatever it ic. , Blan chard tell it , it cotl.ldn ' t be worse 
than what Rosie is think1ng . 
BLAl{ CHARD 
This __ is' :,rour _lb .. St chance , Pota-s·h . I wa.nt you to tell 
Mr . li'eder t,hat. you were mistaken in what you said this 
morning . 
ABE 
You rr1ear1 that I lied? 
BLAI\J CHARD 
Just say you were -mistaken anc1 we ' ll let it drop . 
MAViRUSS 
' ; 
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We'll let nothing drop . 
was only half the truth. 
~rou the rest . 
What my partner said this morning 
Ask me , Mr . Feder and I'll tell 
tJ ~ 
BLAl\r 1"1u '\ Rn 1 \J I.,_; J.. .1 J!!. i. .i..,I 
All right . $ . 
\ FEDER 
(Stoppin8 BlancLard) 
Just a moment . I don ' t think it is necessary for these 
ladies to remain . 
RUTH 
.. Come .on-, Rosie . 
ROSIE 
• 
1'm going to stay right here . 
·· P..BE 
" 
I want you t o stay, mama~ I want you to hear what this 
fellow has got to say . 
f 
• ~ 
t 
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No more bluffs , Blanchard . Tell µs what you've got to say 
and then get out of here ••• 
BLAl~CI-!.ARD 
I vvill. 
(Forstalling Blanchard) 
I v1ill cio tr1e te~lking , rJtr . Blancr1ard . Now , Potash , plee~se 
don ' t let us go into this before your wife . 
ABE 
J_)n. o yo"t1 t.~_-i_n,K I ' ~ ed f thi ' li 9 _ - J~ ~ m sc p, · o s man- s es . 
-
Lies* • • v1hy you ••• 
FEDF.R 
_ Take ·1t easy, Blanchard . Po tash , what y ou t old me this 
morning -places t his man i~ a terrible positi on . He not 
only denies it but h·e a c cu s.es ~rov'" of the· very thi ng of 
which you a ccu se him . 
\ 
\Vhat ~ Miss Sisrr1ond.i and rr1y partner· • 
• FEDER 
He has the stro~ge s t k ind of evi dence against you , Potash . 
Abe . 
R"c lT:"i 1 Vv ~
ABE 
I t ' s a.l 1 1 i e s , Ros i e • • • a 11 1-1 e s • • 
He ' s trying to get even with us . 
ROSIE 
· (To Feder) 
• 
• 
You mean to s ay he claims my husband is carry i ng on with this 
woman? ' 
.. 
~ 
f 
,: ~ 
-- 3.::$ 
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B LA1J C R&-qD 
I do . 
· ROS IE 
And you can prove it? 
BLAt.JCHARD 
I certa.irily can. 
·ROSIE 
,. 
ABE 
Rosie~ 
B L P~l'T C IIARD 
But, you yourself accuse Potash . 
ROSIE 
That ' s na ne of your business . Do yo 1.1 suppose f or -a. mo·ment 
if I thought he had ever done such a thing I would have 
accused him of it~ 
Well, Blancb.ard, your first witness goes .back on you. What 
other evidence have _y ou got? .. 
Nothing , Mawr~ss , only bluf fs • 
• 
(Takes t i r case from bag) 
Well , what about this? 
ABE 
Viha t ' s that? 
, BLANCHARD 
That ' s tb.e pie t ure tr.1.a~t was taken up at Pelham ye st~rday. 
ABE 
, 
• 
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/ 
ABE 
Mav1rus s, '' The Gui 1 ty Dollar . '' ;• 
S9 , Blanchard , you are not only a liar you are a thie f as well . 
ABE 
Give me that fillum e 
t Thats our property. 
BLllNCH_4RD 
Take it if you want.e~I ' ve got the negative . 
FEDER. 
(I11dicating film) 
Now gentlerr~en, here is something upon w•hich there· can be no 
two opinions. Here are fa cts ~ 
1\.11 rigl:it .- If these are the facts let·' s have a look at 
_ > 
them.~ 
- Sure I d_one nothing up there that · I ' m ·a'stJ.amed of . 
(Goes to door and calls) 
Harry ! Harry ! 
( Corr1e s back) 
,. 
1~ow you iivil·l see who is telling the trut.,h here . 
(Harry comes in) . 
Harry , take this fillum and. run it right off for us and 
r lm it from .beg inning to end ••• I d.on .' t care what ' s in its 
( HARRY goes out) 
.,_.. 
I\ffivVRUSS 
I ' ll be·tct·.er it's as clean as if it- was passed by the 
Natural Board of Censors . 
I 
• 
.. 
ABE 
• 
ROSIE 
• 
I wish they'd hurry 
( ~- -, , i l t 'l'ne J.. g.1.1 \; s go 
up) 
and g e t it over • • • -
out. an_d the screen begins to ligl1t 
• ABE 
You don ' t coubt me , riosie ? 
ROSIE 
Ne·ver f or a minute~Abe ffi I am satis_fi ed that you and Mi ss 
Sismondi acted like employer and employee • 
• 
You can bank on that; Rosie . 
ROSIE 
• 
I knew .y ou done nothing up the re , Abe, you wouldn ' ·t be 
.0:la d to have .me see. ., 
·-· ( On tl1e scr~en. ther.e is shov,n a picture of · the 
- interior of house in precedi ng scene , with Abe , 
lying en couch and Rita ru_bl~1ing his head and 
bending over hi~) 
Oh , rr1y Gcd ! 
Abe , what are you doing? 
.l\BE . 
Wha t do y ou mean ••. what am I doing? 
·MAY/RUSS· 
Get off that sofa . Are you cr azy? 
--
• 
3- · 3.7 
• 
• 
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... 
RUTH 
Abe , Abe, what is thi s ? 
.. 
Abe , Abe ••• for Heaven ' s get away from that woman . 
• ABE 
I didn 't do this •••• I swear I didn ' t do this •• 
BLANCIIARD 
Doesn ' t look like it , does it? 
ABE 
Rosie , you don 1 t believe this , do you? 
ROSIE 
It 1 s a ca s e of employer and employe . Ai, gewalt. 
ABE 
But · r di dn ' t do this , Rosie . 
ROSIE 
I 
' 
fus i 1 .ess ••• only business . o ~ . fur1ny business •• mo!1l{ey business . 
~ ( Tl:1e lier1 ts go on) · 
J✓iAvVRUSS 
Abe , why· didn 1 t y ou tell me you do ne t l1.is 
I didn t t l{r1o~w I did it . I was a. sick man . 
ROSIE 
- Even when he is sick , he - behaves t his way. 
ABE 
-
· Wt I didn 't kno·w what I was doing . I was in agor1y , ma1na , 
and when she rubbed my head , for the minute I thought it 
was yo1.1 0 
) 
ROSIE 
You · -- you thot1gl1t it was me? 
l i ke that in twenty - ~ix years . 
ABE 
You a i n 't patted my hand. 
Co·n1e Ru th . ' 
-I 
I, 
.. 
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ABE 
Vva i t 
• g1. .,.,e 
a minute , Ros i e • .,.-•• wai ·t a minute. l)or1 ' t go like this, 
me a chanc e . I can prove this all right • 
( ,, a .L.., , ~ , v ~ OJ 
Here 
",Vi tl1. 
quick , Harry . Go get Miss Sismondi , she ' s in the s·tudio 
Miss Cohen . She wi ll explain everything, Rosie . 
ROSIE 
I don ' t wa11t to hear Miss Si smondi • 
. BLANCHARD 
Wait , Mrs . Po tash. Let us all hear wlllit Miss Si smondi has 
. to say . I want to be abs6lutely faira I want to give ±hi s 
man all the cl1ance in the ,vor ld#. . If }A:is s Sismondi gives 
him a clean bill of health, 1 111 take back everything I say . 
AEE 
You mean t hat? 
BLA r,JcH .. 4RD 
I do . 
ABE 
You mean that if Miss Sismondi says that this isn' t true , 
you-Wtll t ake back what you said? 
BLANCHARD 
Every word a nd apologize too . 
(RI TA ent,~rs) 
ABE 
. 
Miss Si smondi , I want you to tell all these people everything 
about you and me. 
· BLANCiiP~RD 
(·w1 th meaning to Rita) 
He means , iviiss Sismondi , tl1a.t some ques t ion is raised. 
here in regard to your relations with Mr. Po tash and 
myself . Now I want you t o answer me . candi dly . Who , 
around_ this place , has been s howing you a11y particular 
attention •••• Potash or me? 
ABE 
(As she hesitates) 
Go on,.., . go on ••• te 11 them, Miss Sismo·ndi . 
• 
• 
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BLANC li.4.RD 
Now truthfully ••• ~.which is it ~••~ Potash or me? 
RI7A 
Mr . Potash l 
(There is a general co1Tu--notior1) 
AEE 
Vv11.a t • • • • • wh~r , 1v1a \1 rus s . , • ,. Ros 1 e ,... • • Miss Si smond·i you can ' t 
mean thi s ~ 
lVIA\'vRUSS 
And to think I ' ve been partners with him for fifteen years. 
ABE 
.. 
Mawruss , you don ' t believe this? 
Fo:r=- fifteen years , he ' s been livine~ an alibi on ms • 
• 
(Goes appealingly toward Rosie) 
But Rosie ••• 
...... 
.... ROSIE 
-
Don ' t you come near me .&. 
ABE 
fut , listen t o me , Rosie •••• 
ROSIE 
• 
To think ·that t his has been going on for six months and I 
only suspected it last weeko Uch Gott ~ 
(Falls in a chair and weeps) 
.A.BE 
Don ' t be foolish , Rosie~ 
was going to act this way 
Do you thi nk for one moment I 
at my time of life? 
) 
ROSIE 
fut there it is 1111noving .pictures and she a.dmlts it . 
ABE 
,!hat o .. o I care if she admits it? Suppose John Drev, 
or Douglas Fairbanks comes to·me a nd says you_ a nd .hi m 
.. 
have 
-
' 
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• 
bee11 carrying o·n together , would ·r belie-,:,e it? Not if they 
showed me a f ive - reel f i llum of i t • 
. 
ROS I E 
But why s h.ould s he accus·e you o·f it, if it ain ' t so? 
ABE 
. 
I d on 't knor1 , morr1n1er , but I got my suspicions e Her a nd 
Bl anchard was here alone_ t h i s morning and t hey ' re trying to 
put somethi ng over on me . 
BLA~lCHARD • 
'Notl1 l ng of the sort . 
ABE 
He 1nust have made s01n i ndu ce·ments to her ,, 
• 
I\WiVfRlJSS 
(As if suddenly getting · the ~-dea) 
You ' re r l gl·1t . Tha t 1 s exactly vihat happened . VVh7)r , l ook 
at them, Mr . Feder . Would such a beautiful lady fall for an 
ol~j f ossi 1 like tb.at? 
P. BE 
..._ 
Me _- an old fossil? 
M.AWRUSS 
Cert ainly you are . You got one foot in t he -grave and you 
flatter yourself t h a t I 11n going t o believe a sto1"'y like this . 
You did believe it . 
MAWR1JSS 
Onlv f or a minute , Abe ~ You might fool these people 
here but you couldn ' t fool me/such nonsense . 
(Turns to Rita) with· 
• 
Nov, , 1v11ss Sislnondi , wha.t are you · driv i ng into? VI/hat is the 
scl1eme betwee11 you and · this crook? 
BLANCHARD 
carefu l what you s ay, Per l1nutter . 
' 
1iAvYRuSS 
' ' ' 
Eut, Mr . Feder , for1 God ' s .sal{e , 
FEDER 
I can ' t do it , Perlmutter . 
l\!A¥1RUSS 
Just a couple of weeks or so • 
• 
•• 1 us+ 
.J . V 
Sorry , but I cant t extend these loans a day . 
RITA 
• 
' 
.. BLANCHARD 
Come on, Mr . Feder . 
RI TA 
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l · +t 1 - t· · a i .,) _,_ v ime • 
vVait . Is th i s stra ight , Mr . -Fede1:~ • •• abo·ut these loa.r·1s rio t 
being extended? 
• 
Yes . 
RITA 
And Blancl1ard has no authoti ty to extend them? 
FEDER 
None wl1a te~..rer . 
RITA 
~ell , what do you know about that . 
(She breaks out laughing) 
1'1AVffiUSS 
• 
B..1 t , lift.i s s S ismondi •• • 
RITA 
.. 
• That ' s a hot one , that • 1s . 
( La ugl1s on) 
A EE 
' 
-
' 
Look she laughs , she ls ruining my -life and she laughs yet . 
-
• 
• 
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1fAWRUSS 
Let us in on this too, Miss S1smond.i. V,bat ,-s all the simcha? 
RITA 
• 
Vie 11, Blanchard, you certainly 
(As BLP.NCHARD starts for 
and stands with her back 
No you don ' t , Mr . Blanchard . 
You let me out of here. 
RITA 
put one 04T1er 011 m.e. 
+ho door ~~Q ~u0 ~QQ ~~~v , · V•~ - ~ ~ • • v~ 
against it) · 
You ' 11 stay r i ght h.ere till I finish with you . 
MAViR1JSS 
• 
. What is the meaning of this, M1ss Simondi. 
RITA 
Tnis vvhole thing is nothing b11t a p ant . 
Ot1NES 
A olant ! 
... 
• 
RITA 
I was trying to do you a favor . 
A'BE · 
to it 
A favor • . Thank God, you weren ' t trJring to do me a n injur·y,. 
1'IAWRUSS 
What kind of a f avor is th is •• ~.to bust up a man ' s home? 
RITA 
It was a deal between Blanchard and me . I was to save his 
reputation and he was to-extend your loans • 
.. 
• FEDER 
I 
You mean you take back what you said about Potash? 
I do . 
end. 
RITA 
I • 
Why, the who.le thing was made 
You o·ught to know that without 
up from beginning to 
m~r t elling you .. 
. ' 
.. 
. -
. 
• RITA (Cont. } 
I look upon Mr. Potash, a 1:m.os t as a father. .·so you 
imagine for ·a moment I could. act otherwise to a nice 
11 ttle. old_ man like that? 
ABE 
What do you mean~ a nice , little , old man? 
MAWRUSS 
' 
Well, what are you •••• a college student? 
ABE 
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Never mind , if the truth w·as known, I ai n ' t no older than 
Blanchard ••• only I worked harder . 
' 
\'\7hat·t s the difference how old Blanchard is ••• he ' s a c1·oc,k 
anyway., 
BLANCIIARD 
Thi s is a lie made up out of whole cloth •••• a lie ~ 
RITA 
Is it? We l l , I can pr ove i t . 
. . ( __ Opens dooii and calls) 
lJia-o • •• come he re ~ · · 
(Turns to ·the room) 
You thought it was your word ag~inst mine , 
man who will corroborate what 1 ·1ve said$ 
· (iiAC · entei~s) 
• 
bu t, here ' s one 
• 
Mac , I want you to t ell 
me to d .. o t·hi s mo1~11i 11g . 
these people what Blanchard 
Go on., ~.tell t hem$ 
You t old me to keep i t secret . 
RI TA 
You can te ll it now . 
lflAC 
RITA 
11AC 
. .. 
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MAC 
He asked you to clear l1im a nd blame Potash • 
... 
-
Affi 
So, Ma·cDcnald , you 
tells her ••e • ~they 
a.1.,e in this , too? She t e l ls h 1~!li ~ e •• b.e 
tell t he others , and I am t he goat~ 
-
M/1.ViRUSS 
Af t er~ 11r1a t? After l:1e got di~101,,.ced.? l~ftE!Y1 he loses his 
horrle? Want to see m~r partner tur11e d. out in the street • •• 
an old man like tha t ? 
I heard enoug~ of that old man stuff . 
disgusted with t he whole business~ 
I ' m s ick , tir ed a nd 
B:.,tiN CHARD .. 
And. so am I ~ I 1v·e told. you rr1y story . You ca.11 believe lt 
or not . You car1 do whl t you want , Fed_er. I ' m going " 
FEDER 
You ' re going to stay r i .ght here . 
... 4.m 
BLANCHARD 
Who's going to stop me ~ 
RITA 
I C "" .,. \ a.1.i s 
• 
• 
MAC 
(Jumps toward the door) 
No , you don 1 t •• ,. S1 t down and take it easy Blanchard& 
BLANCHARD 
You let me out of here •••• 
MAC 
Not until you tell these people the tnl th. 
-
• 
• 
• 
• 
,. 
• 
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BLANCiiARD 
What have you got to ·say about i t? 
!vTJtC 
not 
Just th.is . I'm going to rr1a1~r)r t his lad_y a.n(J_ you can/put 
an~:tr1i r~ like this over· on her $ 
POTI c.., . .., i ~A 1'T J.J J.:J lJJ ... .L -.J 
Cra be , hold tl1a t doc,r il,. •• dor1' t., let no c•ne out thi s roon1 
till I tell you. 
-l.S that s o . 
POLICE11AN 
I 1m a oolis - off! cer . 
"' 
ABE 
A policeman, 
POI.JICEM .. 4N 
~ Now thep, Crabbe , which is the guy? 
That 
(Indicating Potash) 
little old man there ~--• 
A& 
" ,.... ,-. ,. • ,,1. T 1 "" , .. A i.~ ·rJ. gh L, ~ wou_an ~ argue 
old is no crime . Now what ' s 
with you. At least being 
tr1e matte r? 
J 
That 1s that automobile fellow . 
) 
CRABB'E 
. 
Y0 u ougr1t to re·m.em1Jer 111e . Yotl put a b1·a11d r1ew , tr1irty.-
f :t "i/e r1u11d red. d olla.r car out of business on rr1e yes ter·day . 
r 1v,e a1~iven oome speed rriani.acs in my tin1e , bt1t I 1--r1e nev·er 
met the beat of you . You ought t~ ride on a bolt of 
ligr1tr1i r1g and t:t"ly t o f>ass shclo1.::ing stars. 
• 
• 
• 
Vfuy did you ask him to went that fast for? 
He didn't ask him. 
CRABBE 
Oh r10 , r1e didn't ask rr1e . Here or1 tr1e Pelharrt Parkway 
I was letting her Ollt to se'T1·entJr .. fi~,e miles an h.our , 
saic1 : 0 Wha.t ts the matter , ain ' t she working good?" 
' 
POLI CEl1~1\ tJ 
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vvhen 
he 
\ 
Well , t hat settles it. Here ' s a summons f o1"i 'rhtlrso.a.y mo:r·nih& 
Tnis 1 11 teach. some of you guys tt1at it don ' t pay to tr'"y to 
make honest axi drivers break the law, because you got a 
da te with some dame . 
CRABBE 
' (Vfno is st1.ll . s ·t,anding by· the door , as Blancl1n.r·d 
tries to get away) 
Here , y ou. can ' t ge t out -of here till the off icer tells you . 
It's all right , Crabbe . 
vVai t a mi nt1.te . 
,(Tc.> Crabbe) 
St ay by t hat d.oc•r there . 
( rpO pnl ineto/,f":,,,~-1, .._ U .~ \..1 .. t,4vl. .i. I 
POLICEJvfAN 
Le t h:lrrt go . 
FEDER 
Off icer , I am preside11t of the Kescluske Ba.nl{ . T'.r1is m.an 
was rr1y V\c e -President e He has made u.r1autl:.orized_ ~oa.ns of 
the l)ar1l-c s ft1.11d s and r1as mi s a pp!~ bp!"i a ted the banlt 1 s ITL011ey . 
BT..JANCHARD 
, 
FEDER 
Vve ·t ,,e got men \vorki ng 011 t he bcc,ks right nov, , Blar1cbard 
and we 1've got proof enough now to put you in j ai l ,. Now , 
of-fleer are yoll empov,er·ed t o arrest tr1is man wl thout a 
.v,ar·ran t? 
I ca11 arrest anybod y for a ny·tr1ing , see . 
FEDER 
-• 
• 
• 
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• 
I 1 11 go with you • 
POLICE}ftAI~ 
( To Blanchard.) 
Corrie on, Mister e 
Feder , for God ' s sake ••• 
BLP.!i CHARD 
F'EDER 
You brought this on yourself , Blanchard . 
no other wa.y but, t1·1is, "ivTr . Feder? 
Feder'\ . 
Give him a 
v;e clon ' t vra11 t to see anj"0r1e go . to j ai 1 on 
Blanchard , you fve ruined these men financially . You can at 
least make reparation for the other wrongs Jr· ou 1ve, dor1e them ~ 
Confess that you lied. 
BLANCHARD 
rr1 1 see them in Hell , first4 
· (Goes out witr--1 officer) 
OFFICER 
(As he goes out with Blanchard) 
Now that kind of stuff .won ' t get you nothing . 
as it is, and ~·~·• 
(Goes off tal-kir1g) 
FEDER 
• 
Yott 1re in bad~ 
· I'm ver;,r s orrJv, gent l e men~-, I apologize . 
(Starts away) 
RITA 
You ,von 't extencl the i r loans? 
Sorry, but I can ' t~ 
{ Goes out) 
FEDER 
• 
.. 
I 
3 -
J!iAvVRUSS 
I hear it , Abe , but there ' s a ;t~ist i n it somewhere . 
Vvny· I could have sold a hu11c1red thousand dollars wor'th of 
sta te rigr1t s on the spot , bu t for one tl1i ng 1i ll 
Aha ., 110,v i t c omes out . 
We l l , w11at i s i t? 
I t ' s j ust a s i n1ple t hir1g ~ 
ree l ••• ♦ 
And tha t wi ll cost? 
~JfAV{RUSS 
ABE 
We ' ve got to re t ake that last 
MP.\AIRUSS 
• 
• 
Vfell , figu1· i ng tl1e r ebuild.ir!g of tl1e house and. ei1e.r3,rthing •• 
ten t t1ousancl do l lars • • • ,, at rr1ost twelv·e . 
MP.WRUSS 
Nov, listen, .~be , · t o1rtorrow mor·nir1g, you go down t o East 
Broacl.1lia·y and look u a lof t for nc)t rrtor·e tttan t1"1i:r")t~r 
do llars a 1nonth . 
• 
i 
PE1viBERT OI\J • 
Vfr1at , you boys going to let this thing slip t h1~ough you1., 
f i ngers f or the matter of ten t housand dollars? 
Listen, Pembert on , i f we wa s offered the Singer Bui lding 
for t en t l1.ousand d o l lars , we coul cJ~n ' t pay for tr1e d.oor mat . 
~ 'A1~rR""T SC 1\/i. v~ . U ~ 0 
We are broke , Pemberton, we haven ' t go t a cent . 
. . RI TA 
Yes , yolJ. have . I can ra i se ten t h ousand d.ollars , yes and_ 
f i fteen too . You · can have every cent of it and 1 1 11 work 
here for nothing for you . 
-
.. 
• 
. . 
.. 
• 
• 
.. 
_ \ile cot1ld.n't take it ·rrom you, Miss Sismondi9 
r 
• 
,· 
RITA -. 
. · . you 
You've got to·_• D o111 t/see that ·this ,,;111 gi"t~re you 
·a chance to complete the picture and w1tr1 these offers tr1at 
Pernberlltor1 h .as , Jrou can stave off the · ballir , arid get on your 
feet a gain? 
PEMBERTON 
Yes, and with Sismond1, vamping here, makes this the 
biggestJ- concern in tJhe business. 
\Vhy, 1 t -, s only a loan, you ' ve got to take it. 
RITA 
.. 
You will take it, won't you? I 1ve got no use for this 
jewelry. Mac and I are going to housekeeping in four rooms 
and a kitchenette. 
. MAC 
Somewhere in the country, up around a Hundred and -Tenth 
street and Broadway • 
ROSIE 
M.iss Sismondi, what can we say to you? We've all been 
vampi res anti you've been the only lady. 
I 1ve been telling you right straight along Rosie, a vampire 
1s a lady and it was a lucky day for us, Mawruss, when I 
hired her. 
MAWRUss· 
. ' 
You hired her. 
·, ABE 
Well, I wanted her ••• 
• MAWRUSS 
• 
'What,are you talking nonsense.You didn't want her. I wanted 
her.- You didn't take her. I took her. I was selfish •• 
I was tired of wa1ting ••• I was going to have her, etc. 
(During speech there falls . 
• TI{E CURTAiti • 
• 
.., 
